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Today, a growing number of Pakistani artists have embraced the nation’s 

perceived visual languages and political, social, and cultural history to interrogate and 

unpack Pakistan’s contemporary society and identity. The fruits of this shifting and 

mixing are works of art that turn artistic and societal traditions, from miniature painting 

to matrimonial rites, on their sides even as they uphold their significance. In these works, 

artists present their views on life in the country and their experiences as Pakistanis. Their 

paintings, videos, sculptures, installations, mixed media works, prints, and drawings are 

not soapboxes from which they shout out their messages. Instead they present issues and 

concerns in a manner that means to define them uniquely as Pakistani. Unpredictable 

social developments and current events that require in-depth investigation appear in 

imagery without any direct answers to these debates. Rather, Pakistani artists offer them 

to incite further investigation. Through their works, artists express and examine the 
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complicated nature of Pakistani national and cultural identities by looking at the society’s 

most volatile concerns.  

Yet they address these issues in an unexpected fashion. They examine serious 

concerns like the India/Pakistan divide in a humorous fashion; they explore bloody, 

murderous acts like “honor killings” in pristine paintings. In this multifaceted treatment, 

the intense issues affecting Pakistan are interrogated with ambiguity. These artists do not 

simply present critical issues related to society in Pakistan; they play with them. And in 

this way raise questions about their meanings. And they do not only look to Pakistani 

society for subject matter. They also turn to it for methods of approaching art by 

exhibiting sensitivity to traditional materials, techniques, and styles. I analyze this 

artwork within a context of art practices in Pakistan, pedagogical methods at art schools 

in the nation, and the impact of larger historical events and social processes: colonialism, 

the partition of India and Pakistan, and globalization.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

I visited Pakistan in 1991, when I was an art history college student in the United States. I 

was born in Pakistan and had visited the country many times since leaving in 1976. But 

this visit was different. I was traveling to find out if there is anything that could be 

described as contemporary “Pakistani” art. I visited the National College of Arts (NCA), 

the main art school in the country, and arranged a visit with college professor and soon-

to-be-principal, Salima Hashmi who was the daughter of the Marxist poet, Faiz Ahmed 

Faiz. She was political herself and actively involved in writing about art and organizing 

exhibitions. With her help, I hoped to come across works by artists who were tackling the 

notion of being Pakistani in nuanced and ambiguous ways, and taking apart the belief that 

an inherent Pakistani identity exists. However, the students and teachers at the NCA did 

not appear to be interested in attempting this in their artworks. What I saw was works that 

I could find anywhere in the world—i.e. paintings of still-lifes and figures that are similar 

to styles devised in Western art movements, in short, products characteristic of those to 

be found in conservative art academies. 

 

On reflection it seems telling that I encountered work that did not seem distinctive, that I 

did not find artists concerned with issues of Pakistani society, culture, or identity, for 

there were individuals interested in these concerns. They were not practicing artists, but 

rather students who were just beginning to find their voices. 1991 was, in fact, a 

significant year for this study because the oldest artists I consider were in school at this 
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time. I have come to learn that it was these students who would explore such topics. Art 

schools, as this dissertation demonstrates, were pivotal to the production of this art. In 

1991, students had not developed much articulation in their work.  

 

I did find, however, that eight years later I could explore the artistic expression of these 

concerns because these students had now developed their artistic practices and some of 

those now studying in the academy were beginning to produce thought-provoking works. 

For instance, when I visited the NCA, I encountered artists who were experimenting with 

miniature painting, a technique that was adopted both by the Pakistani government and 

citizens alike as representing the nation’s cultural heritage. I was dazzled by images of 

brilliant colors, a trait that is typically associated with miniature painting. Yet, I was 

surprised to find pictures of the students in the paintings. I then realized that these 

students were exploiting the traditional medium to talk about their lives today.  

 

Meanwhile, the first graduates of the more recently-established Indus Valley School of 

Arts were busy making artworks with materials from the local mass culture. They were 

using familiar items and ephemera in unfamiliar ways. For example, they utilized the 

plastic-like Rexene to make a collage. It seemed these artists too wanted to play with 

viewers’ expectations by creating works of non-artistic materials that they placed in 

unusual contexts, for example utilizing Rexene in a collage instead of its usual location 

on top of a rickshaw.  
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The maturity of expression by young voices seemed to bode well for the future of 

contemporary Pakistani art. Yet, by 1999 there was not much written about the subject. 

One book, Contemporary Pakistani Painting, by Marcella Sirhandi, published in 1992 

was a gift I received in 1999. It struck me as a textbook, strikingly similar to another 

publication from 1991 entitled simply Pakistani Painting, which provides one- to several-

paragraph entries on individual artists.1 Not only was the available literature limited to 

essentially mini-monographs on select artists, the type of work included did not represent 

issues addressing what it means to be making art in Pakistan or what it means to be a 

Pakistani artist. Indeed in 1999, there was not sufficient coverage of the changing nature 

of Pakistani art. There were limited newspaper and magazine articles exploring this 

dimension in contemporary Pakistani art; longer publications were non-existent. 

 

Now in 2008, as this study comes to a close, many curators and scholars in Pakistan, the 

United States, and Europe have explored contemporary Pakistani art, in particular art that 

examines what it means to be making work as a Pakistani artist. There have been several 

exhibitions, articles, and catalogues written on the subject. It is no longer the unexplored 

field that it was once. However, the complexity of the written material does not mirror 

the density of the artwork. Many of the writers who try to understand contemporary 

Pakistani art have simplified the situation, perhaps in order to appeal to and reach non-

Pakistani audiences. The attention to the material is indeed increasing as recent displays 

                                                 
1 Marcella Nesom Sirhandi, Contemporary Pakistani Painting (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 
1992); Ijaz ul-Hassan, Pakistani Painting (Karachi: Oxford University Press,1991). 
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of contemporary Pakistani art in such places as Singapore, Japan, Italy, as well as 

England and the United States demonstrate.  

 

But what is evident as I write about this art is that there is not one word, or even a phrase, 

to simply describe the art that this study considers. It does not fit in neatly under the title 

“postmodern art,” for example. A tendency in academic art history in the West is to 

create a category into which disparate works must fit. This way of ordering knowledge, 

which is ultimately inherited from eighteenth-century Age of Enlightenment in Europe is 

a problematic way of structuring the study of most artists, but it is especially difficult for 

those artists not solely belonging to Europeans traditions. A few words or phrases cannot 

articulate the intricacy and richness of artistic practices. Following such categorization 

means that artworks and artists get positioned within a category that allows easier 

consumption and discussion. I believe that in order to address the complexity of some 

contemporary Pakistani art, it is perhaps better to resist this method of understanding. 

Thus this study strives to accept the “messiness” of Pakistan, Pakistani, and Pakistani art. 

By leaving this study open-ended, I hope to allow for the complexity of Pakistani art to 

become apparent.  

 

Cultural theorist Gayatri Spivak’s brief consideration of the work of Lebanese-Canadian 

artist Jamelie Hassan can provide a model for how to write and think about this strain of 
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contemporary Pakistani art in a complex manner.2 Hassan’s work and what it 

accomplishes, as Spivak describes it, can be likened to the practices of some 

contemporary Pakistani artists because both treat subject matter and formal qualities of 

art similarly. Both Hassan and these Pakistani artists pose questions about identity 

through concept and form. According to Spivak, Hassan’s “visual production” intervenes 

“in various ways to confuse the possibility of an absolute translation of a politics of 

identity into cultural performance.”3 In specific she writes about the installation 

Midnight’s Children, a work that puzzlingly appropriates the title and a line of a novel by 

Salman Rushdie. One of Hassan’s aim was to offer identity as a slippery notion, therefore 

appropriating a story that revolves around the major event of the Partition of India and 

Pakistan in 1947 and the trauma it unleashed on its youngest witnesses (including 

Spivak), was critical to how she disturbed the ways in which we understand identity. The 

installation includes photographs of children that sit beneath a circle of text—the last 

sentence of the novel—and a brass plate with the inscription “Midnight’s Children” in 

English and Arabic. In North America, “sympathetic” viewers, as Spivak refers to them, 

might understand the work to be about Palestinian children. The text by Rushdie talks 

about being dispossessed, and one of the photographs shows a defiant boy who holds up a 

fist—elements that might “identify” for these “sympathetic viewers” the individuals as 

Palestinians who lost their home and still struggle to reestablish it. However, Hassan 

attempts to unmoor any sign of identity. In fact, Spivak’s encounter with the installation 

                                                 
2 Gayatri Spivak, “Acting Bits/Identity Talk,” Critical Inquiry (Vol. 18, No. 4: Summer 1992), 
782-798. 
3 Ibid, 782. 
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left her “stripped” of her “identity.”4 It is because Hassan appropriated an event that is 

part of Spivak’s “turf”; Spivak associated it with her context in the decolonized space of 

South Asia.5 The artist also used a photograph of not Palestinian, but Egyptian children. 

As Spivak declares, “And I say, it’s all right.”6 Hassan successfully destabilizes fixed 

readings of identities and of the idea of identity as well, thereby questioning cultural and 

national myths of belonging to specific narratives that are in fact not so specific, i.e. a 

South Asian story close to that of Palestine’s except for the details. The result is the 

same: the displaced needs a new identity. For South Asians at the time of Partition, they 

become Pakistani or Indian, while Palestinians become non-Israelis. In these narratives, 

identity is a complex process.  

 

Some contemporary Pakistani artists accomplish similarly complex readings in their art 

by wanting to open up longstanding definitions of what Pakistan, Pakistani, or even 

Islamic can mean. In discrete works, they explore volatile social and political concerns, 

addressing domestic problems such as violence against women, international political 

dilemmas like nuclear warfare and terrorism, and debates on religion and the sometimes-

corrupt religious leadership. They use a range of local methods and materials, from the 

jewel-like technique of miniature painting to the brightly colored ephemera of mass 

culture. Yet they also embrace global modes, including abstract painting. As is evident in 

news stories around the world, the early years of the twenty-first century comprise a 

                                                 
4 Ibid, 785. 
5 Ibid, 782. 
6 Ibid, 783. 
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critical moment for Pakistan on the domestic front as well as in its relationships with 

other countries. Pakistani artists add unique perspectives to complex debates concerning 

their country. 

 

Pakistan turned sixty in 2007, but celebrations of this young nation’s birthday were 

tempered by difficult questions and concerns it faces. Are the principles upon which it 

was founded justified? What is its future? How do we define its past? Potential answers 

to these questions show that political intensity is a part of everyday life in Pakistan, 

especially at this fraught period. The army general until the end of 2007 held the most 

important post in the government; one of the provinces—Balochistan—is vying for 

independence in a fierce struggle; the nation is considered a lynchpin for the United 

States-led war on terrorism; regional peace remains unstable despite efforts to improve 

relations with India; and bombing and violent protests are the methods that anti-

government forces use to express their mistrust of the current regime. In 2008, Pakistani 

citizens casting their votes wanted a change from instability prevalent in the nation. High 

hopes were placed in newly elected officials. However, in the initial days following 

election, winning parties had yet to form a coalition government and bomb blasts 

virtually became an everyday occurrence.  

  

Difficulties have haunted Pakistan since its founding in 1947. Its very creation is one of 

unresolved difficulty. The colonial British divided the land they once ruled in South Asia 
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along religious lines in preparation for ceding control. Pakistan was to become the 

Muslim regions while India was to comprise Hindu, Jain, and Sikh areas. However, this 

division was never clear. Even if a particular religion dominated an area, many people 

belonging to other faiths had lived there as well for centuries. As such, not only 

individuals but entire communities were forced to move after the simultaneous 

Independence and Partition of India and Pakistan. The result was fourteen million 

refugees migrating from one nation to the other. In this upheaval, sectarian violence was 

rampant. Estimates of deaths range from two hundred thousand to two million; the 

number of raped or abducted is thought to be upward of seventy-five thousand.7 Despite 

this vast upheaval, India continues to hold the fourth largest Muslim population in the 

world, yet Pakistan is the Islamic republic in South Asia. 

 

The period of upheaval in 1947 was Pakistan’s beginning. During subsequent decades, a 

pattern emerged wherein military rulers deposed of civilian governments. One of the 

most oppressive periods of military rule was the Zia-ul-Haq dictatorship that forced a 

closed and guarded society in Pakistan in the 1980s. In the early years of the twenty-first 

century, Pervez Musharraf was both the President and Army General, yet under his rule 

the environment was relatively liberal; on the other hand, the President’s decision to join 

the United States-led war on terrorism in the first years of the twenty-first century fueled 

the opposition’s fight to unseat him, either through peaceful or violent means. One 

                                                 
7 Urvashi Butalia, The Other Side of Silence: Voices from the Partition of India (Delhi, 1998), 4. 
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opposition leader lost her life in a bid for her party to take control of the government. 

Pakistan People’s Party leader Benazir Bhutto was murdered in December 2007 after 

giving a speech during a political rally held days before parliamentary elections. 

Postponed to February 2008, elections did take place, and the opposition was victorious; 

however, not only was Bhutto killed, scores of others lost their lives during outbreaks of 

violence leading up to the elections.  

 

What is the role of an artist in this atmosphere, as a commentator, critic, or visionary that 

helps guides others past current problems? A growing number of artists choose to 

confront issues that plague a society in turmoil. Yet they do so in an unexpected fashion. 

They examine serious concerns like the India/Pakistan divide in a humorous fashion; they 

explore bloody, murderous acts like “honor killings” in pristine paintings. In this 

multifaceted treatment, the intense issues affecting Pakistan are interrogated with 

ambiguity. For these artists, it is important to present the subjects they explore in a 

layered manner; many of them tell me that they deliberately obscure or hide politics in 

their images. As such, the double entendre is something incorporated into the work of 

several artists dealing with Pakistan’s society and politics. The Oxford English 

Dictionary defines double entendre as “a double meaning; word or phrase having a 

double sense, especially as used to convey an indelicate meaning.”8 This figure of speech 

is often ironic and ambiguous. In artworks, these artists use this tool to ask us to 

                                                 
8 Double meaning entry, Oxford English Dictionary, 
http://dictionary.oed.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/cgi/entry/50068990?single=1&query_type=wor
d&queryword=double+entendre&first=1&max_to_show=10, retrieved July 10, 2007. 
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reconsider seemingly innocent situations. Or, in contrast, they shed light on something 

that appears dangerous but is, in reality, harmless. These artists do not simply present 

critical issues related to society in Pakistan; they play with them. And in this way raise 

questions about their meanings. This approach to complex social and political issues is 

something that visual artists share with literary artists in Pakistan. Women writing poetry 

during the Zia-ul-Haq military dictatorship examined the effects of this rule in nuanced 

manners. Poets include Kishwar Naheed and Fahmida Riaz. 

 

These artists do not simply look to Pakistani society for subject matter. They also turn to 

it for methods of approaching art by exhibiting sensitivity to traditional materials, 

techniques, and styles. Some of these emerge out of a longer history of art practices in the 

region that is now Pakistan; as such, they are part of this contemporary group’s historical 

consciousness, yet not within immediate knowledge of this generation of artists. For 

example, they use methods like miniature painting that has been practiced for centuries in 

the region—a technique once patronized by kings, it is now used to address ordinary 

Pakistanis. The local mass culture also offers artists resources for creating their art. Some 

matter used by them include posters of European urban landscapes that are cheap 

decorations for Pakistani homes, postage stamps of national leaders, Rexene used on 

public transport, notebooks for Urdu text, and a host of other ephemera. By utilizing 

these techniques and materials, artists discuss societal and national issues not only 

through subject matter, but also through forms that signify Pakistani society and nation. 
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The focus of this dissertation is on Pakistani art that is socially and politically aware; 

however, in order to understand how it came about, I will cover a great breadth of 

information ranging from art education in the colonial period to recent collaborative art 

projects. This study is an initial attempt to provide a more analytical approach to writing 

that is concerned with art in Pakistan. The method that I will use to analyze socially and 

politically aware art is a contextual one. I will present the artistic and political history of 

Pakistan that is relevant to the kind of art practices that concern this dissertation. In 

particular, I will address the role of training, teachers, and key artists in the process of 

developing art forms that are concerned with the social and political issues of Pakistan. 

 

Artists in the sixty-year-old nation did not always feel compelled to examine Pakistan’s 

social and political concerns and regional art history. On the contrary, they openly 

opposed this approach, as already suggested by the story of my initial search for 

“Pakistani” art. In the early years of Pakistani nationhood, many practitioners 

appropriated materials, techniques, and styles from European modern art. At this initial 

point, a dominant definition of art based on European standards developed in Pakistan, as 

had been true in South Asia before independence and partition. This understanding 

continues to permeate the Pakistani art world today, despite the presence of art that 

addresses and incorporates ideas and forms from the local culture. Pakistani artists in the 

early years of nationhood simply borrowed modernist practices from places that already 

had a substantial history in this kind of art. They were interested in being modern 

according to European beliefs. This art is examined closely in Chapter Two. The chapter 
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addresses the work of a few artists who are considered to be modern masters in the 

Pakistani art world today. They are presented as such in Pakistani art historical texts. The 

chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of Pakistani art, rather it will point out the 

work of select artists in order to compare and contrast with more recent artistic practices 

that do look to locally significant issues and forms. It will also problematize the notions 

of “Pakistan” and “Pakistani” by considering the nation’s complicated history.  

 

Like these terms, “Islamic” is a difficult category to frame. Although “Islamic” is a term 

that is familiar to most, a more delicate use of it requires that it is understood for all its 

complexities and difficulties. Indeed, Islamic art is often used in an indiscriminate 

manner to refer to art that is made by or for those who are Islamic, not art that is religious 

in purpose.9 For the historian Marshall Hodgson, “Islamic” should only refer to religious 

literature. He invented the term “Islamicate,” not to refer “directly to the religion, Islam, 

itself, but to the social and cultural complex historically associated with Islam and the 

Muslims, both among Muslims themselves and even when found among non-Muslims.”10 

I will use “Islamic” and “Islamicate” in a similar manner in order to indicate that the 

religion and cultures that these terms refer to are complicated and require equally 

complicated readings of them. 

 

                                                 
9 This is discussed in depth in Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom, “The Mirage of Islamic 
Art: Reflections on the Study of an Unwieldy Field,” The Art Bulletin, Vol. 85, No. 1 (March 
2003), 152-84. 
10 Marshall Hodgson, The Venture of Islam: Conscience and History in a World Civilization 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974), 59. 
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In Chapter Three, I diagram the curricula of art schools in Pakistan to assert the belief 

that pedagogical practices at these institutions fostered art that grapples with questions 

related to what is Pakistan and Pakistani. The chapter begins with the colonial period 

when art institutions were introduced in the region. The British began the Mayo School 

of Art that is now in Lahore. Housed in the same structure that served the British, it is 

today the National College of Arts. It is the oldest, most prestigious art school in 

Pakistan, yet it is now being challenged by newer academies that offer more cutting-edge 

curricula. The chapter considers newer schools as well to show the ongoing importance 

of art institutions in the dissemination of concepts, forms, and techniques. These 

educational institutions are influential in determining what a Pakistani artist should know; 

they offer courses in regional art history and cultural heritage, as well as exposure to the 

history of Western art. 

 

In the fourth chapter, I introduce contemporary Pakistani art that plays with national and 

cultural identities. It focuses on the last fifteen years and works of select artists who 

currently live and work in the South Asian nation and or part of its diaspora. Those who 

have left the nation did so after they completed their undergraduate training. They 

consider similar issues as do artists who continue to be based in Pakistan. Arjun 

Appadurai talks about this phenomenon in which culture travels as groups migrate 

internationally; simultaneously, the local changes as global developments become a 
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significant factor.11 This dissertation accepts Appadurai’s assessment of a globalized 

world now. Immigrants to other lands continue to address life in Pakistan in their 

artworks. Those back home investigate influences of the global on the local. In this back 

and forth, Homi Bhabha’s “third space”—an in-between space that is free from any one 

national association—arises to accommodate Pakistani artists who are sensitive to issues 

at home and abroad wherever they are in the world.12  

 

Even though this study is based on experiences and concerns of artists, this chapter is not 

divided according to achievements of individuals; rather, the aim is to analyze artwork 

thematically, a different approach from other Pakistani art historical texts. As described 

earlier, the authors of these texts offer a few paragraphs on the lives and works of 

Pakistani artists, privileging personality when interpreting art. There is little effort to 

view art within a larger framework of history, politics, and culture. Conversely, this 

dissertation aims to provide an analysis focusing on social and political consciousness of 

Pakistani art. It is important to note that biography is critical for this study; however, the 

analysis is not limited to personal stories. In Chapter Four, themes include “Material 

Girls: Experimental Forms and Gender Politics,” “The Fear of Islam: Volatile Images and 

the Politics of Religion,” “Dueling Partners: Partition and Contemporary Society in South 

Asia,” and “Dominant Personalities: the Presence of Past Rulers in Pakistan Today.” 

                                                 
11 Arjun Appadurai, “Here and Now,” Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization 
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 4. 
12 Homi K. Bhabha, “Introduction: Locations of Culture,” The Location of Culture (London: 
Routledge, 1994), 1-9. 
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Through this method, the chapter will shed light on Pakistani art made in the past fifteen 

years through issues that have concerned artists. It will address questions of why this kind 

of art began to be made and why it is significant. 

 

The fifth chapter will present two artist-initiated projects: Karkhana (2003) and “Aar 

Paar” (2000 and 2002). They are models for the kinds of artistic practices that play with 

the overdetermined definitions of Islamicate and Pakistani social and political issues and 

cultural traditions. The preceding chapters lead up to this particular work that is a more 

fully-realized phase of Pakistani art practice. They are well-articulated projects that 

perhaps define the shift to where the practice of art becomes more emphasized as an 

aspect defining Pakistani. In this chapter, however, I present how they arose, in part, due 

to global developments in contemporary art that are incorporated and placed side-by-side 

with local ideas and materials. This is precisely how some contemporary Pakistani artists 

define what Pakistani art (and, perhaps society) is: it is a blend of local and global 

developments and incorporates traditional and contemporary artistic concerns. 
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Chapter Two 

Prologue: Trying to Define Pakistani Art and History 

 

The turbulent history of Pakistan shapes its contemporary society. Its tumultuous 

founding and unstable governance during its sixty years of existence contribute to the 

feeling of unease in its citizens. It is a young nation that has experienced many growing 

pains. Until more recently, however, artistic practices have consciously remained 

separate from social and political concerns. For many artists, larger historical conditions 

were not considered within the realm of subject matter for a painting. Yet, even if artists 

did not represent Pakistan’s past and present in their art, I contend that social and political 

circumstances did impact what and how it was produced.  For example, when Pakistan 

became a new and independent nation, artists attempted to create works to portray the 

country and its citizens as modern. New on the international stage, artists wanted to 

demonstrate to themselves and others around the globe that they were just as up-to-date 

as their counterparts in Europe and the United States. They chose modern art styles 

developed in Europe as the method to express their modernity.  

 

French Cubism, in particular, captivated many Pakistani artists in the 1950s and 1960s 

when professor and then principal of the National College of Arts, Shakir Ali, introduced 
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it following his return to South Asia from Europe in 1951.13 Akbar Naqvi, the writer of 

Image and Identity: Fifty Years of Painting and Sculpture in Pakistan, notes:  

 

Shakir Ali emerged on the art scene of Pakistan at a very critical moment, 

when many of our own artists, who are now famous, were just beginning 

their career, and were groping for a path. He exercised a decisive influence 

on them because he came with the prestige of having acquired the latest 

and best art education not only in Delhi and Bombay but in London, Paris 

and Prague.14 

 

 

For many Pakistani artists during the nascent years of the nation, Shakir Ali provided 

guidance to them in their search of modernism. Someone equipped with information on 

modern art, whether from more cosmopolitan centers in South Asia like Bombay or the 

heart of the source in Europe, was considered to be critical to their desire to make modern 

art. Indeed, Europe was the benchmark of the new for many Pakistani artists because that 

was where modern art was thought to have developed.   

 

                                                 
13 Modern art in Pakistan is defined according to European terms. This is how art historical texts 
categorize art made when the nation was founded, mentioned in Marcella Sirhandi, 
Contemporary Painting in Pakistan (Karachi: Ferozsons Ltd, 1992); Ijaz ul-Hassan, Painting in 

Pakistan (Karachi: Ferozsons Ltd, 1991); Akbar Naqvi, Image and Identity: Fifty Years of 

Painting and Sculpture in Pakistan (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1998); Marjorie Hussain, 
Ali Imam: Man of the Arts (Karachi: Foundation for Museum of Modern Art, 2003); S. Amjad 
Ali, Painters of Pakistan (Islamabad: National Book Foundation, 1995). 
14 Akbar Naqvi, 116. 
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Later on in the nation’s history, in the 1980s, a few artists did begin to explore 

sociopolitical concerns of the nation. Most opted, however, to make apolitical landscape 

paintings and calligraphy works while a military government was in place. This was a 

safe path to follow in the face of an oppressive dictatorship; artists adopted conventional 

notions of art and beauty and did not challenge governmental authority in their art. It was 

an uneasy time when citizens felt under surveillance. Artists who spoke out about the 

government or dealt with political themes called attention to themselves. This 

environment was in place since army general Zia-ul-Haq took control of the state through 

a bloodless coup in 1977. 

 

These earlier periods are important to consider in this study of recent artistic practices 

because of their impact on contemporary artists who choose to investigate Pakistan’s 

social and political concerns. Some artists today react against the apparent blind eye that 

many practitioners in the past have turned to the volatile society in Pakistan. Yet, artists 

from the nation’s earlier history also gave newer generations of artists the inspiration to 

create their multidimensional works on Pakistan’s volatile sociopolitical issues. They 

were, in fact, their teachers. As students, they watched and learned from artists-educators. 

In some instances, they interpreted their teachers’ work and applied this understanding to 

their own experiments. 
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In this chapter, a handful of artists will be discussed to get an overview of art in the 

nation. The purpose is not to give an in-depth look at any particular artist; rather, it is to 

understand some of the developments of Pakistani art that are relevant for the overall 

study. The artists chosen for discussion are selected from Pakistani art historical books. 

The texts consulted are S. Amjad Ali, Painters of Pakistan; Ijaz ul Hassan, Painting in 

Pakistan; Akbar Naqvi, Image and Identity: Fifty Years of Painting and Sculpture in 

Pakistan; and Marcella Nesom Sirhandi, Contemporary Painting in Pakistan. These 

books include artists who are considered to be Pakistan’s “modern masters” and, 

conversely, they shape and reflect which artists are important to study and understand. 

The kind of work made in the nation’s early years, as described and presented in these 

texts, still dominates the Pakistani art world. Also present today are the ways the books 

frame art practices in Pakistan. These books address Pakistani art history by providing 

individual entries on each artist. By organizing the information separately under a single 

artist, a result is the privileging of biography over social, political, economic, and 

historical conditions involved in creating an artwork. In an article from October 1999 in 

the national daily, The News, artist and art critic Quddus Mirza criticized this framing of 

art around the cult of personality. He claimed that in doing this, preference is given to the 

artist over anything s/he produced; it does not allow for any criticism of his or her art 

once s/he is deemed a “senior” artist.15 

 

                                                 
15 Quddus Mirza, The News on Sunday (October 24, 1999). 
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Although biography is critical to this study and is often used, I try to understand the lives 

of Pakistani artists within a larger context.  In this chapter, I present art alongside two 

major developments in the political history of Pakistan: its partition with India and 

founding in 1947 and the Zia-ul-Haq military dictatorship that lasted from 1977 until 

1988. These events had a profound impact on Pakistani art, even though most artists did 

not examine them directly in their art. This history also continues to shape a shared 

imagination today. As such, some contemporary Pakistani artists probe into its 

ramifications to show, in a nuanced manner, how it has a ghostly presence in the nation 

now. The kind of art practice that delves into Pakistani history, as already suggested, is a 

much more recent activity. 

 

I. Art and the New Nation 

Independence, Partition, and Art 

Since its beginnings in 1947, Pakistan has had a turbulent existence. Stability in its 

politics and society is a shortcoming. Yet most of the visual art made there has not 

reflected the nation’s tumultuous sociopolitical history. As members of a new nation, 

visual artists did not explore the momentous occasion of Independence or the struggles 

resulting from Partition. The artist Abdur Rehman Chugtai (1899-1975) is an exception 

perhaps in that he, unlike his colleagues at the time, did try to address the nation’s raison 

d’être. He stopped depicting Hindu themes in his paintings after its establishment as an 

Islamic Republic. He did so in a manner that was idealistic, dreamy, and romantic and 
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that did not acknowledge any contemporary strife. He focused on folk stories from the 

region and the Islamic history of Pakistan, situating his work in an idealized past when 

Muslims dominated the Indian subcontinent in order to connect with Pakistan’s Islamic 

foundation. Also, the approach he employed was the same style he had been working 

with when the region was under British control: a style actually developed by Hindu 

artists on the other side of South Asia known as the Bengal School of painting. The 

Hindu artists believed that through reviving older art forms, such as Mughal miniature 

painting and ancient frescoes at the Ajanta caves, and using primarily Hindu themes, they 

would develop a uniquely Indian modern art.16 They also incorporated the Art Nouveau, 

a European movement that emphasized curvilinear designs. 

 

Chugtai used the Bengal School’s mixed approach to painting to make portraits of the 

one time rulers of South Asia, the Mughals. One such example is Jahangir and Nur 

Jehan (Figure 2.1) from the early 1940s, in which there are traces of Mughal miniature 

painting technique in its portraiture; in the classical art form, the king and queen are 

typically portrayed in a manner befitting royalty. They engage in courtly activities, 

including presiding before an audience and receiving gifts from foreign dignitaries. In 

Chugtai’s portrait, King Jahangir and his Queen Nur Jehan are taking part in a leisure 

activity. They appear suitably royal in their dress and demeanor, giving Chugtai’s work 

                                                 
16 For a full discussion of the Bengal School of Art, please refer to: Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The 

making of a new “Indian” art: artists, aesthetics, and nationalism in Bengal, c. 1850-1920 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992; Partha Mitter, Art and nationalism in colonial 

India, 1850-1922: Occidental Orientations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
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an imperial air that is present in art sponsored by Mughal emperors themselves. However, 

his later image is distinct from its historical precedent in that Chugtai used a wash 

technique that loosened the closed forms and details of painting made in Mughal courts.  

 

Even as Chugtai emphasized the nation’s glorious Muslim foundation, some believe that 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah, Pakistan’s founder, never intended it to be an Islamic Republic. 

Although he fought for Muslim rights as leader of the All-India Muslim League that was 

part of the Indian National Congress, Jinnah was not advocating that Islamic values rule 

the nation (whatever form that might take after independence—whether that is a unified 

India or as an independent Muslim country). Instead Jinnah wanted a democratic state 

that allowed all religions, including Islam, to be practiced and, more important, for all 

voices to be heard by the government.17 This is something that he did not think was 

possible in the Hindu-dominated Indian National Congress. Some feel that he did not 

want to create a separate nation at all, but sought a “bargaining chip” in order to increase 

the power of Muslims in India.18 In numerous studies examining this history, there are 

differing opinions and theories cited about what caused Partition. However, there is 

general agreement that South Asian leaders prior to and during the time of India’s 

                                                 
17 This is argued in Ayesha Jalal, The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim League, and the 

Demand for Pakistan (New Delhi: Foundation Books, 1994). 
18 Ibid. 
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partition did not consider the problems of shifting millions of people from one part of the 

subcontinent to the other. They did not think that people would actually move.19 

 

Many, in fact, did move because of the sectarian troubles brewing during the time before 

1947. Rape and abduction were facts of this tragic period. Estimates of deaths vary 

greatly with a low number at about two hundred thousand and a high reaching 

approximately two million. More than fourteen million people migrated as populations 

shifted from one part of the region to the other. The artist Ali Imam, who was born in the 

subcontinent prior to Partition in Narsingpur in present-day India, expressed his wish to 

remain where he felt at home. He was studying in Bombay at the J.J. School of Art and 

had no intention of leaving at the time of Partition. As he tells, “I had so much love for 

my roots and soil. I told my elder brother that I would like to live with my roots and live 

in the world where my whole childhood reminiscences were, where my parents were 

buried and where my background is.”20 After August 1947, however, this wish could not 

be fulfilled. The environment became too unstable and people were forced to relocate. 

For example, my mother recounts that her family had to leave everything behind and 

practically flee to Pakistan. Delhi, where they lived, was a hostile ground for Muslims. 

 

                                                 
19 This is argued in Latif Ahmed Sherwani, The Partition of India and Mountbatten (Karachi: 
Council for Pakistan Studies, 1986). 
20 Story told by Ali Imam in 1988 to M. Luftullah Khan on tape and published in Marjorie 
Hussain, 18. 
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Amid this violence, uncertainty, and confusion, celebrations of independence were 

tempered. There were many questions looming for Pakistan. Were justifications for 

creating Pakistan adequate enough to hold it together as a state? Despite doubts related to 

how Pakistan was founded, in the end it did get established as an independent nation. An 

aim that was not in dispute is that it should be a modern, democratic state, if not an 

Islamic one. And artists in the nation attempted to create a modern art for this new nation. 

These individuals did not revive Pakistan’s Islamic foundation, as did Chugtai. Instead, 

they wanted to appear on the world’s stage as a culturally developed nation with a 

progressive modern art. This approach to making art turned away from the colonizer’s 

brand of modernism and looked to modernism developed in Paris, the capital of new art 

in Europe in the early part of the twentieth century. Although no artist or writer credits 

this choice as a way to defy colonial authority, there might be an implicit reason to adopt 

European modernism. These artists, in effect, “answered” colonial thought by selecting a 

style that was unconcerned with concepts advocated in the British Arts and Crafts 

movement. They embraced European modernism with its “art for art’s sake” manifesto, 

while the British style was intended to influence the production of commercial wares. 

Pakistani artists shifted away from the crafts industry and focused on experimentations in 

oil painting.   
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Modern European Art Arrives in Pakistan 

Although Cubism was far from the latest development in art in Europe when Shakir Ali 

lived and studied there from 1945 until 1951, it was a style (in addition to precursors of 

Cubism, including the work of Paul Cézanne) that he chose for his own work and one he 

advocated for other artists, perhaps because it seemed so radically different from 

Classical painting.21 Or, he could have been influenced by artists in India who also 

adopted this style of art. He studied at the J.J. School in Bombay in the 1940s when 

Indian artists adopted Cubism on a widespread scale.22 Cubism developed in the early 

years of the twentieth century. Artists like Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, Juan Gris, and 

others created images that turned away from pictorial illusionism. No longer a “window 

on the world,” the canvas was now the sight of how an artist used his mind to analyze 

nature. It had two variants. One was Analytical in which forms were opened up like an 

eggshell placed flat on the surface of a canvas to show multiple perspectives. This idea 

came from Cézanne, who pointed out the complex manner in which human vision works; 

instead of showing one side of an object, his paintings offered many different views to 

reflect how we see out of two eyes. Synthetic Cubism included paper, newspaper, and 

other materials adhered to the surface, creating a shift between image and reality.  

 

                                                 
21 The scholar Partha Mitter references the use of Cubism in his study, The triumph of 

modernism: India’s artists and the avant-garde, 1922-1947; however, he primarily looks at work 
before Cubism takes hold of Indian artists in the 1940s. He explains, “To many of us Cubism’s 
revolutionary mode of representation is synonymous with modernism.” Partha Mitter, The 

triumph of modernism: India’s artists and the avant-garde, 1922-1947 (London: Reaktion Books, 
2007), 18.  
22 Ibid, 18. 
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Shakir Ali attended Slade School of Art in London, but his apprenticeship with the Cubist 

painter André Lhote in France made a great impression on his work.23 Shakir returned to 

Pakistan in 1951 and settled in Karachi.24 He moved to Lahore to join Mayo School of 

Arts in 1952. Lahore’s art scene would not be the same after his arrival. He was 

apparently a personable and socially active person, who seemed to charm his fellow 

artists and exert much influence on them. An example of his work includes Still Life with 

Scroll (Figure 2.2), which was painted in 1948 and reveals the interest in capturing the 

world on canvas in the manner of Picasso and Braque. A tabletop is tilted upward to 

become almost parallel with the plane of the canvas. Yet, part of the painting’s imagery is 

rendered in a more conventional manner; the bottle sits on a table’s surface, and appears 

more naturalistic than the rest of the image. In another part of the image, the artist plays 

with optical reality by showing all sides of an object simultaneously. Shakir Ali did not 

hide parts of objects or use one-point or linear perspective because he did not want to 

represent reality; rather he wanted to understand it. 

 

The writers of books on Pakistani art do not offer any laudatory remarks on Shakir Ali’s 

Cubist paintings. Art historian Marcella Sirhandi typically notes, “From an European 

viewpoint, there was nothing new, original, or noteworthy about these paintings, but for 

                                                 
23 He studied with André Lhote, who became a Cubist painter in 1917 after his release from the 
army. 
24 In Pakistan, individuals are identified by their first name. The family name is the first name of 
the father to denote the relationship “son of…”. This dissertation will thus use the first name after 
providing the full name, unless the person is known by his or her last name, as is the case with 
Chugtai. 
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Pakistan, he was the first painter with recent firsthand experience abroad to paint in a 

‘modern’ western manner.”25 Akbar Naqvi believes that he was trying to find ways to 

insert his cultural background into European modern art. He writes, “It can be argued that 

Shakir Ali painted bad Cubist painting, but this would be irrelevant because what he was 

really after was to break its purely French-European hegemony in so far as Pakistan was 

concerned.”26 Shakir Ali did study Ajanta frescoes in South India when he was a student 

at J.J. School of Art starting in 1938. However, there is no visual evidence to suggest that 

he directly incorporated these ancient frescoes on the life of Buddha in any of his own 

paintings.27 Instead he explored subjects that many artists before him had experimented 

with, including still-lifes and nude female figures.  

 

Shakir Ali, despite writing articles on philosophy and art, never wrote of his use of 

Cubism.28 Many of the artists to whom he introduced Cubism became aware of the style 

through looking at paintings in catalogues and textbooks available in libraries. Perhaps in 

their interpretations of Cubism, these artists created works that resembled this painting 

style without heeding its particular doctrine. No artist who appropriated this style in 

Pakistan ever discussed it, except to say that they used it in their work.29 It was the most 

widely practiced painting technique used in the nation’s first decades, yet Cubism might 

                                                 
25 Marcella Sirhandi, 43. 
26 Akbar Naqvi, 209. 
27 Akbar Naqvi does not give any reference for his comment that Shakir Ali was trying to 
transform Cubism into a South Asian visual language, except to say that he criticized the West for 
destroying Muslim culture in an article from 1956. 
28 Akbar Naqvi, 208. 
29 Ibid, 208. 
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have become a moniker used for any abstract style. It was adopted by Pakistani artists to 

signify their modernity because they learned about it through a first- or secondhand 

exposure to it. In particular, the Lahore Art Circle was a group of young artists who 

“were fascinated by the semi-abstract work of Shakir because they thought it was the 

latest and modern style brought straight from the great centres of art in the West by an 

artist who had lived and studied there for long.”30  

 

Ali Imam, a painter, spoke about an encounter with Shakir Ali that changed the outlook 

of his art. He tells that after a day’s painting en plein air, Shakir saw his work and 

complained about its romanticism and lack of attention to form. Shakir Ali told the 

younger artist to study Cézanne’s paintings.31 This event led Ali Imam to give up 

painting while he studied and contemplated the work of the Post-Impressionist artist via 

books and catalogues available at the British Council’s library in Lahore.32 The Pakistani 

artist would later tell that once he understood Cézanne’s paintings, he began to make 

Modernist art. He noted that the style he employed to make modern paintings was 

Cubism.33 One such work is Untitled (Figure 2.3) from 1955, in which houses are shown 

from a bird’s-eye perspective. The houses appear flat, a collection of shapes. Some of the 

structures are drawn upside down in order to give all of the information in one image. 

This solution might have been extracted from Cézanne’s paintings or from Cubist 

                                                 
30 Amjad Ali, 117. 
31Marjorie Hussain, 39. 
32 Ibid, 39. 
33 Ibid, 39. 
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compositions in which multiple perspectives were presented. Nothing was hidden in an 

attempt to make it look like the “real world,” as perceived from a single point of view.  

 

Ahmed Parvez, another artist in the Lahore Art Circle, also created works that 

experimented with a Cubist idiom. Eve (Figure 2.4) is from 1952 and it reveals the 

influence of Cubism, including the works of Picasso and Braque. The treatment of the 

woman’s head, in particular, shows that Ahmad Parvez saw Picasso’s work, perhaps from 

his Primitive period. The Spanish artist’s paintings from this phase of art showed mask-

like faces, as he was considering a schematic approach to facial features present in 

Iberian and African art. This mask-like treatment can be seen in the Pakistani painter’s 

handling of a woman’s head and face. The eyes, nose, and mouth are essentially simple 

shapes. Meanwhile in the tree behind her, the artist plays with Cubist concepts—to turn 

nature into simple geometric forms and present multiple views of the object depicted—

through the way he renders leaves.  

 

As much as the work of Cubists can be seen in Ahmed’s oeuvre, it is Shakir Ali who left 

a discernable impression on him. According to Akbar Naqvi, “Ahmed Parvez confessed 

that Shakir Ali released him from bondage.”34 He, in fact, lived with Shakir Ali for a 

short period of time. Yet, as many in the Lahore Art Circle express, Shakir was more of a 

spiritual guide rather than an actual teacher telling them exactly what to do. For example, 

                                                 
34 Akbar Naqvi, 301. 
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the elder artist gave his protégé a book on modern European art that had color plates. 

These colorful images inspired him to create works he would make until his death in 

1979. 

 

These two artists were among many who came under the influence of Shakir Ali. The 

Lahore Art Circle was a small group of artists. Yet, the work they made in the early years 

and in subsequent decades as they continued to be active artists has had a major impact 

on how mainstream contemporary Pakistani art looks and how it is defined. Art critics 

describe them as Modernists. They are contrasted with the Realists, a group of artists 

positioned together by the same art critics. These artists also define the contemporary 

moment in Pakistani art. 

 

Lahore: Modernists versus Realists 

Modernist and Realist came about because of the kind of art associated with the two art 

institutions that existed in Pakistan in its formative years. Both the Mayo School of Arts 

and the Punjab University art department were hubs of artistic activity; the two schools 

sat opposite each other on the Mall in Lahore. The former became National College of 

Arts in 1958 and was the center of modern art in Pakistan.35 Shakir Ali’s presence at this 

institution gave it this reputation. Meanwhile, Anna Molka Ahmed’s department across 

                                                 
35 Akbar Naqvi, 180. 
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the way was not considered cutting edge. Her style of painting was reminiscent of both 

Claude Monet and Vincent Van Gogh’s thickly applied pigment, and Impressionism and 

Post-Impressionism were not considered modern styles in Pakistan in the 1950s. This 

seems apparent when reading historical texts on Pakistani art. In Marcella Nesom 

Sirhandi’s biographical text on Pakistani painters, she puts her entry on Anna Molka 

Ahmed under the heading of Realism.36 And Akbar Naqvi states, “She [Anna Molka] had 

nothing to do with modern art, and did not understand it.”37 Anna Molka Ahmed made 

many images of people and places in Punjab that were considered expressionist. Some 

works include Landscape (Figure 2.5) from 1985, Chota Durgai (Figure 2.6 of 1959, and 

Haji Sharif (Figure 2.7) dated 1966. In all of the paintings (oil on canvas), she made her 

application of pigment on the surface apparent—she used a knife to apply paint.38  

 

In trying to analyze why this divide occurred between “Realism” and “Modernism,” it 

seems necessary to understand the misunderstandings and limited knowledge that artists 

in Pakistan had about European art. While Edouard Manet’s paintings are considered to 

be the first modernist works by many European and American critics and historians, 

some might date modernism even earlier.39 In Pakistan, modernism and modernist 

                                                 
36 Marcella Nesom Sirhandi, 49. 
37 Akbar Naqvi, 179. 
38 A number of her former students have told this to the author, including Lalarukh. 
39 With dating modernism in relation to art history, Charles Harrison tells: “the student of 
modernism can expect to run a gamut from the French painting of the 1860s to the American art 
of a century later and may even be directed as far back as the later eighteenth century.” Charles 
Harrison, “Modernism” in Robert S. Nelson and Richard Shiff, Eds. Critical Terms for Art 

History (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 142. 
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painting, it seems, were thought to be abstract and semi-abstract imagery. If the work 

looked too much like the “real” world, then it was not considered to be modern; instead, 

it was framed as a realist work. Shakir Ali’s introduction of Cubism, perhaps, set up this 

scenario. Reality in a Cubist-inspired painting looked quite different from the scene 

depicted in a Post-Impressionist/Expressionist work of art. Pictorial illusionism was 

shattered by the European Cubists, even if they still referred to real life in their subject 

matter. Meanwhile, Post-Impressionist and Expressionist artists had developed a style 

that questioned artistic depiction of the world as it actually appeared. They aimed to 

express the artist’s subjectivity and to show multiple perspectives. For Pakistani 

practitioners, a style that turned the world on its side was a modern approach, while one 

that only pushed it slightly was not modern. To this day, Punjab University’s art 

department functions under Anna Molka Ahmed’s shadow, although she left the 

institution in the late 1970s. Her strong personality and slightly unconventional teaching 

methods (for example, she took students out to rural areas to paint en plein air) are 

probably why she remains an influential figure. Her artistic style spawned an entire 

generation of followers. The department she founded is still considered less progressive 

than NCA in the Pakistani art world.  

 

These were the art practices in the new nation of Pakistan. For many years subsequent to 

the “beginning” of Pakistani art history, similar approaches would be taken to art by 

younger generations of artists. They would continue primarily to utilize oil on canvas. 
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They would continue to have still-lifes, figurative studies, and landscapes as the subject 

matter. It is not until the 1980s that we begin to see the inkling of change amid the status 

quo of Pakistani art, particularly surprising at a time when censorship—both official and 

unofficial—reached its peak in the nation. This art is described in the following section. 

 

II. Military, Art and Society in Pakistan in the 1980s 

The army is the most powerful institution in Pakistan; its piece of the national budget is 

greater than any other area. It played a large role in the country’s governance soon after 

Pakistan’s founding and Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s death. Zia-ul-Haq, an army general, 

ruled the country from 1977 until 1988 with a platform of Islamic values. The Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan would be just that, and everywhere there were public signs that this 

was a society governed by the rules of Islam. It was not the first time that the army had 

taken reign in the young nation; though it is considered the most brutal of the military 

regimes. The first military assumption of power took hold in 1958 when Ayub Khan 

forced out President Iskander Mirza. He remained in office until 1969, first as a military 

ruler and then as President. In 1969, General Yahya Khan would take over the Pakistani 

government and rule until 1972. Zia-ul-Haq ruled from 1977 until 1988. President 

General Pervez Musharraf ruled the country from 1999 until 2007; at this point he 

maintained his title as President, but resigned as General. During more than half of the 

time since Pakistan’s establishment, an army general has been found as head of state. 
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In the visual arts, the army did not elicit much direct response on canvas or any other 

artist’s material until the last ten years. A.R. Nagori and Quddus Mirza are perhaps two 

exceptions. Nagori’s paintings, like Tower of Power (Figure 2.8) of 1983-1986, 

lambasted dictatorial regimes around the world, especially the one in Pakistan. In Tower 

of Power the artist depicted a generic army ruler (but one probably referencing Zia-ul-

Haq, who was in power when the work was executed) riding atop the shoulders of a 

religious cleric who sits upon a bureaucrat who tramples common people. At the very top 

of the painting, red, white, and blue stripes suggest the influence of the United States on 

the rulers in Pakistan. The faceless characters in the painting evoke a type rather than a 

particular person—anyone can take on these roles. But those who ride on top of the 

people are more realistically rendered than the angular, distorted faces of the common 

men’s and women’s heads and bodies. These people tell of the suffering caused by 

Pakistani leaders. It is ordinary men and women who suffer at the hands of incompetent 

rulers. Nagori’s figures are semi-abstract and stylized. Yet, the message of his work is 

clear. It is one that points to corruption rampant in Pakistan, from clerks on to the leader 

of the government. The one who is stronger rides atop those who are weaker, and extorts 

money or services. And, ultimately, it is a dominant foreign power that controls life in 

Pakistan. This kind of criticism is not evident in artworks by other practitioners active in 

the 1980s. For such commentary, Nagori got into trouble with the authorities.40  

 

                                                 
40 Interview with A.R. Nagori by the author, 2004 
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Nagori believes, and some may agree with him, that he is only truly political artist in 

Pakistan.41 A more accurate statement may be that he is the most direct critic of the 

government in his paintings. Most galleries refused to display Nagori’s politically 

sensational work in the 1980s, preferring art that did not aggravate the authorities. The 

artist Ali Imam, whose paintings are described in the previous section, had opened Indus 

Art Gallery, which would become one of the most influential spaces in which to view 

work in the country. Here Nagori found a site in which to publicly display his politically 

motivated art. 

 

Quddus Mirza’s works, which were influenced by the miniature painting technique, were 

less direct than Nagori’s. One image (Figure 2.9), however, seems to provide a pointed 

comment on the military dictatorship in place in the 1980s. In this piece, Quddus used an 

image that is central to the genre of miniatures—a portrait of the emperor—and changed 

it to make it relevant for contemporary society. The loosely painted portrait reflects more 

recent approaches than the refined, detailed miniature technique; instead it is a method in 

which the material is evident on the surface of the canvas. In particular, Quddus 

appropriated a style developed by the American artist Jasper Johns. Johns layered paint 

on canvas, the thickness of which played between two and three dimensionality.42 His 

images included numbers, letters, and targets—things that were flat. Yet he treated them 

with layers upon layers of paint, sometimes using encaustic to make the appearance even 

                                                 
41 Ibid 
42 Leo Steinberg, “Jasper Johns: the First Seven Years of His Art,” Other Criteria: Confrontation 

with Twentieth-Century Art (London, Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press), 17-54. 
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thicker. In Quddus’ painting, there is a target-like halo around the king’s head and torso. 

This symbol indicates his indebtedness to the American artist, and it also plays with the 

supposed sacredness of the ruler. Mughal emperors were portrayed with halos 

surrounding their heads. These devices symbolizing sanctity came from European art that 

circulated in the Empire’s courts. For the artist to substitute a halo with a target in the 

contemporary moment could be read as a subversive act. On the one hand, there is a 

connotation with targets as being sites of attack; Quddus’ ruler is under siege, perhaps by 

the artist himself. On the other hand, the target and how it is painted is a reference to 

Johns who Quddus thought of as both a Conceptual and Pop artist, even though Johns did 

not consider himself in these terms. Pop art developed in the 1950s and 1960s in the 

United States and England to challenge, in part, the seriousness of art propagated by art 

critic Clement Greenberg. Conceptual art developed later in different parts of the world to 

emphasize, in part, art as an idea. Many artists involved in these movements challenged 

the establishment. In bringing together American Pop art, international Conceptual art, 

and Mughal miniature painting, Quddus challenges the austere interpretation of the latter. 

His playful approach questions how it has been fixed in popular imagination. This is 

accomplished through manipulating techniques and painting styles. 

 

Quddus was exposed to this approach through the work of artist and professor Zahoor ul-

Akhlaq who taught at National College of Arts, where the former was a student. In the 

1970s and 1980s, Zahoor was developing a style that brought elements of historical 
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miniature painting to an abstract, painterly realm. He was a main figure that rejected a 

wholesale acceptance of miniature painting, the dominant classical technique in Pakistani 

society. Yet, he also offered an alternative to the widespread use of Cubism; his 

preference was postmodern developments in U.S. and European art, including Pop Art. 

Mixing and blending this more recent method with the centuries-old miniature technique, 

the artist attempted to bring together the traditional and contemporary. Forging a new 

way to approach painting, he veered away from deriving all of his lessons on art from the 

West.43 Instead, he looked to the East to question and develop processes of painting. 

Radio Photograph of Objects Unidentified V (Figure 2.10) of 1983 is a work that 

explores formal qualities of image making. The image he created is a frame within a 

frame, as is the case with many of his works. The reference is to borders found in 

miniature paintings that originally rested in manuscripts. However, beyond these visual 

elements, he was concerned about dealing with sociopolitical conditions of the day in his 

work as well. One such issue was nuclear war. This painting shows a nuclear cloud and a 

human body with the effects of this cloud presumably. It was based on the Hiroshima 

explosion—the photographs taken of the bomb’s victims had made an impression on the 

artist. Like Quddus Mirza and A.R. Nagori, Zahoor made political work during the period 

of Zia-ul-Haq’s rule. Yet he addressed politics outside of Pakistan. 

 

                                                 
43 Zahoor-ul-Akhlaq’s contribution to Pakistani art is examined in Chapter Three. 
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Quddus Mirza made at least one work that critiqued General Zia.44 Returning to Portrait 

of a Shah (Figure 2.9) of 1986, one can see military medals pinned to what resembles an 

army uniform. The title equates the army general with a Mughal emperor, probably in 

terms of the absolute power that both retained over the dominion. His pose can be read as 

an emperor’s—it is a side profile seen in many Mughal paintings. The rest of the king, 

however, seems to disappear amid the target-like background. According to art critic 

Akbar Naqvi, “Quddus’ portraits were half-buried in paint, and he said that he covered 

the face of the person ‘with thick, rough paint to make it look like it was dirt.’”45 Perhaps 

this underhanded act was one way to express his feelings about the Pakistani leader. Or it 

could have been a method of safeguarding himself. Through immersion in paint, the 

portrait is sufficiently ambiguous to not get him into trouble with the authorities.  

 

Zia-ul-Haq created an environment of fear when he forcefully took over power in 

Pakistan. He deposed of the Prime Minister Zulfikhar Ali Bhutto on the charge of 

murdering a political opponent. The irony of the situation was that Bhutto had appointed 

Zia to head the Pakistani military, apparently because he believed that the army general 

posed little threat to his government.46 In 1976, when Zia was selected to be chief of 

army staff, he had been serving an unimportant post and had the reputation of being loyal 

and uninterested in politics. Bhutto selected him over more senior officials, and, 
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46 Stanley Wolpert, Zulfi Bhutto of Pakistan: His Life and Times (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993), 262. 
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according to historian Stanley Wolpert, “Zulfi’s choice of Zia proved his most fatal error 

of personal judgment.”47 Soon afterward he seemed to regret his decision. According to 

Wolpert, “He often made Zia the butt of public ridicule, shouting at him from the head of 

the dinner table, ‘Where’s my monkey-general? Come over here, Monkey!’”48 However, 

citizens were turning against Bhutto at this time, in particular the Islamic middle class 

that believed that the Pakistani government should emphasize above all Islamic values as 

opposed to advocating socialism, which was the program that Bhutto had set. Although 

Bhutto would include rhetoric about Islamic values in his speeches and try to gain more 

orthodox Islamic support, it was perhaps too late to win over the growing Jamaat-i-Islami 

(now Pakistan’s largest Islamic Party). Zia espoused the values of the Islamic middle 

class and thus after he forcefully took over governmental control he was able to maintain 

authority until his death in 1988. In the turbulent politics of Pakistan, an eleven-year 

control of government is an impressive feat, only something ever accomplished by the 

army.  

 

Even though political organizations were made illegal during Zia-ul-Haq’s reign, militant 

religious groups that were actually political in their missions were able to skirt around the 

ban.49 They set the tone for the social climate at this time. Their ideals reflected the 

policies of the government. It was a reserved moment in the nation, when Islam was 

                                                 
47 Ibid, 262. 
48 Ibid, 263. 
49 Political groups and associations were not allowed on campuses during this time; however, 
religious groups that could be chartered were often covers for militant Islamic politics.  
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forced upon people. The government, to make the state appear more Islamic, enacted 

measures that would affect everyone in the nation. The news was to be read in Arabic—

the language of the Muslim holy book—on the radio and the television. Female news 

anchors were required to wear a headscarf, and television stations were ordered to stop 

their broadcasts and play the Muslim call to prayer five times a day. In government 

offices and public areas like airports, people were forced to pray. During the fasting 

month of Ramadan, it was a punishable crime to eat or drink in public. The penalty for 

having alcohol—something not permitted in Islam—was public flogging. Women were 

banned from competing in athletic contests. And there was an official ban on dance 

performances.  

 

Although the military government did not force artists to change their approach to art, 

several artists censored themselves and began to produce images in “safer” genres.50 

While there is disagreement over official censorship enforced at this time (i.e. whether or 

not the government repressed artistic expression), private citizens, especially those 

involved in Islamic political parties, did take action against art they found offensive. 

Sameera Raja, a gallery owner in Karachi, describes the National College of Arts as a 

creative haven in the 1980s when she studied there. Although it continued to be a liberal 
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institution when society became hyper-conservative, the NCA was not completely safe 

from unwelcome visits of the Jamaati-i-Islami.51 

 

One will find the predominance of Islamic calligraphy in art made in the 1980s. When 

society was in the process of “Islamization,” and the presence of militant Islamic factions 

invoked a sense of fear, artists censored themselves, and galleries did a similar thing in 

order stay safe from attacks by these militants. A gallery could ensure that its business 

would not be disturbed by officials if it displayed Islamic calligraphy. Islam was imposed 

as the nation’s foundation, and art would reflect this belief. Even Shakir Ali, the paean of 

Pakistani modernism, would take up this traditional art form; however, Shakir and other 

artists at the time did not take up traditional approaches to calligraphy. Instead, artists 

contemporized it through writing Islamic text in painting styles adopted from the United 

States and Europe (see, for example Figure 2.11). They applied Islamic text to materials 

and techniques developed in art in the United States or Europe. Islamic calligraphy’s 

significance is no less important today, as art galleries keep an overabundant stock of this 

work in their storerooms. 

 

The Punjab Landscape School was likewise a group of painters that adopted European 

and American painting styles to create politically safe images of Pakistani terrain. They 

were very active in the 1980s as well. Khalid Iqbal is considered the head of this 
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collective that found inspiration in the verdant countryside of the Punjab province. These 

artists rendered the landscape in the region faithfully, often making the painting or doing 

careful studies in situ. In order to facilitate this practice, Khalid would select rural 

locations bordering Lahore. Near to urban, developed areas are green belts where the 

artist found scenes that he would capture as they appeared to him, as in Rural Canal 

(Figure 2.12). Several writers tell that he adopted Impressionism and Post-Impressionism, 

in particular the work of Cézanne. The manner in which he would build up the canvas, 

however, was in keeping another nineteenth-century landscape painter, the English artist 

John Constable. Khalid Iqbal’s paintings find another point of connection with 

Constable’s work. When Constable painted his scenes of the English countryside, he did 

not intimate the kind of tumultuous activity taking place in this location. It was a time of 

industrialization when rural workers were forced to migrate to cities that were new 

centers of manufacture. Their livelihoods were obliterated due to the demand of mass 

production offered by factories. Protests that often turned violent were happening in the 

places Constable depicted; however, he only chose to show a nostalgic view of nature, of 

a time when life was simple.52 Similarly, Khalid Iqbal’s paintings are nostalgic in their 

ignorance of strife, pollution, and overpopulation in the city located next door to sites he 

chose to depict on canvas. In fact, his landscapes focus solely on the land, and are often 

unpopulated. Critic Akbar Naqvi asserts that Khalid Iqbal painted the truth. He writes, 

“After Ustad Allah Bukhsh’s romanticism and Anna Molka Ahmed’s expressionism, we 
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had to have Khalid Iqbal to give us the truer picture of the land at its grassroots level.”53 

Perhaps this critic thinks that Khalid’s paintings are truthful because they appear to him 

as unemotional and straightforward. 

 

Whether he painted the “truth” or not, Khalid Iqbal’s work did not result in acts of 

censorship from governmental or private authorities. He and other artists omitted 

confrontational subjects from their work, and caution ruled the day. It was because artists 

did feel pressure from militant Islamic factions in the society to conform to their ideas of 

Islam. The militants believed that religion does not allow figurative imagery. In response, 

galleries hid certain controversial work due to threats. For example, the police raided 

Anwar Saeed’s first solo exhibition in 1984 because of what had been written about his 

work. The included paintings focused on windows, either seeing inside from the outside 

or vice versa. Figures appeared on either side of this divide, in a state of half dress. A 

provocative article on his work appeared in a newspaper catching the attention of the 

authorities. The next day, the police raided Rohtas Gallery in Islamabad where the 

exhibition was taking place. The gallery, knowing the sensitivity of the times toward 

figurative art, had removed and strategically hid some of the work they thought might be 

offensive when they heard about the article.54 
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In another incident—one that actually took place after the Zia-ul-Haq dictatorship, yet 

gives insight to the pervasiveness and threatening abilities of militant Islamic groups in 

Pakistan—Colin David displayed his paintings of nudes in his home. The Jamaat-i-Islami 

broke into the artist’s home to destroy the work. There were other cases of censorship, 

including the removal of artists’ works from national exhibitions because they were 

feared to be offensive to religious conservatives.55 

 

Women and the arts during the 1980s 

Women, according to artist and activist Salima Hashmi, refused to pander to official 

sponsorship of Islamic calligraphy and apolitical landscape painting.56 Women were 

political in their approaches to art during the 1980s simply by maintaining their practices. 

They did not succumb to societal pressures to make “official” art or censor themselves in 

order to manage during the politically difficult time. Perhaps women chose this path 

because they particularly suffered during the Zia-ul-Haq dictatorship. They were ordered 

to wear veils and remain out of the public eye. Chaddar aur Chaar Diwari, meaning veil 

and four walls (of the home), was the program of forcing women to conform to what the 

government believed were Islamic ideals. Morality was, in a very visible and public 

sense, assigned to the covered female body. But much more dangerous were the Hudood 

Ordinances enacted in 1979 that made victims more vulnerable than the criminals, in 
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particular those who had been raped.57 Under the Hudood Ordinances, a rape victim who 

wants to bring her offender to justice is required to bring forth four adult male witnesses; 

otherwise she can be punished for making a false accusation.58 Oftentimes the woman 

claiming rape is charged with adultery and imprisoned. In 1983, women took to the 

streets to challenge these abominable laws. They demonstrated in large numbers in 

Lahore in February of that year. Yet, despite their efforts, they continue to be enacted 

today.59 

 

In 1983, Salima Hashmi was one of a group of artists who signed a declaration stating 

their concerns about the status of women in Pakistan at the time and affirmed their 

commitment to cultural development on the national level through education and 

practice.60 This manifesto, however, was never made public. More publicly vocal, the 

Women’s Action Forum was a feminist organization that fought for women’s rights in 

Pakistan. Salima Hashmi was a member of this group that included women from a variety 

of professions. The artist Lalarukh was also a member and notes that she learned 

printmaking because the organization was finding it difficult to get its newsletter 

                                                 
57 The Hudood Ordinances made certain crimes, like robbery, murder, and adultery, punishable 
according to Quranic terms—stoning to death, flogging, and cutting off hands. 
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turned against them.  
59 The Women’s Protection Bill passed in the Pakistan National Assembly in 2006 states that a 
rape victim does not have to provide four male witnesses to prove that she was raped. Instead, the 
judicial system will base a rape case on such other type of evidence as physical.  
60 Salima Hashmi, Unveiling the Visible: lives and works of women artists of Pakistan 
(Islamabad: Actionaid, 2002), 91. 
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printed—the Islamic fundamentalists had been threatening and raiding printing houses.61 

As a result, the Women’s Action Forum found alternative methods to get out its message 

while Lalarukh was able to learn a new medium that she would use to explore 

contemporary sociopolitical issues.  

 

During this period, women made works that dealt obliquely with the oppressive 

atmosphere. This art serves as commentary on the sociopolitical climate in the 1980s. 

However, much of the art of this time was not directly political in its appearance. There 

might have been a reluctance to make overtly opinionated works for a number of reasons. 

For security and safety concerns, women could have been wary of making explosive 

imagery. But on the other hand, instead of expressing a view directly, they wanted to 

complicate matters by taking a more nuanced approach. This ambiguous and complex 

mode of expression is found in literary artists of the time. Women were writing poetry on 

such controversial topics as the Hudood Ordinances and the process of “Islamicization” 

in Pakistan. They were doing so in nuanced ways that walked a fine line between direct 

criticism of the military dictatorship and underhanded literary ways to suggest their 

disapproval of the regime. These visual and literary artists were part of the same social 

circles and influenced and even collaborated with each other.62 

                                                 
61 Interview with Lala Rukh by the author, 2006. 
62 Rukhsana Ahmed writes, “Artists sold their paintbrushes for calligraphy pens. Only a handful 
of women artists continued to paint with an awareness of the political context and a fiercely 
heightened sense of oppression of women. Amongst them were Salima Hashmi and Naazish Ata-
Ullah, both of whom have appropriately, worked on cover designs for Kishwar Naheed’s books.” 
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Making art in Pakistan in the 1970s (and earlier) meant that one made a “pretty picture.” 

The work was supposed to be visually enticing and aesthetically pleasing. This is, as 

Salima Hashmi explains, the way that art students in Pakistan were taught. In the 1970s, 

there were scant artists making political work so when women wanted to make social 

commentary in their art in the 1980s, they were not sure how to do so according to 

Salima Hashmi: 

 

Now women artists found that they needed to make their art about their life. 

However they did not have the tools through which they could comment on social 

and political conditions since they were taught in an apolitical manner. Some 

started making thematic changes in their artworks to consider developments 

around them like the fact that they had to cover themselves when they went out in 

public. There was great controversy about how women should remain inside the 

chaar diwari (four walls) [of a house] and be in a chaddar. These became 

significant themes and were treated sardonically, humorously, and seriously in a 

sense of rebellion. Women’s bodies became sites of contention with the state 

claiming ownership through new laws—the Hudood Ordinances—that were very 

anti-women. This fact came under scrutiny in an oblique way.63 

 

Meher Afroze was one such woman active in the 1980s who explored her identity and her 

society symbolically. In the series titled Puppet, the artist considered women’s lives in an 

oppressive environment in which they are forced to act and conform to rigid societal 

standards. Similarly, the Mask series metaphorically represents the roles that women have 

                                                                                                                                                 
Rukhsana Ahmed, We sinful women: contemporary Urdu feminist poetry (London: The Women’s 
Press, 1991), 17. 
63Atteqa Ali, “Conversation with Salima Hashmi.” 
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to “wear” instead of being free to choose their destinies. Although Meher began her 

career as a printmaker, the medium was shunned as a practice in Pakistan and thus she 

took up painting as well at this time. Her paintings, however, have a print-like quality 

because of their texture. In one from the Puppet series (Figure 2.13), her simplified 

rendering of figures and space recalls the traits that might be found in printmaking, 

perhaps woodcuts that typically have heavy outlines and minimal rendering. Recalling 

African masks in which the facial features are delineated into clear shapes, these masks 

effectively cover what is behind them. The faces in the painting stare out to the viewer, 

lifeless. For the artist, women wear masks in everyday life. Hidden beneath are the real 

women who do not reveal their true selves.64  

 

Artist Nahid Raza explored how women deal with public society in Pakistan as well. In 

particular, she explored the world of a divorced, single mother in tandem with the larger 

struggle of women in 1980s Pakistan. Blending the personal and political, she reclaimed 

the female body in her paintings of women from a woman’s perspective. Getting a 

divorce in Pakistan in the 1980s was a rare occurrence. Most couples chose to struggle 

through difficult relationships rather than face social stigma. Nahid decided to strike out 

on her own. According to the artist, she provided a vision of women as independent 

beings, not because they did extraordinary things in her paintings but because they lived 

everyday reality on their own.65 In 1987, she exhibited her series “Eve and the Universe.” 

                                                 
64 Niilofur Farrukh, Pioneering Perspectives (Karachi: Ferozsons Ltd, 1998), 15. 
65 Interview with Nahid Raza by author, August 2004. 
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According to the art critic Niilofur Farrukh, this series “burst forth on the Karachi art 

scene with a resounding voice of protest. Her Eve was a woman who held her palm up to 

say ‘Enough!’”66 In one image (Figure 2.14), a mask-like face rests on a stylized body.   

 

Nahid Raza also addressed issues relating to maternity, making paintings of mothers. Her 

work is particular to her situation—a woman living in Pakistan. Here, Nahid’s colleagues 

working in the 1970s and 1980s, including Meher Afroze, considered very personal 

topics as well, such as marriage, veiling, and being a female professional. These artists 

worked during a dark, repressive time when there was a need to assess where the nation 

was heading and questions were looming in the air in every aspect of society. Yet, as 

Salima Hashmi outlined, this was an initial attempt to deal with volatile topics, and artists 

had to figure out how to do this. Since there was limited precedence of art that dealt with 

social and political concerns in Pakistan, they had to invent ways to deal with these 

issues.  

 

Women making artworks wanted to comment on the social reality that they faced; this 

was their way to protest the government’s positions. Naazish Ata-Ullah made prints that 

indirectly explored a decree by the military dictatorship that forced women to wear a veil; 

her imagery usually included a chaddar (a long and wide scarf used for veiling) and red 

spots. These works fell outside the radar of militant groups, perhaps because they are 

                                                 
66 Niilofur Farrukh, 51. 
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semi-abstract and do not include such imagery as naked bodies that would incite trouble. 

In Chaddar VI (Figure 2.15), there are blood-like red marks to one side of the print. 

Lying next to this is a chaddar. As mentioned previously, Chaddar aur chaar diwari 

(veil and four walls) was an official policy that many women found oppressive. It was 

one among many. The artist expressed her concern through suggesting the struggle that 

could yield blood, in particular the blood of women who are denied rights by the 

government.  

 

Meher, Nahid, and Naazish’s use of paper as a surface was unique and broke from the 

artistic norms in Pakistan since most artists made paintings. Prints and works on paper 

were not considered as artistically respectable as paint on a canvas or wood. In 

continuing to make this kind of art, these women contributed to an environment in which 

a variety of media as well as techniques could be used. Naazish Ata-Ullah had actually 

helped to expand the printmaking department at the National College of Arts with artist 

Anwar Saeed. By initiating visual dialogues on politics, gender, and society, these artists 

paved the way for the contemporary generation to critically examine these epistemologies 

by employing a range of artistic materials. According to Salima Hashmi, “In national 

exhibitions, drawings and works on paper were relegated to one small room. It didn’t 

matter that some of the most significant work was being done in this little ghetto. When 

you look at what’s going on now it’s tremendous because I think the door was pried open 
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by this generation. Now so many avenues have opened in terms of scale, field, medium, 

material, and so on.”67  

 

Thus the foundations of contemporary Pakistani art that probes into questions of national 

and cultural identity rest in art made in the 1980s. The initial attempts to break out of the 

mold of artistic practices in Pakistan included artworks that critiqued the government and 

addressed society. A.R. Nagori, for example, made political art about the Zia-ul-Haq 

military dictatorship and offered direct criticism of the ruler. In the 1980s, artists also 

investigated visual idioms and materials. Artists like Zahoor-ul-Akhlaq and Quddus 

Mirza experimented with miniature painting to explore possibilities for techniques to be 

used in large-scale paintings; women selected media and subjects that most Pakistani 

artists did not consider for their visual expressions. These were preliminary inquiries into 

art and its practice in Pakistan. They would set the stage for a future generation of artists.  

 

Pakistani art history provided a legacy of art and artistic practices that contemporary 

artists react against or incorporate in their works of art. This later group of practitioners 

utilized previous experiments as a basis from which to develop more fully articulated 

analyses about art and what it means to be a Pakistani artist.   

                                                 
67 Atteqa AliError! Bookmark not defined., “Conversation with Salima Hashmi.” 
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Chapter three 

History of art schools in South Asia 

 

 
In Pakistan, academies of art remain the principle places where styles are formed, tastes 

are nurtured, and artistic movements are initiated. There is a National Gallery of Art and 

a handful government-run art spaces, in addition to commercial art galleries; however, 

they do not command the kind of impression on the Pakistani art world that art schools 

do.68 Educational institutions not only train new generations of artists, but they also serve 

as centers for the Pakistani contemporary art world. It is here that people turn when they 

want information on what’s going on in recent art in the country. International curators 

discover new talent from the pool of recent graduates and from the more established 

artists who teach at these institutions.69  In the period immediately prior to the foundation 

of Pakistan, art as a category of cultural production was associated with academies as 

well because it was there that formal education in the fine arts began in colonial India.70 

The colonial management established four institutions in major centers of their empire 

during the 1850s, 1860s, and 1870s—Bombay, Calcutta, Lahore, and Madras—to teach 

artists. This differed from earlier artistic practice, both in terms of the makers and then 

                                                 
68 Indus Art Gallery in Karachi is described as having had a lot of influence in earlier decades. 
69 They primarily come to visit artists who make art that interrogates Pakistani national and 
cultural identities. 
70 Art today is taught and learned outside of the school system—this is an accepted practice in 
contemporary Pakistan, perhaps because of the history of the apprentice system in the region. The 
reason could also be that art is sometimes treated as a dilettante activity; therefore, a doctor who 
spends his leisure time learning to paint could have his art displayed in a gallery. All of the artists 
that concern this dissertation attended art school, perhaps showing their commitment to art or 
indicating that they accept a Western mode of conveying art skills. Yet it is important to note that 
this method has been part of the nation since its founding and before. 
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patrons. Prior to the British, the Mughals had ateliers in their courts where master 

painters taught apprentice the skills of painting. The curriculum in the four British 

institutions focused on local crafts and design, mirroring agendas set in industrial arts 

academies in England and pointing to issues circulating then in the British art world, in 

particular those that centered on the South Kensington School of Industrial Arts in 

London from which many key players in Indian art education came. The administrators 

promoted a revival of handmade art and objects in the face of mass-produced items made 

in England’s growing industrial sector. These same products flooded markets in India, 

resulting in the demise of local handmade objects. The British, who had been the ones to 

create this problem—they had imported wares from England to the colony—would be the 

self-appointed saviors of Indian crafts and design.71 This desire to save Indian arts and 

crafts merged with the promotion of Westernization and modernization in the 

development of the modern Indian artist in Calcutta. For example, the artists associated 

with the so-called Bengal School of painters tried to create images that could be 

considered modern, but nonetheless Indian. They attempted to form a modern art based 

on the region’s cultural heritage and the visual language of Eastern art. In Lahore, 

however, the former colonial initiative outweighed any other concern. 

 

                                                 
71 British writers at the time criticized “the declining state of handicrafts in the empire, with the 
attack directed against British commercialism and government negligence.” Tapati Guha-
Thakurta, “Orientalism, Nationalism and the Reconstruction of ‘Indian’ Art in Calcutta” in 
Catherine Asher and Thomas Metcalf’s Perceptions of South Asia’s Visual Past (New Delhi, 
Bombay, Calcutta: Oxford & IBH Publishing Co.), 48. 
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In 1875, John Lockwood Kipling, the father of Rudyard Kipling, became the first 

principal of the Industrial School of Arts in Lahore, which is in present-day Pakistan. 

Known as the Mayo School of Art, it first functioned primarily as an atelier where 

students worked to complete commissions that the school received. This school, out of 

the four begun by the British, has been studied the least. Its archives have been sorted out 

only recently—papers taken out from the cotton sacks in a basement at the NCA in which 

they have languished for many years.72 Now with annual reports accessible, the early 

institutional history of the Mayo School is much clearer. Of course, documents produced 

by the British fittingly reflect their concerns and interests. Thus, the Mayo School of Art 

has to be understood within the context of the agenda set by British art administrators.  

 

In 1958, Mayo School became the National College of Arts (NCA). Eleven years after 

the British relinquished control of the subcontinent, the college worked to eliminate any 

association with the former colonizer, at least in name. However, it took more 

pronounced efforts to shift practices from colonial times. The practice of the fine arts 

became more significant than its previous design focus. This change would be more 

evident when artist Shakir Ali became the NCA’s principal in 1961. This development 

signaled a switch in the school’s role from producing craftsmen to fine artists, as defined 

in conventional terms.  

 

                                                 
72 Nadeem Omar Tarar, Colonial Governance and Art Education in Colonial Punjab c. 1849-

1920 (University of New South Wales, Australia unpublished dissertation, 2006), 1. 
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Today, the NCA includes a wide range of art courses complemented by art history and 

other theoretical subjects. In addition, other schools and art departments have entered the 

scene in Pakistan, and more are on the way. They include the Indus Valley School of Art 

and Architecture in Karachi, Beaconhouse National University in Lahore, and the 

University of Karachi’s Visual Arts and Design Department. These three newer 

academies in the country encourage students to understand the theoretical underpinnings 

of practicing art—i.e. what is the role of an artist and what kinds of issues and concerns 

might an artist address. At these schools, students and teachers analyze and debate if and 

how they should address sociopolitical conditions in Pakistan, art of the nation/region, as 

well as art from other parts of the world in their work.73  

 

This chapter will consider the history of art schools in the Indian subcontinent, focusing 

on the ones in the area that is now Pakistan. It is important to consider the earlier history 

of these institutions in order to set up colonial versus postcolonial concerns—even though 

they sometimes parallel each other. Although the first schools from around South Asia 

will be discussed because of colonial agendas set throughout the subcontinent, the Mayo 

School of Art will be more extensively examined since it became the National College of 

Arts, the most influential art school in Pakistan. Its prestigious place is challenged in the 

early twenty-first century by the more recent educational institutions mentioned above. 

                                                 
73 This is done on an informal basis as there are no classes designed to deal with these issues. 
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The chapter will follow a chronological order, proceeding from the colonial period 

through contemporary times. 

 

Alongside a history of art academies, the chapter will address the theoretical foundation 

of being a Pakistani artist. What kind of knowledge should s/he have? Does an artist have 

to develop his or her conceptual ability or is it more critical to be manually dexterous, in 

drawing for example. Important questions about art practices, including if it means the 

same thing to make art in Pakistan than elsewhere, are explored in this chapter. Pakistani 

educational institutions have played a major part in defining what an artist is, from 

establishing what s/he needs to learn to influencing interpretations in the popular 

imagination. This chapter hopes to draw forth these questions and concerns. 

 

I. The Colonial Period 

The year 1757 is generally cited as the beginning of British rule in India, when the British 

were victorious in the Battle of Plassey in the north of Bengal. The East India Trading 

Company won this battle resulting in significant wealth by securing the right to collect 

tax revenues from South Asians.74 The right to collect taxes in three of the Mughal 

Empire’s provinces meant that this trading company could now purchase its goods with 

the revenue it collected. The East India Trading Company had begun trading in the 

subcontinent at the beginning of the seventeenth century, and since this point it had 

                                                 
74 Stanley Wolpert, A new history of India (fourth edition) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1993), 202-225. 
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increased its power in the region through building factories and annexing land. After 

opening trading posts, the Company (considered the first multinational corporation) 

would consolidate its hold of the country after acquiring significant portions of India by 

the buildup of its own military forces.75 Pakistan today includes part of the Punjab, the 

former Sikh kingdom that was a late British acquisition. The Company negotiated its 

annexation through a variety of methods until 1849 when this volatile region was finally 

subdued.76 Company rule ended a few years later in 1857, when the British government 

took over direct administration of the colony until the mid twentieth century. Thus, active 

British presence in South Asia lasted for some three hundred and fifty years.  

 

During their tenure in the Indian subcontinent, the British became involved in all aspects 

of life, including the education system. The curriculum set at art schools in the mid to late 

nineteenth century was based on local design and handicrafts because the colonizers 

believed it was suitable for the Indian context. They thought that Indians should learn to 

make “Indian” art, or at least what the British perceived to be this art. They felt that they 

were there, in part, to raise the standard of living of the natives, while also helping to 

preserve local culture and traditions. According to historian Tapati Guha-Thakurta, “In 

their self-styled mission of refining ‘native’ aesthetic tastes, the British art administrators 

                                                 
75 Ibid 
76 Nadeem Omar Tarar, Colonial Governance and Art Education in Colonial Punjab, c. 1849-

1920 (New South Wales, Australia: University of New South Wales unpublished dissertation, 
2006), 25. 
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found their greatest gratification in the coming together of the art schools.”77 The British 

were offering a bit of European progress through supplying its colony with “useful” 

knowledge—an organized, systematic method of teaching and learning artistic skills. The 

scholar, Partha Mitter, writes: “The art schools appeared at a time when the Raj was 

moving towards a modern form of benevolent despotism.”78  

 

Yet the manifestation of this desire was not as lofty as the intention. Guha-Thakurta 

notes, “For all the talk of about elevating the ‘thoughts and aspirations of the natives’, the 

priorities were placed on a system of training that was purely technical, craft-based and 

employment-oriented.”79 The British had wanted to make Indians intellectually and 

morally superior than their current level of sophistication, but what resulted from their 

efforts in setting up art schools was a programmatic method of teaching artistic skills. 

The process of learning to draw was translated into rote, mechanical exercises.    

 

The first of the British-established art schools began in Madras in 1850. Initially, a 

surgeon, Alexander Hunter headed and paid for the school. In 1854, the Calcutta School 

of Art opened its door to those wanting mechanical skills in the arts. It became a full-

fledged government institution in 1864 when H.H. Locke, an art teacher in England, 

                                                 
77 Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New ‘Indian’ Art: Artists, Aesthetics and Nationalism 

in Bengal, c. 1850-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 47. 
78 Partha Mitter, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 29. 
79 Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New ‘Indian’ Art, 59. 
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became its Principal with a mission of reorganizing it. By 1876 it would include an art 

gallery to house a collection of European artworks. Calcutta School’s curriculum would 

then combine an indigenous craft-oriented method and a Western, “fine arts” approach. 

Associated with this academy was a painting style known as the Bengal School of 

painting, which was pointed out in Chapter Two but is important to discuss in some detail 

for this study because South Asian artists attempted to form a modern art based on 

indigenous ideas and practices. The Bengal School of painting included a teacher, 

Abanindranath Tagore, and students from Calcutta School of Art at the turn of the 

twentieth century. At this time E.B. Havell served as principal. In fashioning a new 

“Indian” art, students, teacher, and administrator joined together to develop something 

modern that was not Western. This came about at the time of the Indian nationalist 

movement when the intelligentsia in Bengal was attempting a modern nationalist culture 

that was consciously different from European notions of modernity. Both nationalist 

scholars and artists turned to religion, in particular Hinduism, to separate themselves 

from the British (at least on one level). In the end, Bengal School aesthetic was not a 

unique and pure style as intended but a mix of influences from varied sources, including 

Muslim miniatures, Irish manuscript illuminations, Victorian paintings, and Japanese 

watercolors. It was based in the Arts and Crafts ideals that shaped curricula at British-

founded art schools. Out of Arts and Crafts thinking developed the link of modern art to a 

glorious past, as encouraged by Orientalist writers who provided “the new Indian artist 
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with a sense of a past heritage and a present mission of recovering and rebuilding that 

heritage.”80 

 

Meanwhile in Bombay, the situation was different. A wealthy Parsi industrialist, 

Jamsethji Jijibhai, funded the J.J. School of Art that a British artist, James Payton, 

headed. Opening in 1856, both the funder and the first principal would influence a taste 

for European art despite the school’s stated aim to develop local styles. Two later 

students—Shakir Ali and Ali Imam—would learn methods of painting developed in 

Europe. Their work would be among the first modern art produced in the new nation of 

Pakistan. Shakir Ali became the NCA’s principal in 1961. Although later the NCA would 

be a center of painting based on European modernism, in the late nineteenth century the 

Mayo School offered something else entirely. John Lockwood Kipling served as the first 

principal of the Mayo School of Art that opened in 1875 with the following stated 

objectives: 

 

To give instruction in the Art of design, with special reference to the artistic 

industries indigenous to Punjab, and to the Architectural and Decorative Styles of 

Art peculiar to the province; and to exercise a general supervision over the 

Industrial and Technical Schools of the Punjab, and over instructions in 

Elementary Drawing in ordinary schools.81 

                                                 
80 Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New ‘Indian’ Art, 48. 
81 Samina Choonara, Official Chronicle of Mayo School of Art: Formative Years under J.L. 

Kipling (Lahore: National College of Arts, 2003), 25. This text published fragile original 
documents of the Mayo School in order to be easily available to the public. References to this 
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In colonial India, the Mayo School in Lahore and the Madras School were known as the 

more craft-driven institutions that encouraged Indian approaches to designing products 

like furniture, cups, and plates and decorating parts of architecture. Design is used as 

term by Kipling and me to describe a more practical approach to artistic production—i.e. 

design results in products for specific utilitarian or decorative purposes. The Mayo 

School and the Madras School were notorious for being “factories” where local goods 

were made for government institutions and officials, as well as for those with a taste for 

Indian arts and crafts back in Europe. Students were given assignments to design rooms 

in official buildings, for example. They made furniture and objects, among other things, 

which were then sold to interested buyers that came from the colonial officials or from 

England. In his official reports, Kipling, the principal of the Mayo School of Art from 

1875 until 1893, seems almost accepting of the accusation that the school was a 

workshop, perhaps because he believed that this was the best way to spread his ideas 

about how Indian design should appear. He writes: “…it will probably be some time 

before the cardinal fault of the school—its being less of a school in the strict sense of the 

word, than an atelier—will be remedied.”82  There were not any pretensions to instructing 

a young man to become a fine artist in the European sense of the term, as one might get 

                                                                                                                                                 
publication in the dissertation indicate text from original documents rather than any secondary 
essays included in the volume. 
82 Ibid,52 
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the impression in looking at the curriculum of the Calcutta School or the J.J. School.83 In 

Lahore, Kipling set his mind and the school’s focus on design only.  

 

Kipling came to Lahore from England via Bombay in 1875. He had been teaching 

decorative sculpture at the J.J. School of Art for ten years. Before coming to India, he, 

along with H.H. Locke and E.B. Havell of the Calcutta School, was associated with the 

South Kensington School of Industrial Arts—the South Kensington Museum that has an 

extensive collection of South Asian art and objects is now the Victoria and Albert 

Museum.84 Locke, Havell, and Kipling were all committed to preserving Indian artistic 

heritage; but it appears that Kipling was a “purist” in wanting to offer courses in local arts 

and crafts only instead of including courses in the fine art of Europe. According to him, 

“’…the aim should be to seek out what is beautiful in the indigenous design art of this 

country, and use and develop the geometric and arabesque design forms that are so often 

to be met with in wood-carving in stone and in embroideries.’”85 This would be a rift that 

Kipling has with Denzil Ibbetson who served as the Director of the Department of Public 

Instruction of the Punjab from 1883-1884. This department oversaw the Mayo. Ibbetson 

did not approve of the workshop nature of the school; instead he referred to the institution 

                                                 
83 Partha Mitter and Tapati Guha-Thakurta describe the curricula at these schools as partly Indian, 
partly British as well as partly design oriented, partly fine arts. 
84 It seems that Kipling continued to be in contact with the South Kensington even after he was 
stationed in India for many years. In his 1881-1882 report he writes, “The school has received 
much encouragement from the South Kensington Museum, and will be provided with a sum of 
money to be expended annually on reproductions for that institution.” Samina Choonara, 44. 
85 Samina Choonara, 17. 
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as an art school, presumably meaning that he wanted fine art to be taught there, or at least 

for the study to be perceived as a fine arts course rather than a practical program.  

 

Yet the Mayo School, no matter how often Ibbetson would refer to it as an art school, 

was solely a refuge for design during Kipling’s tenure. It did not promote a cultural 

environment of art for the sake of art, as the schools in Calcutta and Bombay did. This is 

evident in that unlike Calcutta, there were no groups of artists in Lahore attempting to 

develop a Modern Indian Art.86 There was no Punjab School of painting at this time as a 

counterpart to the one in Bengal that developed in the early twentieth century. As a result, 

most of the artisans associated with the formative years of the Mayo School of Art have 

faded from memory. Their legacies are as anonymous as many of the painters working 

previously in imperial ateliers. From the reports that he had sent to the Department of 

Public Industries, it appears that Kipling would not have minded this fact at all. He 

seemed more interested in producing an army of artisans that could infiltrate the local 

commercial sphere. In his annual report of 1883 through 1884 Kipling writes, “The 

industries native to the province could be influenced in no way more effectually, than by 

turning out each year a large number of skilled artisans whose higher artistic training 

                                                 
86 The art historian Marcella Sirhandi writes about a Punjab School style that included artist 
Abdur Rehman Chugtai. He is associated with Mayo School of Art after 1916 when he headed 
the photolithography department more than twenty years after Kipling’s departure. He continued 
to be involved in printmaking, but it is his painting that is of interest to this study, and this 
developed in the 1920s for him. Marcella Sirhandi, 23. 
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should enable them at once to command a remunerative market for their labor.”87 This 

parallels the Arts and Crafts movement in Britain, but not the notions of fine art. 

 

Even though the Mayo School administrators did not shift their focus from industrial to 

fine arts as other schools in India did, they nonetheless imposed British views on Indian 

students. Kipling’s intentions to create a workforce that would keep Indian design alive 

were based almost entirely on what British artists and critics had determined to be 

important to Indian design. In order to fulfill this mission, students needed to develop 

skills in and an appreciation for local handicrafts. Essentially Kipling’s modus operandi 

was to plant this seed in his students who would go and blossom in different parts of the 

country. In addition to having the Mayo School spread the significance of Indian arts and 

crafts, there were twenty-eight schools of industrial art in Punjab by 1915.88 Kipling was 

doing his part to help the colony by demonstrating a way to preserve its heritage. This 

was part of the colonial operation of inventing and then showing the natives their 

history.89  

 

After Kipling’s departure, the Mayo School’s curriculum would eventually include fine 

arts classes that were similar to those being taught at art academies in England, as well as 

at the other art schools in India. One principal in particular would begin to consider the 

                                                 
87 Samina Choonara, 50. 
88 National College of Arts prospectus, 2005. 
89 Partha Chatterjee is one author that writes about British constructions of Indian past. Partha 
Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1993). 
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fine arts perspective. Lionel Heath served as chief administrator from 1913 until 1929. 

For two years he had been the Vice Principal to Bhai Ram Singh, a former student and 

teacher at the Mayo School. Heath was responsible for hiring Abdur Rehman Chugtai and 

Samarendranath Gupta, two artists associated with early modern art in the region. Gupta 

came over from Bengal province to serve as Assistant Principal—he had been at the 

Calcutta School learning about art from Abanindranath Tagore.90 As mentioned earlier, 

Tagore and E.B. Havell were attempting an Indian modern art earlier in the century. 

Chugtai’s work reveals the influence of Tagore and the Bengal School of painting, yet 

some argue that he developed his own style in the 1920s after his time at the Mayo 

School working alongside Gupta. Heading the chromo-lithography department from 1916 

until 1924, Chugtai would eventually have his own printing press in 1928 which he 

would use to publish books that included his illustrations of poetry.91 As discussed in 

Chapter Two, he is known today for his romantic, wash paintings of fragile figures that 

depict themes from Punjabi folk literature and Persian and Urdu poetry.  

 

Gupta would be the main proponent of the Punjab Fine Arts Society founded by Lionel 

Heath in 1922. Although this was a personal initiative, the School lent support for the 

Society.92 Punjab’s government also supported the initiative by offering prizes for 

exhibition winners. “The main object of the Punjab Fine Arts Society was to encourage 

Fine Arts in the province, ‘particularly by holding an annual exhibition of the works of  

                                                 
90 NCA archives, “Thumbnail sketch, 1912-1947” (Lahore: National College of Arts, 2006), 5.  
91 Marcella Sirhandi, 23. 
92 NCA archives, 5. 
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Art invited from all over India and thereby offering an opportunity to the Punjab public to 

see and study the works of various artists, brought together at one place.’”93 This effort, 

however, never worked because of criticism by various sectors, including Chugtai who 

apparently disliked Gupta for pushing him out of the School.94 Heath then became 

involved in the fine arts committee for the British Empire exhibition held in London in 

1924 suggesting that this comprehensive display would include fine arts made by Indian 

artists. However, the works presented at the Central Museum Lahore—an initial display 

in preparation for the London exhibition—were focused on ornamentation and design.95 

Despite Heath’s activities in promoting fine arts, he, it seems, like his predecessors, 

remained committed to the indigenous arts and crafts of India. He did propose, however, 

fine and applied arts courses for Mayo that were overlooked or dismissed by the British 

government. After he had left, there was a Fine Arts department, but it is unclear what 

was taught in it. 

 

The British left South Asia in 1947. Most artists turned away from the craft and design 

focus and turned their attention to fostering a “modern” art, one based on movements and 

styles derived from Europe. This approach would dominate the visual arts for four 

decades until the students who entered the National College of Arts and Indus Valley 

School of Art and Architecture in the late 1980s and 1990s opted for different methods.  

                                                 
93 Ibid, 6. 
94 Ibid, 6. 
95 The archival materials on the final result of the exhibition are missing or nonexistent. 
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II. National College of Arts—the Postcolonial Period 

The First Decades 

After achieving independence, the newly found states of Pakistan and India maintained 

the art schools that the British had begun. In Pakistan, the Mayo School would include 

the same curricula with periodic changes until 1958 when it changed its name to the 

National College of Arts. Although Charles Sponenburgh was the principal when the 

Mayo School was upgraded to the National College of Arts, it appears that Shakir Ali 

was a major catalyst in this development and in the school’s future direction. He joined 

and left the institution several times over the course of more than twenty years, from 

1953 until 1976. During one of his tenures, he served as Acting Principal from 1956 until 

1958 when the idea to convert the school to a college was proposed. 

 

Under Shakir Ali, the National College of Arts would turn away from its Arts and Crafts 

history. A domineering figure, Shakir is considered by some to be one of Pakistan’s 

greatest artists, and one of its first modernist artists.96 As discussed in Chapter Two, he is 

credited with bringing Cubism to Pakistan.97 The artist’s approach to painting “quickly 

                                                 
96 Akbar Naqvi creates this impression in Image and Identity: Fifty Years of Painting and 

Sculpture in Pakistan (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1998).  
97 This development is discussed in Marcella Sirhandi, Contemporary Painting in Pakistan 
(Karachi: Ferozsons Ltd, 1992); Ijaz ul-Hassan, Painting in Pakistan (Karachi: Ferozsons Ltd, 
1991); Akbar Naqvi, Image and Identity: Fifty Years of Painting and Sculpture in Pakistan 
(Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1998); Marjorie Hussain, Ali Imam: Man of the Arts (Karachi: 
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became the fashion for artists in Lahore who were already looking for something new and 

international.”98 Shakir Ali’s presence marked the adjustments in the NCA, as it changed 

from a British institution to a Pakistani one. He added a diverse array of visual arts 

courses including painting, miniature painting, sculpture, and architecture (not just 

architectural decoration). This development also signaled a change from “traditional” to 

“modern” styles. In this case, “traditional” was the style based on local handicrafts and 

designs that Kipling promoted; “modern” reflected interests of artists at this time who 

wanted to make art using contemporary European styles. The nation was in its nascent 

stage, and artists looked beyond national boundaries for ideas and styles when creating 

works of art. Shakir Ali and others returning or coming from outside of Pakistan brought 

with them knowledge of painting techniques developed in Europe.  

 

Art academies in the Twenty-first Century 

In art schools in the nation today, there are ongoing debates about what and how South 

Asians should learn because some people involved in the arts believe that a Pakistani 

artist emerges from and works in a particular context that needs to be investigated or, at 

least, understood for him or her to be able to create poignant artwork. Others think it is 

sufficient to simply provide a solid foundation in art instruction (i.e. how to draw or 

                                                                                                                                                 
Foundation for Museum of Modern Art, 2003); S. Amjad Ali, Painters of Pakistan (Islamabad: 
National Book Foundation, 1995). 
98 Marcella Nesom Sirhandi, 42. 
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apply paint on a canvas).99 Still a government institution, the National College of Arts is 

the premier art institution in the country, drawing more applicants than any other art 

school in Pakistan. It has fixed percentages of admission for each of the four provinces 

(Punjab, Sindh, Northwest Frontier, and Balochistan) and two federally administered 

areas (Azad Jammu Kashmir and Tribal Areas) of the country according to the population 

of each region. As such it strives to bring together students from more and less 

cosmopolitan areas.  

 

In its course offerings, the NCA has changed from its colonial beginnings and offers a 

full curriculum beyond design. Students take classes that could be found at any art school 

in the world. Painting, drawing, sculpture, and printmaking studios are fully equipped and 

functional. Students learn all of these techniques during the first term of their second year 

at the College. What might be exceptional at the school, in comparison to the global 

perspective, is that it offers a degree in miniature painting.100 Sophomores try out this 

technique as well before they decide on their major field of study. They also practice 

traditional Islamic calligraphy. This is the course outline for Fine Arts students; the 

College also awards degrees in Design (Ceramics, Communication Design, Textiles, and 

Product), Architecture, and Musicology. Students in the Fine Arts and Design 

departments have to take studio electives from the other department—i.e. Design students 

                                                 
99 This assessment is based on meetings that I have attended at the NCA regarding curricula, 
conversations I have had with artists, and discussions I have had with students. 
100 Miniature painting was once only offered at NCA as a degree option. Now other schools in 
Pakistan have it as a part of their curricula. 
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enroll in Fine Arts electives, and Fine Arts students can take courses in the Design 

department. In addition to time in the studio or lab, students are required to take a number 

of theoretical courses offered by the Department of Communication and Cultural Studies. 

The subjects include History of Art and Architecture, Individual and the Society, Cultural 

Psychology, Cultural Studies, and Communication and Culture. All students in the Fine 

Arts, Design, and Architecture Departments take these classes during the first, second, 

and third years of study. In the fourth year, each department includes a more field-

specific theory seminar in its curriculum, for example the Fourth Year Seminar in the 

Fine Arts department addresses contemporary visual arts. The courses are taught 

differently according to individual teaching methodologies, but generally they are meant 

to provide students with the means to be self-critical. The popular understanding in 

Pakistan of an artist is one who makes or does, not someone who thinks; therefore, 

students demonstrate resistance to theoretical subjects because they believe they should 

primarily work in the studio. As such, teachers of these subjects inform me that they 

teach in a manner to engage them, for example by utilizing films and newspaper articles 

to discuss issues of importance today.101 Still, there is a great divide that exists between 

practical and theoretical subjects. The school does not attempt to integrate the subjects, as 

is the case in the newer academies described below. 

 

                                                 
101 Various conversations with instructors in the Department of Communication and Cultural 
Studies at NCA, July 2005-April 2008. 
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Additionally, the subject “History and Heritage of Pakistan” is taught in the foundation 

year, the initial course outline that every matriculating student follows.102 This and the 

class described below are two other distinctions from art schools outside of Pakistan. 

“History and Heritage of Pakistan” provides a historical look at the arts and crafts of the 

region emphasizing the five thousand year-old Indus Valley Civilization; it is a lecture-

based course supported by fieldtrips in Lahore. The aim of the course was to provide a 

history of the ancient world in relationship to what was going on in the region that is now 

Pakistan. It was taught by a well-known Pakistani historian Mubarak Ali, who left the 

teaching post in 2007. Another course offered is “History of South Asian Design” that 

introduces students to present-day, local handmade products and designs; it is also 

lecture-based, but fieldtrips are taken around the country. Students visit villages to 

observe how artisans make a variety of objects and then produce their own versions. It is 

a multidimensional course that was begun in 2001 at the NCA. The idea was that a 

particular aesthetic exists in local, indigenous cultures of Pakistan. This belief, whether 

true or false, exposes students to influences that they may never have encountered 

otherwise. Every year NCA students head off to different parts of the nation, seeking out 

local craft and artistic sensibilities. They remain in the region for seven to eight days, 

learning something new daily. They return to Lahore after this experience and write 

reports and experiment with designs inspired by the encounter. In the end the hope is that 

artists and designers will take colors and materials of local regions and incorporate them 

                                                 
102 In late 2007, the author was a part of a committee to revise and update the Foundation Year 
course. This was initiated by recently appointed principal, Naazish Ata-Ullah, who assumed this 
post in March 2007. 
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into their own work.103 The course does apparently adopt some of the ideas propagated in 

the colonial period: for example, the administrators determine the importance of students 

to know about local arts and crafts. However, a marked difference is that in the colonial 

period the students did not take field trips to learn about indigenous design; the Mayo 

School served as the site for this training. The colonial administrators developed the 

syllabus and offered courses on local arts and crafts.  

 

Both the “History and Heritage” and the “South Asian Design” courses were begun 

because the administration at the NCA determined that students in an art school in 

Pakistan should be learning about regional culture and history; present-day national 

boundaries determine the culture and history that is taught. There are, in fact, ongoing 

debates at the college over what should be taught to Pakistani art students. In 2006, a 

meeting was called to discuss the History of Art classes taught at the school.104 The 

discussion ranged from an argument over the necessity of theoretical classes as opposed 

to more studio time, to what kind of history should be taught in Pakistan. Some expressed 

the belief that students should be exposed to more regional history.  

 

                                                 
103 Interview with Akifa Mian, one of the teachers of the History of South Asian Design class, 
November 2005. 
104 Meeting with the principal, February 2006—faculty from Fine Arts, Architecture, Design, and 
Cultural Studies were present. 
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In addition to these courses, the NCA (along with all Pakistani schools) is required to 

teach Pakistan Studies and Islamic Studies—these courses are part of the foundation year 

at the college and include a proscribed syllabus from the nation’s Higher Education 

Commission. There are, as such, many opportunities for students to become familiar with 

national history and regional cultural heritage. Or, conversely, definitions of what it 

means to be Pakistani are imposed on students in a variety of formats. In particular, the 

National College of Arts determines what national artists should know. Yet the college 

does not offer courses to problematize these definitions—no seminar is taught in 

postcolonial studies, for example.  

 

Faculty and Students 

Three faculty members stand out amongst the rest of the artists who taught at the NCA in 

the 1980s and early 1990s. Pakistani artists who address the nation’s cultural, social, and 

political concerns in their art talk about these individuals during interviews as being 

influential; they were their teachers when they were students and either followed what 

they taught, reacted against it, or a combination of the two. Bashir Ahmed, Zahoor ul 

Akhlaq, and Salima Hashmi were part of the Fine Arts department. Bashir oversaw the 

Miniature Painting studio, while Zahoor and Salima were in the Painting department. 

Bashir Ahmed continues to teach at the College and has served as the Head of the Fine 

Arts department since 2006. In 2003, Salima Hashmi became Dean of the School of 

Visual Arts at Beaconhouse National University. Zahoor ul Akhlaq was killed in 1999. 
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These three teachers are important in the development of socio-politically aware art in 

Pakistan, whether they practiced it themselves or not. Through their teaching, they kept 

old art practices alive in the country; they introduced ways to experiment with media; and 

they encouraged students to explore issues of nationhood and identity. 

 

Salima Hashmi nurtured the young NCA co-eds to delve into sociopolitical concerns in 

Pakistan and to open their minds to multiple perspectives. Politics is a significant aspect 

of this educator’s life. She belongs, in fact, to a number of activist organizations. For her, 

human rights are as important as visual arts. The daughter of a noted leftist Marxist poet 

Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Salima was exposed to extreme political views since she was a child. 

Her father was imprisoned, as was her husband, for their politics. During the time she 

was at the NCA (and after) she made politically charged works. In a work from the 

1980s, she examined the oppressive nature of the Pakistani society during the military 

period. Yet she did this in a poetic way by using the window as a metaphor. The Year of 

Drought (Figure 3.1) depicts a view on to a bleak landscape. The earth is bright orange 

from the lack of rain. The greenery is kept to a minimum and the sun is white hot. The 

formal composition of The Year of Drought suggests a window on to a landscape that has 

suffered without the life-sustaining effects of rain. Her father used windows in his 

poetry—in particular a poem in which he described what he saw outside his prison 

window.105 While windows have a hopeful quality to them, the window in the artist’s 

painting reveals an uninviting place—one that might test the fortitude of a person. Yet the 

                                                 
105 Marcella Nesom Sirhandi, 122. 
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way in which the artist approaches this subject is simplified; the image is minimally 

rendered. Patches of color bring to mind natural elements that have been affected by 

severe environmental conditions. Rather than painting a more naturalistic view, Salima 

Hashmi’s representation allows for a more open-ended interpretation of her ideas through 

her use of symbolic colors, including orange for a parched, sun-drenched land. Painted 

during the time of the oppressive Zia military government, the image could have reflected 

the artist’s view of his policies. She was publicly against the regime. Her depiction, 

however, is indirect. The harsh scene represents alternatively the climate and politics of 

Pakistan. Both are difficult aspects of life in Pakistan; their severity is a challenge for 

most people. This method—of dealing with social and political concerns in an oblique 

manner—appears today in the work of artists who explore topical issues. As noted in the 

introduction, creating visually-engaging imagery and objects is an essential aspect of 

making art for many of today’s artists whose work addresses social and political themes. 

It is particularly effective for these artists to bring together obliqueness with a visually 

engaging image because the combination helps them to deal with highly charged issues in 

an indirect manner and open up meanings. They cover up and hide the topics of the 

artworks, yet the artists also seduce viewers to look more closely at the enticing imagery. 

The aim is to deal with volatile topics in a manner that does not alienate viewers of art 

that may have the conventional expectation that an artwork should be aesthetically 

pleasing. 
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Zahoor ul Akhlaq was appointed head of the Fine Arts department at the NCA in 1984. 

From this point onwards until he stopped teaching there in 1991, he would be a 

prominent figure at the college for younger artists who wanted to tackle the notion of 

Pakistani in their art. The artist and his ideas continue to be influential because he made 

paintings that attempted to bring together styles that he learned about while in Britain, 

including those developed by European and American artists, with painting methods 

practiced in South Asia (something he also learned in Britain). He interrogated both 

historical art in the region and contemporary art from the West. Zahoor attended NCA 

from 1958 until 1962, part of the time in which Shakir Ali served as the College’s 

principal. He is thought to be Shakir Ali’s most important protégé.106 The older artist took 

the younger one under his tutelage and right after completing his studies at the college, 

Zahoor became a Visiting Lecturer at the NCA until 1966 when he went abroad to 

continue his studies in printmaking. After receiving his degree from the Royal College of 

Art, Zahoor returned to Pakistan in 1971. Like Shakir Ali, he brought back with him 

knowledge of European art—his stay in England coincided with the development of 

Conceptual art, as well as Pop art in England. Like his mentor, the young artist joined the 

faculty of the NCA when he returned to Pakistan from Europe. Unlike his predecessor’s 

work, however, his paintings do not appear to simply mimic European painting styles in 

his work. Instead, he intentionally brought together elements from two different types of 

painting—American Pop Art and Mughal miniature painting. His hybrid paintings open 

up possibilities in both methods.  

                                                 
106 Akbar Naqvi, 444. 
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In the work Shah Jahan’s Sons on Horseback of 1983 (Figure 3.2), Zahoor incorporated 

the cool organizing system of the grid. Such grid-like backgrounds are similar to those 

that appear in the work of American artist Jasper Johns. Zahoor admired Johns’ use of the 

grid format.107 According to the art historian Rosalind Krauss, the grid was used over and 

over again in European and American twentieth century art. She writes, “By 

‘discovering’ the grid, cubism, de Stijl, Mondrian, Malevich…landed in a place that was 

out of reach of everything that went before. Which is to say, they landed in the present, 

and everything else was declared the past.”108 Writing in the mid-1980s, Krauss offers the 

grid as an emblematic form of art in the first half of the 1900s. She states that it did 

appear in art prior to the modern period in Europe, but in the twentieth century, the grid 

was used much more frequently to speak about the present state of art and society. And 

although many incorporate it throughout the century, it is not made “better” from one 

artist to the next; instead it is simply used by a variety of modern practitioners. The grid 

facilitated a new space for the visual arts that freed it from the aesthetic structures of the 

past.  

 

This “new space” was useful to artists in Pakistan who were trying to forge a style of art 

that was not simply derivative of American and European styles. Since, according to 

                                                 
107 Marcella Sirhandi, 120. 
108 Rosalind E. Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1985), 10. 
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Krauss, the grid was not about imitation, I suspect that Pakistani artists felt they could use 

it freely to experiment with formal concerns in order to make more contemporary 

expressions.109 Its repetitive nature remains the same, yet this repetition is not about 

imitation, but about “aesthetic decree.”110 In the Pakistani context, the grid made it 

possible to loosen and update miniature aesthetics. Yet by using an iconic work of art 

from the history of South Asia, Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s painting remained embedded in the 

past. Here, Jasper Johns was useful to Zahoor and other Pakistani artists again. Johns 

used images that were so familiar and everyday—icons like the flag of the United States. 

Zahoor was keenly aware of the region’s art history, and its meaning in contemporary 

Pakistan. He encountered Mughal miniature painting while completing his post-graduate 

work at the Royal College.111 During this time, the artist had the opportunity to visit a 

number of museums in London including the Victoria and Albert Museum. This 

institution has one of the finest collections of Mughal miniature paintings in the world. 

Here he saw paintings, including Shah Jahan’s Younger Three Sons (Figure 3.3). This 

work provided imagery for his painting. So not only did he learn about European and 

American art while he was a student in England, he was also introduced to Mughal 

miniature painting while he was far from where this empire was once located. 

 

                                                 
109 The grid continues to be a pervasively used structure found in artworks that examine cultural, 
social, and political themes. 
110 Rosalind Krauss, 9. 
111 Roger Connah, 94. 
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In Shah Jahan’s Sons on Horseback, Zahoor placed the seventeenth-century image into a 

contemporary setting. No longer confined to a wasli, the paper used to make a miniature, 

his work updated the technique by using elements of it on a new surface—the canvas. His 

interventions opened up the tradition to examine aesthetic concerns and notions of what 

is national identity. Students at NCA, in both the painting and miniature painting 

departments, found his experiments useful in their own efforts to innovate conventions, 

meaning that the students utilized their teacher’s philosophy to making art (one that was 

experimental). He encouraged students to challenge preconceived notions of art and take 

advantage of their time in the academy to explore all possibilities. 

 

Zahoor ul Akhlaq and Salima Hashmi fostered change, development, and transformation 

by nurturing an environment that allowed students to play with media. They created this 

atmosphere by asking students to question and critique the nature of art and delve into 

questions of tradition and identity. They shared critical texts and had dialogues with them 

about contemporary art to help them address important concerns for making art. Bashir 

Ahmed, the current head of the Miniature Painting department, thought that things should 

remain the same. He still holds on tightly to the belief that copying accurately is the most 

important skill to have for making miniature paintings. His works reflect this conviction. 

He creates both copies of older masterpieces and develops his own newer compositions, 

yet to the untrained eye both these kinds of work appear as if they were made in another 

time. The artist has also experimented with the technique in larger scale paintings on 
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canvas that include elements from the smaller works on paper, such as the decorative 

border that is so characteristic of miniatures. This seems inconsistent with his desire for 

historical accuracy; perhaps he tried to answer the criticism against him that his approach 

to art is “uncreative” and “unoriginal,” made by his colleagues including Zahoor ul 

Akhlaq. He might be claiming through these experiments that he has the ability to make 

conceptual art, but chooses not to do so.  

 

This foray into experimental artistic practice is limited. In discussing the technique and 

how it should be practiced today, Bashir Ahmed insists that copying is the way to make 

miniatures. He points to painting history in Europe and the significance of copying during 

the medieval period.112 Undoubtedly his insistence on the replication of older works has 

helped to focus students’ efforts on perfecting the craft of miniature painting rather than 

thinking about how this craft could be used to express new ideas and issues that an artist 

might want to convey. He discourages experimental practice with the miniature technique 

and voices his dislike of work that extends beyond copying. For example, he claimed that 

the 2007 NCA miniature painting graduates did not make miniatures.113 This group of 

students worked closely with Imran Qureshi, an artist who makes paintings that 

experiment with the miniature painting technique. Imran influenced and guided the young 

students to find a visual language to play with the technique. Bashir Ahmed, however, 

dismissed the group’s effort. He would have preferred if they selected a painting from a 

                                                 
112 These ideas were conveyed during a conversation between the artist and author in 1999. 
113 Conversation with Bashir Ahmed, January 2008. 
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Mughal album and repeated its intricacy. One work, Mumtaz Mahal (Figure 3.4), serves 

as an example of Ahmed’s practice. The highly detailed drawing repeats a painting from 

the Mughal period. Bashir’s close adherence to the original image in pencil reveals his 

teaching philosophy—to study and replicate masterpieces of miniature painting. His 

rendering of the older work shows his skill at precision-like rendering in the fine facial 

features, attention to such ornate details as the jewel-encrusted crown, and perfecting his 

craft by staying true to what was the image made in the past. This recalls the crafts-based 

education on which the NCA was founded, especially the Arts and Crafts ideals of hard 

work and practice. And it is how the artist learned to make a miniature. He was an 

apprentice to Sheikh Shujuallah at the NCA in the 1970s before he took over teaching the 

technique at the school.  

 

The differing approaches that Zahoor ul Akhlaq and Bashir Ahmed had to making art and 

teaching affected student work made at the college in the 1980s and early 1990s. For 

Zahoor it seemed more important to bring elements like images and subject matter of 

miniature painting to the arena of large-scale abstraction; he was first and foremost a 

painter. Meanwhile Bashir emphasized the importance of learning the technique. Zahoor 

ul Akhlaq insisted on miniature painting’s relevance and viability as a source for 

contemporary artists. Prior to his efforts, miniature painting as a technique probably 

existed in two realms: one emphasizing its imperial and historic role as it was studied in 

the academy and museum and another existing as a product for the contemporary casual 
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tourist trade bought by both locals and foreigners. But Zahoor saw potential in the long 

stagnant technique.  

 

The artist Shahzia Sikander, a former NCA student, recalls, “[Zahoor’s] own paintings 

remained fairly minimal and he was very aware of Western painting in the ‘60s. Yet he 

brought the miniature into the school curriculum because of his serious intellectual 

commitment to the subject.”114 Interestingly, this subject defines Pakistan for many 

because it is understood as its cultural heritage; yet, Zahoor became more of aware of it 

when he traveled outside of Pakistan and had opportunities to view renowned collections 

of paintings that are not located in the region any longer. His search for identity emerged 

from being in England where he could study his cultural heritage. 

 

Bashir Ahmed’s commitment to his cultural heritage came in a different form, as already 

suggested. He believed that his students should only copy masterpieces from older, 

historical styles, emphasizing above all the importance of tradition. Therefore, students 

were put through a rigorous training in the Mughal style of miniatures, as equally in other 

schools such as Persian, Deccani, and Pahari. In the 1980s and 1990s, Bashir ran the 

program in a guild-like environment in the manner of Mughal workshops. This was 

indeed the way that he had been taught. But in the last ten to twelve years however, the 

                                                 
114 Vishakha N. Desai, Interview with Shahzia Sikander and Nilima Sheikh at the Asia Society 
(January 20, 2001), http://www.asiasociety.org/arts/convointerview.html, retrieved April 16, 
2005. 
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department has relaxed its approach (perhaps in response to the international acclaim 

accorded to some of its more adventurous students, but more likely because newer 

instructors have introduced alternatives to the way that Bashir Ahmed teaches). Now 

students are allowed to experiment with some creative explorations; however, this can 

only happen in their final projects. And before they can delve into their own subject 

matters and appropriations of the historical technique, they first must learn the basics. 

There is little time for experimentation during the students’ time in the academic setting. 

 

In their first year, the students are taught how to make wasli, the paper used for 

miniatures, by hand. The making of paper is a fundamental part of the miniature painting 

process, although most artists do not make their own waslis after they learn how they are 

fabricated. Subsequently, they create black and white replicas of old masterpieces. Only 

after they have perfected this technique can they proceed to adding color to their works. 

For this, artists used to grind pigments from natural sources, but now they use Winsor-

Newton colors to create the shade that they need. They apply these hues with tiny brushes 

(again these were once handmade, but now can be purchased) to the handmade paper. 

The resulting images produced by this labor-intensive process usually measure about 

eight by ten inches. This crafts-based curriculum contrasts with how students are taught 

in other techniques in the Fine Arts department. Painting students, for example, do not 

learn to make canvases or brushes; instead they are given assignments to explore 

different ways of treating imagery and subjects within their medium.  
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One of the first students to receive a degree in Miniature Painting from NCA was Shahzia 

Sikander, who went on to study in the United States. Now based in the U.S., she has 

exhibited extensively around the world. Even though Shahzia left Pakistan many years 

ago, she has become an influential figure there, if only to represent the possibilities for 

exhibiting and selling work made in the miniature painting technique. After she 

graduated in 1992, more and more students decided to major in Miniature Painting. 

 

The student work of Shahzia serves as an example of the differing teaching philosophies 

at the National College of Arts in the late 1980s and early 1990s. By comparing her 

approach with another student from this time Risham Syed, the aim is to bring forth 

Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s method in comparison with Bashir Ahmed’s. Shahzia ended up 

majoring in miniature painting with a minor in painting; Risham was originally going to 

major in miniature painting, then took it up as a minor, but eventually switched to 

printmaking for her secondary subject. She selected painting as her main area of study.  

 

Although both worked closely with Zahoor ul Akhlaq, Shahzia, for her thesis project, 

preferred to bring contemporary art techniques to the field of miniature painting, rather 

than the reverse. Risham followed in the footsteps of Zahoor; she claims that he would 
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not allow the young student to major in miniature painting.115 Zahoor felt that it was 

sufficient to take some lessons in the technique in order to experiment in the medium of 

painting—majoring in the subject would be too confining for developing her artistic 

expression, he believed.116 In this justification, Zahoor revealed the influence of his 

teacher Shakir Ali, who appropriated European modern art styles to make his paintings—

true creativity lies in Western modes of making art. Shahzia recalled this belief during a 

1999 interview. She explains that fellow students and her teachers felt “miniature 

painting would retard [her] creativity because it’s all about copying.”117 Today much of 

Shahzia’s work includes only traces of the miniature painting technique she learned at 

NCA; however, a look at her work as a student helps to present the situation at the NCA 

when the contemporary miniature movement began to form. Shahzia once told in an 

interview: “Zahoor played a critical role in a conceptual dialogue with the miniature 

tradition and my interest grew through watching him do the opposite of what I was 

pursuing—he was deconstructing miniatures in relation to larger-sized painting.”118 This 

statement gives important insight into the more experimental play with miniature painting 

that many Pakistani artists have explored at the turn of the twenty-first century, in 

particular thinking about what they are doing rather than just doing.  

 

                                                 
115 Interview with Risham Syed by the author, fall 2005. 
116 Ibid 
117 Homi Bhabha, “Interview with Shahzia Sikander,” Shahzia Sikander (Chicago: Renaissance 
Society, 1998), 16. 
118 Vishakha N. Desai, Interview with Shahzia Sikander and Nilima Sheikh at the Asia Society 
(January 20, 2001), http://www.asiasociety.org/arts/convointerview.html, retrieved April 16, 
2005. 
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Salima Hashmi’s teaching philosophies also came through in these two artists’ works. 

She exposed them to new and dynamic ideas. Encouraging dialogue and experimentation, 

her way of teaching was more like Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s than Bashir Ahmed’s. For 

example, she built ties with artists in India at a time when there was little interaction 

between the two South Asian countries.119 Shahzia Sikander recalls that Salima Hashmi 

had shared with her the writing of the Indian artist, K.G. Subramanyan. His book, Moving 

Focus, overwhelmed the young student. She states: 

 

It was his description of the artmaking process, rooted in a very non-Western 

practice and in his own philosophy. It was a very genuine expression so one could 

relate somehow. I felt that he was articulating in words what I was beginning to 

feel in my work. I was starting to make distinctions between orthodoxy and 

experimentation. Reading him I was encouraged to understand the notion of craft 

and its function in modern expression.120 

 

 

Salima Hashmi opened her students to multiple perspectives, including a “cerebral” 

approach to miniature painting.121 

 

                                                 
119 According to artist Nilima Sheikh (who is from India) during a public conversation with 
curator Vishakha N. Desai and Shahzia Sikander, 2001. 
120 Vishakha N. Desai, Interview with Shahzia Sikander and Nilima Sheikh at the Asia Society 
(January 20, 2001), http://www.asiasociety.org/arts/convointerview.html, retrieved April 16, 
2005.  
121 Vishakha N. Desai, “Engaging “Tradition” in Twentieth-Century Arts of India and Pakistan,” 
Conversations with Traditions (New York: Asia Society, 2001), 
http://www.asiasociety.org/arts/convoessay.html. 
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Shahzia Sikander can be credited with expanding the understanding of miniature painting 

at the National College of Arts, less so on a cerebral level than on a formal one. Before 

her thesis painting that stretched the limits of the miniature format, no one had 

experimented with the technique at the College. Now Shahzia’s college work looks timid 

in comparison to the challenges that students have taken after her. Yet when she first 

exhibited her extra-wide painting, it was quite a revolutionary moment.122  

 

The young student also tried to open up the miniature technique by using everyday life as 

her subject.123 For her thesis work (Figure 3.5), she made a scroll-like miniature painting. 

This five-foot work literally expanded the parameters of a miniature.124 No longer was it 

small and confined to the space of a manuscript to depict courtly scenes of the empire. In 

a painting that showed multiple settings, Shahzia portrayed her home and the many 

activities that take place there. She represented herself going from one room to the next: 

sitting and painting or reading; interacting with family; and taking meals. These normal, 

day-to-day tasks stretch out across one image rather than exist as individual images in 

separate works. The scale of the figures and architecture, however, is miniature. In 

collapsing multiple scenes into one work, Shahzia explored the various perspectives 

found in Mughal miniature painting. Artists working for the Mughal emperors would use 

                                                 
122 Interview with Risham Syed by the author, fall 2005. 
123 Directions: Shahzia Sikander (Washington, DC: Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, 
1999). 
124 When Sikander was making her final project, students were encouraged to make a large-scale 
miniature. Now the department requires the graduating students to make a big miniature for their 
last work at NCA. 
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a bird’s eye view along with one-point perspective in the same image. Pattern and 

decoration—something very significant for Mughal artists—emerge in Shahzia’s painting 

through the depiction of floor tiles and architectural elements in different rooms in the 

house. The architecture in this work is actually based on Persian miniatures, out of which 

Mughal painting developed.125 So while Shahzia’s art took miniature painting out of a 

precious realm of royalty, she continued to use fundamentally traditional aspects in 

making this kind of an image. Her work updated an art form from centuries ago and made 

it relevant to her life in the 1990s in Pakistan. However, she continued to work within the 

confines of the miniature technique through practicing the steps that were used in the 

sixteenth century.  

 

Risham Syed’s student work, on the other hand, addressed issues of miniature painting in 

an indirect manner. In her mini thesis,126 she painted the frames of her surfaces and left 

the center blank or completely cut it out. This recalls the original placement of miniatures 

in manuscripts. In the Mughal period, the emperor and other dignitaries would view 

paintings intimately in the context of manuscripts. These books would include text in 

calligraphy and highly detailed paintings to illustrate the story. The paintings had fanciful 

borders and frames. Risham’s frames were equally extravagant, painted in bright yellow 

to suggest gilded appliqués found in sumptuous miniature paintings. So while the artist 

did look at historical Indian paintings when making her contemporary work, her 

                                                 
125 Directions catalogue essay. 
126 The mini thesis takes place in the first semester of the fourth year of study. 
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references were indirect and the connection was not visually evident. But what is 

important to keep in mind is that her contemporary image still stemmed from how she 

conceptualized the historical technique. It was important for her to deconstruct miniature 

painting; perhaps because of its local significance or perhaps due to Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s 

influence, or most likely a combination of these reasons. 

 

In comparing the work of Shahzia Sikander and Risham Syed, their varied approaches to 

making art resulted in formally different images. Yet both addressed ideas and concepts 

related to miniature painting. One did this by maintaining close ties with the historical 

technique, while the other used miniature painting as a point of departure or inspiration. 

In doing this, the two artists developed multiple ways to expand the understanding of this 

technique, as well as contemporary art in general. Shahzia and Risham critiqued 

miniature painting while laying claim to it.  

 

This is seen not only in their work, but also in their fellow students’ art at the NCA at this 

time. Rashid Rana was studying painting under Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s guidance. The elder 

artist was an enormous influence on him as well. Rashid states, “I liked his way of 

working and looking at the [artistic] tradition [in Pakistan], at the same time being aware 

of the contemporary developments in art around the world and then somehow coming up 

with some kind of synthesis that [didn’t] look contrived. I admired that so I used a visual 

vocabulary that did not have too many recognizable references in order to achieve a 
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similar goal.”127 This is how his work developed during his years at the NCA. Here he 

made paintings that were indirect references to the type of issues Zahoor addressed in his 

art. Rashid’s work and the paintings he made after his college days included images of 

grids and grid-like environments. In a black and white work from 1993 (Figure 3.6), lines 

crisscross each other to form patterns that might appear on fabric or on graph paper. Grid 

arrangements, as mentioned above, are seen in Zahoor’s work from the 1980s. Rashid 

Rana made these lines with thin washes of graphite on masonite. He then covered these 

lines with varnish. Two panels are placed side by side; their outer edges look like a 

border because of their differing treatments. The image appears to be two pages open in a 

manuscript, where the visual is located in the center and the text is placed beside it. Like 

Risham Syed’s paintings, this treatment recalls Mughal books’ depictions of courtly life 

with visuals and text. Rashid’s reference to this convention is suggested through his 

abstract image. It is an oblique reference to miniature painting, like Risham’s approach. 

The need and desire for a dialogue with Pakistan’s stated cultural heritage prompted his 

decision to explore the facets of miniature painting. However, the work was grounded in 

international contemporary art; in particular it addressed questions related to abstract art. 

Like Zahoor, Rashid brought together different artistic styles to deal with questions of 

tradition as well as contemporary practices. But, most important, the work was created in 

a spirit of experimentation through trial and error. The aim was to make an innovative 

artwork, and not a “traditional” one. Zahoor ul Akhlaq and Salima Hashmi encouraged 

                                                 
127 Atteqa Ali, “Interview with Rashid Rana,” The Nation Pakistan, December 4, 2005. 
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this kind of environment. Bashir Ahmed provided the skills necessary to make a 

miniature. 

 

Shahzia Sikander went to the United States in 1993 to attend the Rhode Island School of 

Design from which she graduated in 1995. In the 1990s, the Miniature Painting 

department attracted more students interested in pursuing it as a major course option. The 

increase in enrollment in the department had been happening since it established itself as 

a legitimate field in the college. Students were already pursuing degrees in the subject. 

Fasihullah Ahsan and Imran Qureshi graduated two years after Shahzia. They began 

teaching in the department directly following their studies. Two years later, Nusra Latif 

Qureshi and Talha Rathore finished their degrees in miniature painting and also served as 

instructors in the NCA’s department. In encouraging students to experiment with the 

painting technique, these instructors were the counterparts to Bashir Ahmed. So while 

Shahzia’s success in the global contemporary art scene might be admired and desired by 

many hopeful artists in Pakistan, the artists who remained and worked in NCA’s 

miniature painting department were more directly influential because they taught future 

artists formal skills as well as conceptual concerns of miniature painting. These artists are 

in demand in educational institutions throughout the country to teach in newly formed 

miniature painting departments, and also in the national and international art marketplace 

(many of them sell work as quickly as they make them). 
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In 2008, Imran Qureshi, Hasnat Mehmood, and Wasim Ahmed serve as the instructors in 

the Miniature Painting department. In their work, these artists explore topical issues 

alongside the meaning of making a miniature today. This approach is evident in how 

Imran, Hasnat, and Wasim teach at the college. They insist that students learn the method 

in earnest, concentrating on making precise copies, improving drawing skills, and 

developing control in applying pigment. However, they also encourage experimentation 

both formally and conceptually. This two-pronged approach of rigid training and creative 

freedom has influenced the development of an art movement known as “contemporary” 

(i.e. innovative, avant-garde) miniatures. This means that they have broken with the 

perception that miniature painting is an age-old technique that has to remain eternally the 

same. They update and expand the parameters of the method with art practices from 

around the world. Yet these artists do most of their experimenting after they have studied 

at the NCA. In the method that Bashir Ahmed designed, there is no development of 

conceptual skills during class time. This has to happen through the student’s own efforts. 

Newer instructors do create assignments that help students think about what is and can be 

considered a miniature painting. Yet, there is no set curriculum for developing the 

students’ thinking and conceptualizing abilities, as there is for conveying practical skills. 

As such, miniature painting at the NCA remains a skill-based technique. Although many 

artists who have developed the technique play with the kind of style and subject matter 

that miniature painting can include, they remain closely tied to wasli. The work is 

typically executed on a flat surface and hung on the wall. Artists tend to not go beyond 

this “canvas” and gamble with other ways to make a miniature. It is actually artists 
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working in other media who implode the idea that a miniature has to be made on a wasli. 

For example, the work of Rashid Rana and Risham Syed described above.128 Quddus 

Mirza, who was a student in the early 1980s, experimented with miniature painting in the 

manner developed by Zahoor ul Akhlaq by mixing together American Pop and Mughal 

miniature painting in one image. His work is discussed in Chapter Two.  

 

Although miniature painting has become one of the most significant developments in 

contemporary Pakistani art and many contemporary artists use or reference this 

technique, the play with tradition that Zahoor ul Akhlaq undertook was useful in 

promoting a way of thinking and practicing art in general. Students began to think about 

their society and its visual languages and material culture. They deconstructed these 

idioms in relation to contemporary art practices. Rashid Rana and Risham Syed made 

mixed media work that addressed sociopolitical themes and investigated mass culture’s 

ephemera. They would become instructors at the college in the late 1990s and influence a 

future generation of artists emerging from the NCA. At this time, Rashid Rana 

incorporated fabric into his paintings. Who’s Afraid of Red of 2000 (Figure 3.7) includes 

a red sari stretched on a canvas and is framed by a sherwani cut in half. The title and 

sari’s treatment refer to Abstract Expressionist Barnett Newman’s work Who’s Afraid of 

Red, Yellow, and Blue from 1966. The fabric, stretched on canvas, resembles a minimalist 

                                                 
128 More recently, artists who studied in the miniature painting department at NCA have been 
experimenting with other possibilities. Hasnat Mehmood made cigarette boxes out of paintings 
entitled Addiction. Imran Qureshi made murals. Aisha Khalid and Shahzia Sikander produced 
videos.  
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painting—an unmodulated area of bright red. Only golden embroidery along the edge 

gives away the true substance the artist employed. Here art materials are associated with 

South Asia—a woman wears a sari and a man wears a coat-like sherwani. Yet the image 

also references American art. The urge to imitate American and European art is always 

present for artists from developing countries because this art is popularly considered to be 

more innovative or cutting edge; however, Rashid’s mixed media work subverts this 

appropriation by utilizing highly symbolic formal elements. Similarly, Risham Syed 

employed emblematic imagery and materials. In Sehra Bandi (Figure 3.8), gold 

embellishments and flowers bring to mind Pakistani wedding rituals. The title refers to a 

ceremony in which a groom has a “sehra” placed over his face or around his neck by his 

family before departing for nuptials. The sehra is usually made out of monetary notes, 

gold tinsel, and flowers to symbolize the wealth he will bring to the marriage. In this 

image, instead of money, the artist depicts goods—an iron, appliance, and fanciful 

clock—that are critical for an ideal Victorian-style home in the postcolonial nation of 

Pakistan. Through these images, she suggests a British legacy and the Pakistani tendency 

to emulate Western ideas and styles; however, by incorporating items from local mass 

culture, she reminds the viewer that English and South Asian cultures co-mingled for 

three centuries. Risham’s art, as well as Rashid’s work, alongside images produced by 

students majoring in miniature painting indicate that NCA was a fertile learning ground 

in the late 1980s and early 1990s. They added provocative artworks to the scope of art in 

Pakistan and would be joined by graduates of the nation’s other art schools. 
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The National College of Arts is now just one of a growing number of institutions, both 

private and public, teaching fine arts, design, and architecture. Other art schools include 

University of the Punjab, Indus Valley School of Arts and Architecture, Karachi School 

of Arts, Beaconhouse National University, Karachi University, Hunerkada (three 

locations in Islamabad, Lahore, and Quetta), Fatima Jinnah University, Peshawar 

University, in addition to numerous studios run by artists who provide general art 

instruction and help in preparing applicants for art school entrance exams. However, the 

NCA remains the most significant institution shaping art that investigates the notion of 

Pakistani in forms and ideas. One of the main reasons for this is the presence of the 

Miniature Painting department. 

 

IV. New Schools on the Horizon: Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture, 
Beaconhouse National University, and Karachi University 
 
In looking at the prospectuses of other art schools in the nation, all offer a combination of 

studio and theory classes. There is typically a foundation year during which a full course 

of study in art and design is given. The usual classes available during this initial year 

include drawing, painting, sculpture, and printmaking classified under Fine Arts; textile 

design, ceramic design, product design, and communication design categorized as 

Applied Arts or Design; and, at some schools, architecture. History of art and architecture 

is included as an integral part of this study. Schools vary from one to the next in terms of 

classification of courses, as well as types offered according to size and interests of the 

institution. The methodology, or how the course is taught, is also an important point to 
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consider in analysis of the effects of pedagogy on artistic production in Pakistan. Here the 

dissertation will focus on three academies that have had and can have the potential to be 

influential in the making of art that investigates Pakistani identity. Their approach is 

interdisciplinary and multi-pronged.  

 

Karachi, the commercial capital of Pakistan, was without a major art school in the 1980s 

when the idea of making the Indus Valley School of Art & Architecture (Indus Valley) 

first arose. The small Karachi School of Arts had begun in 1964 and was still a growing 

entity at this time; however, it awarded certificates and diplomas only and still does not 

have the authority to award degrees. Indus Valley, on the other hand, gives degrees in 

fine arts, design, and architecture. In the foundation year, all students take 

communication skills, basic design, drawing, materials and processes, seminar, history of 

art (except Architecture majors), and history of cultures. Students also take a class in their 

chosen field (Fine Arts, Textile, Communication Design, Ceramics, and Architecture). 

After their first year, students branch out into their respective fields. Those in Fine Arts 

take drawing, sculpture, miniature, painting, printmaking, art and society, photography, 

development studies, and history of art for two semesters. In the third and fourth years, 

students specialize even more and go into their choice of major (Painting, Sculpture, and 

Printmaking) and minor (Printmaking, Miniature Painting, Watercolor, Photography). 

During these last two years, they also take drawing classes and theoretical subjects 

including art and society, psychology, history of art, and art law. 
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The curriculum is designed in much the same manner as the NCA in that it includes both 

theoretical and practical courses; however, these two major art institutions tend to 

graduate different types of students. This difference appears to be their reasons for being. 

The first line of Indus Valley’s mission statement reads, “In an age of rapid social, 

technological and aesthetic transition, we feel committed to educating our students with 

the ability to analyse and critique experience, and to nurture their creative abilities so 

they become active, outstanding members of our society, both personally and 

professionally.”129 The NCA does not include a heading for the Mission Statement in the 

most current prospectus; however, there is a statement entitled, “Teaching and Learning.” 

It begins: “The College offers the following degrees at the undergraduate level: Bachelors 

of Fine Arts (4 years); Bachelors of Design (4 years); Bachelors of South Asian Classical 

Music (4 years); and Bachelors of Architecture (5 years).”130 After this introduction, it 

continues to present the school’s mission: “The study of practical subjects is leading to 

supported by [sic] a theoretical framework based on the disciplines of History of Art and 

Architecture, Communication, Pakistan Studies, and Islamiyat [Islamic Studies].”131 

 

The contrasting emphases suggest what is more significant at one institution over the 

other. At Indus Valley, the instructors are more conceptually minded. A greater 

                                                 
129 Mission Statement, Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture Prospectus, 2005. 
130 National College of Arts Prospectus, 2004, “Teaching and Learning,”7. 
131 Ibid, 7. 
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proportion of the art that is produced by students at the school examines the theoretical 

foundation of making art. Whereas at the NCA, even though its curriculum includes a 

diverse array of theoretical courses, the emphasis is on practice, i.e. time in the studio. As 

already suggested, theory classes are not built into the curriculum like they are at Indus 

Valley and some of the newer art departments in the country. The NCA’s Arts and Crafts 

history, with its skills-based education, is still evident in its philosophy.132 Even those 

NCA graduates who explore conceptual pursuits in their artworks focus primarily on 

issues of form and formal practice. This is the general methodological contrast between 

the NCA and Indus Valley (and other newer schools). They might offer the same 

course—World Art—but the former school’s emphasis lies in providing information 

about particular artworks, while at the latter there would be an effort to contextualize art 

within political, social, and economic framework. Recently, there have been changes 

taking place at the NCA because of the new administration’s focus and perhaps in 

response to more innovative approaches to teaching at more recently founded schools. 

 

Indus Valley encourages dialogue about art in a postcolonial nation. Questions of identity 

related to arts and society of Pakistan—these are exactly the debates that the founders 

wished to encourage when the school was on the drawing board in the 1980s. However, 

there is no course that is specifically designed to examine and explore issues of identity 

in a postcolonial society.  

                                                 
132 Principal Naazish Ata-Ullah was appointed in early 2007. During her tenure there have been 
efforts to change and develop curricula to have a more integrated approach to art education. 
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First offering workshops in 1989, Indus Valley got under way the following year. Artists 

David Alesworth and Durriya Kazi helped to shape the school’s curriculum. Elizabeth 

Dadi also taught at the school in the early years. She and her husband Iftikhar Dadi 

collaborated with David and Durriya on artworks. These four artists are probably the first 

installation artists in the country to develop a substantial body of work. They collaborated 

on Heart Mahal in 1996, a populist art installation that was situated inside a truck. 

Around the country, one will find trucks, rickshaws, and buses that are elaborately 

painted—even new environment-friendly rickshaws that seemed to be uniform when they 

first appeared on the road are now more customized with paintings and decorative 

elements. Evoking this practice, the four artists created a traveling art gallery, which is 

what these actual vehicles appear to be with their painted exteriors. Heart Mahal included 

flashing lights inside the body of the truck, lighting up when the visitor entered the space. 

This work of art traveled to viewers, rather than asking visitors to go to a gallery space. 

The installation was made with the help of commercial artists who decorate vehicles for 

truck, bus, and rickshaws drivers. Importantly, the resulting work was humorous in an 

over-the-top use of lights and decorations. It was a populist experiment that encouraged 

Indus Valley students to make work with a similar sensibility. 

 

Situated in Karachi, Indus Valley is located in a more liberal and diverse environment 

than the NCA. Karachi is also a city that does not have the remnants of colonial rule that 
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Lahore possesses—i.e. official colonial buildings that are still extant. Being the country’s 

commercial capital, it hosts Pakistanis from all over the country, representing its 

diversity. The city is more open to different ways of life than other parts of Pakistan. It is 

more westernized than other cities in the country. Indus Valley reflects this environment 

through graduating students whose art is similar to work made elsewhere in the world. 

Yet, the work is different in that artists use materials and explore concerns that are 

integral to contemporary life in Pakistan. This work is hybrid in its content and form. As 

seen in the collaborative work of David Alesworth, the Dadis, and Durriya Kazi, Indus 

Valley encourages new approaches to making art, allowing for experimentation in 

methods, materials, and ideas. 

 

Indus Valley, as well as Karachi University and Beaconhouse National University 

(BNU), has a theory-based fine arts program. Instructors there discuss issues of 

postmodernism with their students. They do this in both formal and informal manners: 

professors at BNU have offered a class in Visual Art and Society in which students 

consider historical art through visiting contemporary artists, craftspeople, others in 

different locations around Lahore. The schools do give ample time to studio practice, but 

the conceptual framework seems critical for students to understand in these programs. 

The two sides are integrated more so at these schools than at the NCA. BNU’s studio and 

theory courses, for example, do not draw the line between one method and the other; 
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practical courses are complemented with readings and academic classes include hands-on 

exercises. 

 

One of these schools seems an unlikely place for such activities. University of Karachi is 

a public institution located on the northern edge of the city far from the trendy 

neighborhoods where viewing art exhibitions has become fashionable. The university 

services all of Karachi’s population, unlike Indus Valley that draws most of its students 

from more well-to-do families. At Karachi University, a mechanic’s daughter might enter 

the art department.133  

 

Another difference with Indus Valley is that there is no reference to art in the 

department’s title; Visual Studies is meant to incorporate a range of material culture. The 

introduction to the prospectus states, “The Department of Visual Studies, established in 

1999, has rapidly identified itself as a department that challenges art and design 

education.”134 The curriculum at University of Karachi reflects an awareness of 

postcolonial and postmodern debates. The introduction to the prospectus goes on to state, 

“A strong theory component underpins the practical nature of these professional 

courses.”135 The intention of this statement is, presumably, to distinguish itself from art 

schools and programs that provide a basis in the practice of art, rather than the 

                                                 
133 Sarah Khan graduated in 2007. Her major was miniature painting. 
134 Department of Visual Studies Prospectus, University of Karachi.  
135 Ibid 
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conceptualization of art. For the University of Karachi’s faculty, it is crucial to convey to 

students ways to think about their artistic practice. 

 

Like the art schools mentioned above, the University provides a foundation year course 

that includes English, drawing, basic design, drafting, materials/processes, and contextual 

studies. After this point, students branch out into the following fields: Industrial Design, 

Graphic Design, Textile Design, Architecture, Fine Arts, and Islamic Arts. In the fine arts 

major, classes include: Urdu, history of ideas, Islamic art and civilization, printmaking, 

painting, AV media, sculpture, history of art, drawing, Pakistan studies, and modes of 

cultural expression. These classes are taught in a contextualized manner, meaning that the 

subject is understood in the context of history, economics, politics, and society.136  

Essentially, the instructors try to convey a thorough knowledge of the subject from 

multiple angles, instead of only conveying, for example, the formal technique of painting. 

 

Students entering the University are perhaps more practical in their approach to art, and 

less aware of critical theories related to art. They come from diverse backgrounds to 

attend the largest public university in the country. The school is the only option for higher 

education for some of these students as it is affordable in comparison to the relatively 

exorbitant fees at private institutions. Although the NCA is a government institution, it is 

highly competitive and located in another city, making it difficult for many of the 

                                                 
136 Ibid 
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students to attend. As such, the uninitiated arrive at the University’s Visual Studies 

Department and are provided with tools to practice and conceptualize their art. The head 

of the department, for example, teaches art history by giving equal time to each 

civilization/period and discusses with students how art history has been written and why 

it is problematic.  

 

Durriya Kazi, who developed the curriculum and taught at Indus Valley in its early days, 

formed the Visual Studies department at the University of Karachi. Adeela Suleman, a 

former student of Durriya’s, is a faculty member. The populist approach to making art is 

espoused in both of these artists’ works and continues to be a significant trait. Durriya’s 

interactive installations, such as Heart Mahal described above, include popular arts like 

“truck art” and are located in public spaces to encourage participation from economically 

diverse communities. In the same manner, Adeela creates objects and installations that 

address the class and economic system in Pakistan. Like Durriya Kazi’s art, Adeela takes 

items from the everyday to speak about everyday issues. This approach to making art is 

the context for Karachi University’s Visual Studies Department. 

 

Karachi University and one of the most recent art schools to be founded in Pakistan, 

Beaconhouse National University (BNU), are the only art schools situated in the context 

of a liberal arts university. BNU began its undergraduate School of Visual Arts in 2003; 

the first class graduated in 2007. The School of Visual Arts at BNU includes three 
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departments: fine art, visual communication design, and art history and critical studies. 

The section of the University prospectus devoted to the School states:  

 

We foster an innovative approach to art and design education which is cognizant 

of the rapid spread of new technologies, impacting all aspects of life. In the 

information age, the demand for better education with up-to-date methodologies 

is apparent and urgent. Parallel to this is the growing local and global awareness 

of the role of the arts as an indicator of social progress and cultural 

development.137  

 

Like University of Karachi and Indus Valley, there is a mission to convey the latest 

approaches to making art. These schools want to undo ways that art has been taught in 

the country and introduce innovative methods of teaching and learning that seem aligned 

with cutting-edge art schools around the world. For example, both BNU and University 

of Karachi play with how art has been categorized. The former has the following 

majors/specializations in the Department of Fine Art: two-dimensional arts, three-

dimensional arts, and new media arts. This is instead of separating painting, miniature 

painting, photography, drawing, and printmaking as all of these are two-dimensional 

forms; sculpture, ceramics, and installation are the three-dimensional arts; and digital 

arts, video, and video installation make up the new media arts. The purpose of integrating 

several media to create a major is to promote an interdisciplinary approach like the one 

fostered at University of Karachi and Indus Valley. This is also seen in schools globally, 

                                                 
137 Prospectus 2005-06, Beaconhouse National University, Lahore, 20. 
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including the School of the Art Institute of Chicago where students are encouraged to mix 

their academic training among several departments.  

 

Rashid Rana, an artist who was one of the architects of BNU’s School of Visual Arts’ 

curriculum, has stated that he wanted to turn away from the approach taken by the 

NCA.138 Having studied there himself, he wished to create a different environment at this 

new art school. This method, while not wholly different, does aim to undo the divisions 

that are found in more conventional art schools. In addition to opening the categories of 

the major to be more inclusive and the mixing of practical and theoretical methods in 

both studio and academic classes, BNU encourages “a multidisciplinary approach as a 

way to explore the connections between art and different branches of knowledge in the 

humanities and sciences.”139 It requires students to “work in an interdisciplinary group in 

the Fine Art Major Studio, a mandatory course for all fine art students in Semester 

Four.”140 They can take courses in other schools of the University—they have a number 

of electives to fulfill with classes in the School of Visual Arts and are required to take 

creative writing through the School of Liberal Arts. As the different schools at the 

University develop, students from the School of Visual Arts will be able to take classes in 

the Schools of Social Sciences or Media and Mass Communication. 

 

                                                 
138 Interview of Rashid Rana by the author, February 2006. 
139 BNU prospectus, 20. 
140 Ibid, 23. 
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In comparison to other art schools in the country, a high proportion of the permanent 

faculty members of BNU’s School of Visual Arts are foreign. In 2007, out of nine 

professors, four were European. The five Pakistanis on the team have all received their 

degrees abroad, except for one member. This is a similar pattern at the NCA, Indus 

Valley, and University of Karachi, where several professors have gone abroad for part of 

their training. Yet the permanent faculty at these institutions is made up of primarily 

Pakistani citizens, while foreigners serve as visiting lecturers for a term or two. 

 

A look at BNU’s permanent faculty gives insight into ideas conveyed to students 

currently there. The permanent studio faculty includes Salima Hashmi, Rashid Rana, and 

Huma Mulji, among others. Critics of BNU complain that the program there does not 

take into account the local context, in terms of the culture and arts of Pakistan. The belief 

is that the work produced by the faculty and students there is similar to art that can be 

found anywhere. However, as described in the following chapter, the artists teaching 

there intentionally seek to create links with an idea of Pakistani in their artworks. I 

discuss Rashid Rana and Huma Mulji’s art. 

 

The faculty at BNU has created an environment of experimentation. Students are 

regularly asked to attempt new ways of making imagery and forms. They take classes in a 

variety of disciplines and are provided with the freedom to develop projects for classes. 

Students are given open-ended assignments and are not heavily regulated in terms of 
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what they have to produce. The graduation of the first class from BNU was an exciting 

moment for the school since it would showcase the innovative approaches the school 

espouses. There was a car made from fish; photographs of people’s heads that look like 

their backs, but were actually their fronts with hair pulled over them; and stop-action 

animations of melting tomatoes. The artists who teach at BNU are now regularly 

exhibiting internationally, and, as such, are intricately tied with global contemporary art 

practices. Their influence is seen on their students.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

BNU holds an annual exhibition of student work from all departments within the School 

of Visual Arts. In June 2006, the display at BNU revealed the interdisciplinary nature of 

the program. The works were divided into Fine Art, Design, and Visual Communication; 

however, sometimes it was hard to tell the difference between one and the other. In the 

Fine Art section, a student displayed a dress made with safety pins, while in the Textile 

department, his or her classmate made a dress using pizza delivery boxes. One student 

used a bar of soap and hair to make his “drawing.” Another used eggshells as her 

“screen” for video projections. This display was strikingly similar to ones that can be 

seen at experimental art schools in any other part of the world. Students at BNU play 

with materials and ideas to explore as much as they can during their time at the academy.   
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Similarly, students graduating from Indus Valley employ global contemporary art 

practices in their art. The school is now nearly twenty years old and its first graduates are 

teaching new generations of artists. Huma Mulji, Adeela Suleman, and Alia Hasan-Khan 

are three of its first graduates who are now teachers in art schools in Pakistan. They and 

other faculty members at these newer educational institutions make artworks that talk 

about the history and current events of the South Asian nation and play with materials 

and concepts to form artworks that challenge long-standing beliefs and rigid categories 

about Pakistan and Pakistanis. These art schools provide students with practical and 

theoretical courses to hone both conceptual and concrete aspects of being an artist.  

 

As of 2007, there was less experimentation encouraged at the NCA. Here, students 

remain within their chosen disciplines with little planned time for interaction in the 

curriculum. As such, their work fits more easily within the rigid definitions of a medium, 

for example. The NCA’s annual exhibition showcases this. It is akin to a more 

conservative art school anywhere in the world. Yet, the yearly display of student work 

also brings forth the specificity of the school’s location. First of all, art is presented 

throughout the nineteenth century colonial space of the school’s buildings. Beyond this, 

the visible presence of the Miniature Painting department sets this display apart from 

what could be found elsewhere, since this is an art practice that is not offered in art 

schools in other countries.  
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In 2008, as this study comes to a close, there is a suggestion of change at the NCA. The 

new principal of the school has been attempting to revise the curriculum and shift 

practices in order to create a more interdisciplinary study that encourages 

experimentation during the student’s time in the academy. Whether these changes will 

create a more open and dynamic environment at the school or simply impose a new 

hierarchy will have to be determined. 

 

Eight of the twelve contemporary Pakistani artists whose work I examine in this 

dissertation have graduated from the NCA. Even though students at this school had the 

least structured guidance in their efforts to make nuanced artworks that interrogate and 

articulate the complexity of Pakistani, they dominate the contemporary Pakistani art field 

(more on the international than the domestic front). Their work does not fix the notions of 

Pakistan and Pakistani. Instead they mix concepts and art from the global contemporary 

art arena with those from Pakistan in order to initiate dialogues and debates. This art is 

discussed in the next two chapters.  
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Chapter Four 

Hungama: the Volatile Play by Contemporary Pakistani Artists 

 

Today, a growing number of Pakistani artists have embraced the nation’s perceived 

visual languages and political, social, and cultural history to interrogate and unpack 

Pakistan’s contemporary society and identity. The fruits of this shifting and mixing are 

works of art that turn artistic and societal traditions, from miniature painting to 

matrimonial rites, on their sides even as they uphold their significance. In these works, 

artists present their views on life in the country and their experiences as Pakistanis. Their 

paintings, videos, sculptures, installations, mixed media works, prints, and drawings are 

not soapboxes from which they shout out their messages. Instead they present issues and 

concerns in a manner that means to define them uniquely as Pakistani. Unpredictable 

social developments and current events that require in-depth investigation appear in 

imagery without any direct answers to these debates. They do not present the issues in a 

straightforward manner; instead they play with them to incite further investigation. This 

volatile play is what the term hungama is about. Hungama can be used to define chaos, as 

in a violent activity; however, it can also describe a party and playfulness. Through their 

works, artists express and examine the complicated nature of Pakistani national and 

cultural identities by looking at the society’s most volatile concerns in playful ways.  
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This art is united together by content. Some of the social and political themes that 

contemporary Pakistani artists address include: the role of Islam in contemporary 

Pakistan, such as the impact of the religion and religious politics on women’s lives; the 

relationship between India and Pakistan, including an imagined shared culture among the 

people of South Asia; the post-colonial effect on the nation that perpetuates a system of 

dominance in place when the British colonized the Indian subcontinent; and 9/11, an 

event that has had multiple levels of reverberations for Muslim communities around the 

world. These complex issues and developments are often treated with ambiguity and wit 

to reflect their difficult and multivalent meanings.  

 

Content and how it is handled in their artworks are not the only points of intersection 

among these contemporary Pakistani artists. They are also connected in formal concerns 

related to techniques and materials utilized. For example, several artists have 

experimented with the miniature painting technique to create innovative artworks. 

Miniature painting, in particular images made for the Mughal Emperors that ruled much 

of the Indian subcontinent from the mid-sixteenth through the mid-nineteenth century, is 

considered to be Pakistan’s cultural heritage. Some believe that Pakistan is the legacy of 

the Mughals because the nation is an Islamic republic carved out of the region this empire 

once ruled; however, this is based on a simplistic understanding of the Muslim dynasty 

(and also of Pakistan’s foundation). The Mughals, while they were Muslim emperors, 

were strategically open to many religions and fostered a mixed culture in which different 
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faiths could be practiced. They did not segregate their kingdom from adherents of other 

faiths or only allow Islam to be practiced. Despite this false reading of history, Mughal 

miniature painting is thought of as Pakistan’s cultural tradition, and any appropriation of 

it by contemporary artists does create a link with the past for audiences there. Some 

artists who use the miniature painting technique do not just connect with tradition; they 

play with it to uncover the many ways it is understood and misunderstood. They 

manipulate the viewer’s expectations of this art form by inserting something new into an 

old space. The result is a dynamic work of art.  

 

Similarly, some contemporary Pakistani artists who use materials from the local mass 

culture cause viewers to wonder. They take images and ephemera that are typically found 

on an advertisement billboard or in the kitchen, for example, and use them in their 

artworks. These items are part of everyday life in Pakistan and, as such, come attached 

with meanings that have developed in the society over time. When they are incorporated 

into an artwork, the objects and pictures from mass culture bring to mind popularly 

understood ideas, yet they also produce new meanings because they are situated in a 

different context.  

 

These contemporary Pakistani artworks function on numerous levels to provoke 

questions in viewers and challenge their ways of thinking about such ideas as “What is 

Pakistani?” and artistic practices, including what kind of materials can be used in art. 
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These multiple concerns can be and often are addressed by one work of art. Therefore, it 

is difficult and a disservice to try to organize a discussion of this art according to themes 

just related to content or only according to medium. This method of organization does not 

allow for the multivalent meanings and concerns addressed in some contemporary 

Pakistani art. Instead, I will present artworks according to multiple systems of order to 

draw forth the many connections between them. For example, I will position together 

miniature painters who explore contemporary gender politics with artists who appropriate 

items from mass culture in their artworks to incite gender issues. In both approaches, an 

important point of overlap is how these practitioners open up fixed meanings related to 

both concepts and forms.  

 

In this chapter I will analyze some of the work that contemporary Pakistani artists have 

made in the last decade. I do not provide an exhaustive survey of artworks that 

investigate Pakistan’s society and politics in their subject matter and incorporate 

Pakistani cultural traditions in how they are formed. Instead, I select the work of a few 

artists who I believe have made significant contributions to the field. Some of the 

artworks discussed were made as initial attempts by artists to understand their roles in 

this profession and the manner in which they wanted to practice. Other works are more 

fully articulated expressions of what Pakistani is, and the difficulties of achieving an 

answer to this question. Many of the included artists were part of an exhibition entitled, 

“Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan” (2003) that I organized for 
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presentation at Apex Art Curatorial Programs in New York and, subsequently, at the 

Kunsthalle Fridericianum in Kassel, Germany (2004). These displays resulted out of the 

initial research for my dissertation proposal. And, conversely, they are the groundwork 

for this chapter of the dissertation.  

 

I. Material Girls: Experimental Forms and Gender Politics 

This section examines the work of four artists: Adeela Suleman, Saira Wasim, Aisha 

Khalid, and Naiza Khan. They investigate societal gender roles in artworks that 

manipulate expectations of artistic practices and forms. For example, Saira Wasim and 

Aisha Khalid produce beautiful imagery about potentially oppressive practices. Adeela 

Suleman and Naiza Khan appropriate familiar everyday objects and materials that are 

typically connected with women’s lives in Pakistan to produce their installations. Yet this 

is only one dimension of their artworks. There are many layers of ideas accompanied by 

equally complex forms. Together, formal and conceptual concerns are handled with 

delicate hands and minds to open up critical dialogues about women and their perceived 

roles in society.  

 

For example, in an installation, artist Adeela Suleman highlighted a hazard women 

experience in Pakistan.141 She created a work about the dangers of riding motorcycles in 

                                                 
141 Interview with Adeela Suleman by the author, June 2002. 
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Pakistan by a particular economic class of women—the lower middle class. For the sake 

of modesty, women risk riding sidesaddle behind men, even though the smallest bump 

can jar them from their precarious position. Adeela created unique types of practical 

accessories for safety on a motorcycle, such as helmets in a rainbow of colors and a 

variety of styles (Figure 4.1); these items make it possible to ride safely while, most 

important, maintaining a fashionable hairdo.142 The artist did not attempt to change a 

woman’s habit to sit in a more demure position; instead she offered them ways continue 

to act in a socially acceptable manner by creating backrests, footrests, and special seats. 

Among other things, she used spatulas, knives, and pots to create ornate objects that also 

have specific utilitarian purposes, though not ones originally intended for these utensils. 

The artist’s intention was to form safety devices for women that are fully functional. The 

use of domestic utensils is a methodical way to relate to women, more specifically to 

societal gender roles. Despite greater options for women in Pakistan, they are still 

expected to maintain the household and serve in traditional roles as wives and mothers, 

including providing meals for the family. This work does not attempt to reject these 

social customs because the artist accepts everyday Pakistani attitudes, including the 

association of woman and the kitchen. However, by creating over-the-top accessories 

with domestic items, the artist draws attention to the growing dangers in maintaining 

them. She does this by addressing a hazardous situation in which women voluntarily 

participate due to social conventions.  

                                                 
142 Helmets and footrests were included in “Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan” 
presented at Apex Art Curatorial Programs, New York (September 2003) and Kunsthalle Fridericianum 
(March 2004). 
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Working with local craftsmen, Adeela designed these objects with patterns found on the 

local folk art. Intricate arabesques and floral motifs were beaten or affixed to metal to 

create highly decorative items. These forms introduced an aesthetic that is connected to 

“truck art,” a practice that is particular to the region in which trucks and other vehicles 

are highly embellished with paint and metal accoutrements. Her installation recalls such 

decoration because her fanciful sculptures are similarly designed, although, once again, 

she utilizes items found in the kitchen. Spoons act as decoration; drain covers serve as 

veils; and cleavers become footrests. Her safety gear is highly ornamental, including 

actual jewelry in some cases; while in other instances, spatulas are given a jewel-like 

effect. The artist twists and turns these utilitarian objects to form curvilinear shapes that 

mimic necklaces and crowns. She emphasizes beauty in these items she creates for 

women, thereby maintaining conventional ideas in society that suggest that women 

should appear beautiful. The artist actually plays in between stereotypes and the reform 

of conservative thoughts. She does this by incorporating conformist ways of thinking, and 

then turning them into something outlandish. The items she creates are funny—one 

cannot imagine that the female motorcycle rider would actually wear a cooking pot on 

her head, even one with profuse ornamentation to beautify it. The humorous treatment 

detracts from the gravity of the topic. Yet, the artist’s aim is to incite a discussion about 

its seriousness. Adeela creates a comical “buffer” in order to attract viewers and 

encourage a dialogue about social mores. 
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In her first work, made when she was a student at Indus Valley School of Art and 

Architecture, the artist attempted a similarly exaggerated handling of a grim subject. She 

used teacups and tea bags in the installation she made for her graduation because this hot 

drink is tied to the ritual of meeting potential suitors for an arranged marriage (Figure 

4.2), something in which Adeela had to engage at this time. According to the critic 

Salima Hashmi, “The large installation explored the idea of ‘tea’ as an element of social 

currency.”143 In particular, Adeela addressed the social custom of matchmaking in 

Pakistan and how oppressive this experience can be for women. In Pakistani culture, 

parents find life partners for their children, accomplished through asking family and 

friends about eligible individuals. Subsequently, the two families meet and introduce the 

possible husband- and wife-to-be to each other. Tea is served during these “summits” by 

the debutante in a ceremony designed so that his family can view her playing the role of a 

housewife. Adeela addressed the tradition and her discomfort with it and its relentless 

presence by making an over-the-top installation in which tea flowed in many forms. 

There was a fountain of tea made with teapots and teaspoons; strings of teabags hung 

across the ceiling; and teacups and saucers painted on the walls. The visitor to the 

installation could not escape the presence of tea anywhere he or she turned. They were 

overwhelmed by tea. Although it might not initially be evident that arranged marriage is 

                                                 
143 Salima Hashmi, “Adeela Suleman” in Unveiling the Visible: Lives and Works of Women 

Artists of Pakistan (Islamabad: Actionaid Pakistan, 2002), 183. 
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addressed through the omnipresence of this drink and its paraphernalia, Pakistani 

audiences familiar with this social custom would perhaps understand the work’s message.  

 

A more dangerous practice involving women in Pakistan is examined in Saira Wasim’s 

2000-2003 series of miniature paintings Honor Killings. Daughters, sisters, and wives 

who are perceived to be promiscuous are murdered in the name of family honor. Saira’s 

paintings charm viewers even as they allegorize slain victims who are represented as 

delicate and beautiful flowers. Like Adeela Suleman, she draws attention to a subject that 

she believes many people in the country ignore. Saira does this in a metaphorical manner 

by titling the works with names of different types of flowers, fragile and beautiful parts of 

nature that serve as personifications of women. The paintings are radiant and at first 

resemble delicate landscapes. Upon closer inspection, viewers see something much more 

dreadful. In Water lilies of 2000 (Figure 4.3), Saira paints what look to be water lilies 

floating in a pond but they are actually veils; what initially appear to be stamens are in 

fact bloody swords protruding out of traditional headdresses worn by some women in the 

country. The colors she uses do not hint at the horror of the event—pastel-like shades of 

blues, greens, and golden browns that catch light and glisten. Miniature painting has a 

precious quality to it because it once included semi-precious stones as the source for 

pigments. In this way it parallels oil painting that developed in Flanders in the fifteenth 

century when jewels were crushed to create colors. Today, artists continue to use gold 
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and silver leaf to embellish their miniature paintings, adding a radiance and feel of 

preciousness to the image.  

 

This is the quality of Saira Wasim’s artwork. The eye is attracted to its bejeweled 

appearance. Initially, viewers may believe her paintings contain idyllic scenes, however, 

after realizing that the blossoming flowers are actually dead women, the image appears 

horrific, even as beautiful and seductive details draw viewers in. Although the terrible 

subject of the work is discovered, the image remains formally harmonious with its 

brilliant gem-like colors. The ambiguous shapes of the flowers/women keep viewers 

shifting in their perception of the work from attraction to repulsion. If an image is 

ambiguous, there can be an impression of something hidden waiting to be revealed 

causing conflicting emotions. The duality between a delicate flower and a bloody veil 

unmasks a tragic reality behind calm splendor. It points to the horrible conditions that 

some women have to endure in parts of Pakistan even while they, as Saira believes, 

exude beauty.144  

 

These tragic occurrences she portrays have not affected her personally. After reading 

many national newspaper articles on honor killings, she decided to explore the issue in 

her art. By choosing to deal with such a potent topic, Saira perhaps reifies views of 

Pakistan as a volatile society. She might not take her role as a “national artist” 

                                                 
144 Interview with Saira Wasim by author, June 2000. 
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responsibly.145 Cultural theorist Gayatri Spivak writes about the “national artist” as one 

who is not an immigrant, but “the artist who has remained in decolonized space to 

represent that culture to the persons in metropolitan space eager for other cultures.”146 

When Saira Wasim made the Honor Killings series, she was this “national artist” that 

Spivak describes.147 Saira lived in the decolonized space of Pakistan and represented her 

culture to those in the metropolitan space who were eager to know more about her 

country. Spivak writes that the “national artist” has a grave responsibility: to not reify 

views of cultures and to not participate in the production of identity that is already 

defined. In Saira’s case, her images of the brutal treatment of women in Pakistan could 

support the stereotype of the South Asian nation as a dangerous place for women where 

gender equality does not exist. However, there is tension in her work. These murders may 

happen in the nation, but as a concerned Pakistani she presents her objections to them. In 

fact, these works are more about her observations than about the murders. As an artist, 

she does not simply represent an end to such killings. Instead, she pictures what she 

believes are their consequences: helpless women and their sometimes unborn children 

being brutally murdered. And she does this in an unexpected manner by juxtaposing 

beauty and violence, which results in a more powerful expression than a simple realist 

rendering would do.  

 

                                                 
145 For the full discussion of the responsibility of the “national artist” see: Gayatri Spivak, “Acting 
Bits/Identity Talk,” Critical Inquiry (Vol. 18, no. 4: Summer 1992), 798-803. 
146 Ibid, 798. 
147 Saira Wasim is now an immigrant living in Chicago; however, when she created the painting described 
above, she lived in Pakistan. 
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By merging seemingly divergent sentiments—grim and pleasing—in the Honor Killings 

series, Saira presents layered ways to understand issues related to social and religious 

customs in Pakistan. Hers is not a simple approach to unfolding the consequences of the 

practice; instead, she problematizes its reading by beautifying a deadly phenomenon. In 

addition to presenting a repulsive development—the brutal murder of women—in an eye-

catching way, the artist also undermines the heralded technique of miniature painting in 

her work. Miniature painting is weighed down by the view of it as a traditional method. 

During the last fifteen years, miniature painting has grown as a practice in the 

contemporary art scene in Pakistan, as discussed in the previous chapter. Largely due to 

the department’s popularity at the National College of Arts in Lahore, miniature painting 

contributes significantly to the growth and development of global contemporary art. 

Artists working in this medium play with the preciousness surrounding the practice, 

meaning that they manipulate its royal history and its precisely drawn, shimmering 

pictures to formulate a critical visual vocabulary. In this manner, they introduce into the 

format contemporary artistic concerns. By working out methods of contemporizing this 

technique that became stagnant when the British redirected it towards new patrons who 

wanted “traditional” work, artists create something new in the field of both local and 

global contemporary art.148 Their adaptations offer a visual language that has no parallel 

in the world. 

 

                                                 
148 Vishakha Desai discusses the British effect on South Asian painting. Vishakha N. Desai, 
“Reflections of the Past in the Present: Copying Processes in Indian Painting” in Perceptions of 

South Asia’s Visual Past (New Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta: Oxford & IBH Publishing Co.). 
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Aisha Khalid also utilizes miniature painting to talk about contemporary social and 

political topics; she opens up its form to challenge long-held beliefs about Muslim 

women through addressing debates on veiling.149 This is a potent topic that has been 

addressed in academic texts as well as fashion magazines; everyone seems to have an 

opinion about this practice associated with Muslim women. Using miniature painting to 

create luminous images in which there is little to indicate a woman directly, Aisha makes 

her women “visible.” She appears as a flower or is suggested behind the slit of a curtain. 

Sometimes she is subsumed underneath a veil that has the same richly patterned design as 

the background. Her strength is revealed not by showing her directly, but by making her 

presence felt.  

 

In her painting Covered/Uncovered III (2002), it is difficult to make out where the 

woman ends and the world around her begins (Figure 4.4). In much of the image, she 

blends in with the background and is out of view, creating an optical illusion—the 

dizzying design that is laboriously rendered fills the entire sheet. This hypnotic feature 

captures the eye with its intricate details compulsively repeated over and over again. It is 

a favorite trait of Aisha Khalid’s; one that she has utilized in several works (e.g. 

Visible/Invisible I of 2002, Figure 4.5). The woman is engulfed in this space. Yet Aisha 

ensures that she can make a stand through using formal devices in her work. Subtle 

shading brings out the border of the veil to make her visible. Furthermore, her presence is 

felt strongly through the use of a bold red as the underlying color of her veil. This 

                                                 
149 Interview with Aisha Khalid by the author, June 2004. 
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contrasting shade draws in the eye, and leads it to the other details of the woman’s cover. 

Her treatment of this area underneath the veil suggests female genitalia in its shape and 

saturated red shade. Yet the reference is indirect. The artist does not render human flesh; 

she simply brings it to mind. 

 

A mixed media work from 2002, Visible/Invisible II (Figure 4.6), suggests female 

genitalia as well; once again in a subtle manner. This is evident in the two smaller boards 

of a three-part work. In them the artist pairs together shimmering material with velvet. 

Their juxtaposition references a slit with something lying beneath. Yet, once again, a 

woman’s physique is recalled indirectly. There is nothing that actually depicts the human 

form—fabric next to fabric is all that the artist utilizes to make her statement. In the 

largest of three panels, black velvet suggests a curtain, with gotta (silver thread fabric) 

forming an opening in it. The woman inside is hidden. Yet she is there, even if she cannot 

be seen. In these examples, the presence of a body is suggested. Aisha’s imagery is 

embodied, although her physical body does not make an appearance. This contradiction 

creates dynamism in her artwork because an image that addresses veiling of female 

physiques simultaneously suggests the presence of body parts and conversely removes 

them from view. 

 

Paradox is what feeds Aisha Khalid’s work. As cultural anthropologist Virginia Whiles 

describes it: “The exquisite ornamentation in Khalid’s work distils a dual sense of 
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oppression and subversion.”150 There is not a need to show an actual veil to convey this 

tension between oppression and subversion. A heavily decorated surface is all that the 

artist needs to depict to express suffocation that a woman can experience behind closed 

doors and underneath layers of fabric. Yet this can be turned and manipulated by the one 

suffocating. The person suffering underneath a veil or a system of oppression finds a way 

to have a voice. In fact, for many women who wear a veil, this material gives them the 

freedom they require. Wearing it, they feel comfortable traversing in public spaces free 

from unwanted stares and comments. They may be hidden, as is the case in Aisha 

Khalid’s paintings, yet they continue to have a presence. This is suggested in the artist’s 

work because there are several hints that a woman is rendered, even while she cannot be 

seen clearly.  

 

Like Saira Wasim’s flower women, Aisha’s pictures of hidden yet revealed females are 

ambiguous. Both use the symbols and pictures that are stereotypically associated with 

women and their oppression. Saira appropriates a phenomenon in which women are 

helpless victims. Aisha uses the veil that many around the world believe keeps women 

from living free lives; it is viewed as a “prison” and “straightjacket.”151 Both artists create 

nuanced imagery to express views about social practices like veiling and killing for the 

                                                 
150 Virginia Whiles, Manoeuvering Miniatures: Contemporary Art from Pakistan, exhibition 
catalogue  (Delhi: Khoj international artists’ workshop, 2002), 12. 
151 In July 2008, the government of France denied citizenship to a Muslim woman because she 
veiled from head to toe. This was viewed as incompatible with other French values like gender 
equality. Source: Katrin Bennhold, “A Muslim Woman Too Orthodox for France,” International 

Herald Tribune (July 19, 2008), www.iht.com. 
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sake of honor. The kind of images they employ do not simply tow Western ideas of how 

women might be liberated—for example, a woman stripping off her veil or fighting off 

her would-be murderer. Instead, they work to undermine Western views, yet they also 

question Pakistani attitudes toward women, including how false interpretations of Islamic 

doctrines result in detrimental effects on women. These particular concerns are not 

evident in their work; a number of connections have to be made in order to reach these 

conclusions. The artists offer acts of resistance to oppressive mindsets in discrete ways to 

open up discussion and debate. Aisha Khalid represents a woman’s subversive strength in 

an oppressive environment, while Saira Wasim emphasizes her beauty in the face of 

tragedy. By addressing gender politics in ambiguous ways, these artists allow for multiple 

meanings to exist together. This is the double entendre at work here. It is a play on words 

(or images, as is the case in this situation) that encourages ambiguity. Viewers might be 

left in doubt about the work’s intention; this is a powerful result because it demands that 

they give further thought to issues it addresses, rather than being provided with a simple 

or straightforward message. This kind of uncertainty is at the heart of Adeela Suleman’s 

work as well. The artist’s installations are both ridiculous and serious; she pokes fun at 

social practices and also upholds their significance so viewers are left with seemingly 

conflicting viewpoints. 

 

Naiza Khan also creates ambiguous images; her art both covers and reveals the female 

body. She examines Pakistani women’s lives through depicting their bodies in part. In 
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one series, for example, the artist commented on a well publicized incident in which a 

woman burnt herself as a political protest because her husband’s killer had not been 

prosecuted. The only recognizable part of her left was her hair. Naiza made drawings of 

long, flowing hair exclusively. Writer Salima Hashmi describes an image in the series as 

“a fragile work laced with the pain of poetry as fragile as the hair and skin of the burning 

women.”152 It is the delicate symbol of hair that serves as the representation of a woman’s 

strength in the drawings. There is a doubling and layering of identity in Naiza’s work—

images indicate more than one meaning. Perhaps this can be traced to the artist’s 

upbringing, as art historian Simone Wille describes. Naiza was born and spent her 

childhood in Beirut, making visits to Pakistan with her family. Wille writes: “The social 

as well as visual environment of Pakistan fascinated her; it released within her a double 

consciousness which has become a recurring theme in her (artistic) pursuit of the female 

body, a metaphor for cultural, social, and personal issues.”153 Her most recent work 

continues to utilize a woman’s physique to probe critical concerns; of course the body is 

not detailed. Her physicality is only intimated. This is evident in a work in which Naiza 

hardens feminine clothing by making metallic sculptures shaped like intimate wear 

(Figure 4.7). Lingerie is turned into armor so that it stands stiffly as if embodied. The soft 

bits of clothing are no longer delicate and sensual. Rather, the artist created a sturdy, 

feminine army. An installation of these sculptures calls into question perceptions of 

women, both within and outside of Pakistan. They are both and neither aggressive or 

                                                 
152 Salima Hashmi, Unveiling the Visible, 161. 
153 Simone Wille, “Layers of Time and Space,” in Bare the fact/Bear the fact, exhibition 
catalogue (Mumbai: Gallery Chemould, 2006), n.p. 
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fragile. This is suggested through the material she employs—galvanized steel—to make 

sculptures of items that are normally flimsy and soft. In this juxtaposition, the artist pairs 

together opposites to create an inversion between expectation and actual result. This 

relates to how women and their bodies are popularly understood and what possible 

problems lie in these thought patterns. In Pakistan, women are stereotypically believed to 

be the weaker sex, or aggressive if they exude too much independence; this limits the 

reading of women to one thing only. Naiza finds possibilities in these limitations and 

plays with the stereotypes of women and their bodies. The body, in fact, becomes the site 

of inquiry, as it does in Saira Wasim and Aisha Khalid’s images. It is taken over from 

those who might try to dominate a woman’s body through official or unofficial measures; 

for example, the practice of veiling that was imposed on women during the Zia-ul-Haq 

military dictatorship in Pakistan in the 1980s. During this time, the covered female body 

became the sign of a religious state; women had to cover themselves in public in order to 

conform to the government’s interpretation of religious text. In the works by these artists, 

they reclaim the female body or, more precisely, the idea of a woman’s physique to make 

their objections to its mishandling. 

 

Henna Hands (2001) by Naiza Khan raised these complex issues when it was presented 

in public sites. In this work, the artist composed handprints made of henna to suggest a 

woman’s body (Figure 4.8). She formed profiles of a female nude using hand stencils of 

fanciful designs. Sometimes she viewed her from the back with her arms outstretched 
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(Figure 4.9). She would also show women from more oblique angles, including a view of 

the thigh and buttock from underneath (Figure 4.10). In either approach, the body is not 

treated in a naturalistic manner; however, the artist created clear outlines with decorative 

patterns to ensure its readability. Furthermore, henna is associated with wedding 

celebrations in Pakistan. Brides wear it on their hands and feet during these events in 

order to appear even more beautiful. So by using it in this context, Naiza related the 

installation image with an event in Pakistan when a woman is supposed to appear as her 

most attractive—on her wedding day. As such, the artist evoked women in the imagery as 

well as through the material she employed.  

 

Originally the project was made on boards and displayed at a gallery in Karachi. 

However, soon afterwards Naiza took it out of the enclosed space and into the open areas 

of the city.154 The artist placed imprints of henna out in public on the wall of a building 

left to fade in the way that henna dissipates on the body similarly to the way beauty is 

understood to eventually fade from the face. However, this did not happen in every case. 

Some observers decided to hasten the fading process and rubbed out imagery they 

encountered while walking down the street. This reaction had an undertone of violence; 

her “women” were scratched and disfigured. The work revealed more than what was 

acceptable for certain viewers. The artist placed the imagery on walls without permission, 

and then some of the public censored the project without asking the artist. This type of 

                                                 
154 Interview with Naiza Khan by the author, May 2004. 
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censorship, expressed on an individual level, also occurs in the defacement of public 

advertisements in Karachi and elsewhere that reveal too much flesh. In these cases, 

people take it into their own hands to decide what is proper. They throw paint on the 

offensive image to cover it up. 

 

Naiza’s installation encouraged another response as well—one of protection. Some took 

it upon themselves to protect these stamps from graffiti, dirt, and other things that could 

tarnish them, including people. One image was placed next to a street-side barber stand. 

In subsequent days and weeks when the artist went to visit sites in which she placed her 

work, she got to know that the barber appreciated the work so much that he did not allow 

others to erase or cover it. This act—one of guardianship—versus the other response to 

the project—one of destruction—parallels the treatment that some women in Pakistani 

society receive. Women are victims of vicious actions, such as honor killings; they are 

expected to comply with social expectations, including sitting demurely in public; and 

they also need to be saved from the public eye and are encouraged or forced to veil 

themselves.  

 

In between these contradictions lie the works of Naiza Khan, Adeela Suleman, Saira 

Wasim, and Aisha Khalid. The four artists produce art that challenges expectations on 

both formal and conceptual levels. They appropriate a technique (miniature painting), 

substance (henna), and objects (kitchenware) that have connections to local cultural and 
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social histories (an imperial artistic practice in the case of miniatures, conventional 

gender roles that place women in the kitchen, and wedding celebrations with henna), yet 

they displace them from normal contexts. Miniature painting, in their hands, presents 

ordinary society rather than the king and queen; pots and pans serve as motorcycle 

helmets instead of cooking vessels; and henna appears on the side of a building instead of 

on a woman’s hands and feet. Through these images, materials, and shifting contexts they 

interrogate disturbing and serious concerns related to gender politics to provoke 

discussions. Adeela points out a social convention that results in discomfort and injury; 

Saira draws attention to a systematic killing based on gender; Aisha depicts women’s 

oppression and their subversion of this; and Naiza reveals contrary attitudes in society 

toward females and their bodies. It is the social and political duality of the nation that 

perhaps prompts them to make art that is two-sided. Contradictions are present 

everywhere; for example, women are highly respected as mothers, wives, sisters, and 

daughters and simultaneously treated as second-class citizens in such laws as the Hudood 

Ordinances that are viewed as anti-women.155 Underlying these national political issues 

are debates about religion. Islam and interpretations of Islamic doctrines influence the 

social practices that the four artists represent. Their art indicates that interpretations of 

religious doctrines are sometimes problematic. More importantly, the work of these 

artists reveals the negotiability of religious, national, or gender-based identities. This is 

accomplished through making complex artworks that shift between dichotomous views. 

                                                 
155 Hudood Ordinances are laws enacted in 1979 during the ultra-conservative Zia-ul-Haq 
military dictatorship. One can turn the table on a rape victim who decides to report the crime. 
This is discussed in Chapter Two. 
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They challenge conservative thinking that interprets what a Muslim woman from 

Pakistan can mean as only one possibility. The art by the four artists described here offer 

more options through the diversity of forms that it takes. A quick glance of their works 

would not provide any sense of unity; Naiza’s use of henna on a wall differs radically 

from Adeela’s objects made out of metal. Even Aisha and Saira’s use of the miniature 

painting technique yields in opposite styles of imagery; the former creates an abstract 

representation of the human form in an ornamental field, while the latter renders highly 

detailed figures. These two painters’ works can be contrasted with the site-specific 

installation and three dimensional objects of the other two artists described in this section. 

What joins together these four artists is a sensibility in their approach to artistic practice. 

They actively experiment with media and concepts to create multidimensional artworks. 

 

II. The Fear of Islam: Volatile Images and the Politics of Religion 

Hamra Abbas, Ambreen Butt, Huma Mulji, and Alia Hasan-Khan, like the artists 

described above, open up discussions about their religion. This section will look at their 

art that investigates how Islam and its believers (whether very faithful or simply living in 

an Islamicate nation) are treated and understood by outsiders.156 These artists show that 

Islam is a complex belief that has been tied to politics from its early days when the 

rightful successor to the Prophet Muhammad was disputed and a divide occurred in the 

Muslim community. Today, Islam seems to be mired in politics, especially because of the 

events of 9/11. This event turned Islam into a global phenomenon, as historian Faisal 

                                                 
156 For an explanation of the use of the term Islamicate, please see the Introduction. 
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Devji suggests: “not simply as the faith of millions, but as a word that, very much like 

‘America,’ was now part of everyone’s vocabulary, demanding from everyone an opinion 

about itself.”157 More difficult for practitioners of the faith is the stigma of Islam as a 

violent religion, although Devji suggests that the focus on it in the days after 9/11 offered 

a new, gentle image of Islam. He writes, “[It] was only the threat of Islam that made 

possible its recognition as a religion of peace.”158 Even as there was an effort to project 

Islam as a peaceful faith—an endeavor that extended as far as the White House—an 

environment of fear developed around Islam that caused outsiders to be highly suspicious 

of the religion and its adherents. This section will consider the apprehension surrounding 

Islam by artists that use the very images stereotypically associated with its violence. They 

are rendered into ciphers through the artists’ acceptance of fixed definitions of the 

religion. By appropriating stereotypes they acknowledge that this view of Islam does 

exist, rather than disregarding it. Homi K. Bhabha writes about the stereotype as 

something that is based on characteristics that are actually present, yet are exaggerated: 

“Stereotyping is not the setting up of a false image which becomes the scapegoat of 

discriminatory practices. It is a much more ambivalent text of projection and introjection, 

metaphoric and metonymic strategies, displacement, overdetermination, guilt, 

aggresivity…”159 The complex structure of the stereotype includes both an 

acknowledgement of difference and a denial of it. The stereotype is a blending of the real 

and imaginary. It is based on an actual trait that is amplified in the face of any other 

                                                 
157 Faisal Devji, Landscapes of the Jihad: militancy, morality, modernity (London: Hurst & Co., 
2005), xi. 
158 Ibid, xii. 
159 Homi K. Bhabha, Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1991), 85. 
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characteristic. Artists exploit the stereotype to comment on the state of Islam. Because 

militant groups have committed terrorism, the religion becomes a dangerous one with 

dubious preaching. For the mass media, this contributes to the making of worthy news—

i.e. if an act of terror is committed by a group claiming to be Muslim, the reporter will 

certainly convey this detail.160 The story becomes sensationalized with this information 

and made compelling for the audience, yet it provides a limited view of the religion.  

 

Hamra Abbas takes on the task of explaining her religion in order to detract from views 

of it as dangerous; however, she incorporates the violence associated with it as well in her 

work. In Please Do Not Step (Figure 4.11), viewers have to step around the space 

gingerly as most of it is covered with a collage of text. Its shape is similar to delicate 

tracery that is found in Islamicate architecture and design. Made with ordinary printer 

paper, the material as well as words typed in the Times New Roman font, “Please Do Not 

Step,” suggests a mundane, bureaucratic sign akin to the “Please Do Not Touch” labels 

put near artworks in museums. Placed on the floor, the “carpet” allows for little viewing 

room of the paintings in the installation. Thus there is also something potentially 

damaging about it—a step in the wrong direction may result in harm to the viewer, art, 

or, perhaps even the religion. The warning is clear in the installation and it is written over 

and over again; in addition to museum labels, it could be equated with notices hanging 

where a police operation is taking place. Yellow police tape threatens passers-by to not 

                                                 
160 Edward Said discusses news and Islam in Covering Islam: how the media and the experts 

determine how we see the rest of the world (New York: Pantheon books, 1981). 
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enter the scene of the crime. “Please Do Not Step” could be understood in the same 

way—it commands an action meant to save the viewer from potential injury. Through 

these words, Hamra brings to mind the danger associated with the religion and religious 

politics. Her approach to handling this issue goes further than the text to open up multiple 

readings of Islam. 

 

For this piece, the artist spent time at the state library in Berlin where she had access to 

versions of the Quran and Bible from centuries ago. From these, she extracted images 

that illustrated phrases she found compelling. The artist painted copies of them herself. 

The “carpet” she laid on the floor is made of paper that the artist cut by hand to achieve 

the shape of an Islamic pattern. The walls were painted colors which coordinate with the 

miniature paintings and accompanying text. For example, the passages quoted below talk 

about light and darkness; the artist placed black and white paint on the wall behind the 

words and images to suggest these conditions.  

 

The text that she appropriated from the Quran and Bible actually deal with the same exact 

subject; sometimes the treatment varies greatly. As such, the artist attributes some of the 

problems between the Judeo-Christian and Muslim worlds to language. Things get lost in 

translation. She created the installation for presentation in the West—it was first 

displayed in Germany—where the religion is often misunderstood. To address false or 
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ignorant views, Hamra presented actual text from the Quran and Bible side-by-side.161 In 

this presentation, the artist underscores similarities between the two religions, and thus 

the Judeo-Christian and Islamic worlds. One pairing consists of these two quotations:  

                                                 
161 This work was included in the exhibition, “Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in 
Pakistan” when it was presented in March 2004 at Kunsthalle Friedricianum in Kassel, Germany. 
The author spent three days of the installation period discussing the work with the artist 
intermittently. 
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God does not forbid you to be 

kind and equitable to those who 

have neither made war on your 

religion nor driven you from 

your homes. God loves the 

equitable. But He forbids you to 

make friends with those who 

have fought against you on 

account of your religion and 

driven you from your homes or 

abetted others to drive you out. 

Those that make friends with 

them are wrongdoers. 

 

 

 

 

Do not be yoked together with 

unbelievers. For what do 

righteousness and wickedness 

have in common? Or what 

fellowship can light have with 

darkness? 

 

 

 

A viewer who has a stereotypical understanding of Islam as a violent or strict faith might 

interpret the second phrase as the one written in the Quran—it seems more rigid and 

angry because the words demand that the faithful segregate him or herself from those that 

do not believe in the same ideas. The first statement is more open and accepting of other 

religions. It is, in fact, the first that is found in the holy book of Islam.  

 

Even as Hamra interrupts stereotypes, the artist heightens the fixed notion of Islam as a 

violent religion. She advises viewers to not step in the wrong place, the consequences 

could be fierce. Hers is a subversive approach that takes on the stereotype and turns it 

into a joke because she incorporates the danger associated with the religion into the 

installation. Hamra’s interrogation of this stereotype is accomplished through using 
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religious words. By providing Quranic text, Hamra does not hide Islam from outsiders. 

Instead, she guides viewers to a deeper knowledge of the religion. However, Hamra does 

not fix a definition of Islamic identity; in fact, her investigation of the religion suggests 

the impossibility of achieving such a meaning.  

 

Ambreen Butt shows a complex understanding of Islam as well that does not pander to 

simplistic readings in which the religious community is presented as either only violent 

or peaceful. For her and others discussed in this dissertation, it is critical to create 

dialogue and debate about Islam and Islamicate communities through making “tense” 

imagery. The uncertainty, strain, and worry that tension promotes seem necessary for 

these artists in their effort to develop nuanced artwork because they do not want to preach 

their ideas.162 By creating tension in their work, artists appear to advocate conventional 

thinking; however, the imagery simultaneously turns these views on their sides. It serves 

to open up the complexities involved in defining and defending Muslim and Islam. These 

artists do not simply create celebratory images of the religion to counter the suspicion 

that has grown around Islamicate communities. These types of pictures could perhaps be 

easily dismissed by those in doubt about the religion and its adherents. Once again, like 

notions of grim and pleasing and traditional and contemporary, it is a dualistic treatment 

that is supposed to open up the difficulties involved in trying to understanding 

contemporary religious politics. The artists do not provide easy answers; instead they 

                                                 
162 This sentiment was expressed by the artist Rashid Rana; however, it seems to be a peculiar 
trait of Pakistani artists who deal with sociopolitical themes in their art.  
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give two-sided readings of issues. Duality allows for two voices to be expressed and then 

a number of possible outcomes.    

 

This is evident in I Must Utter What Comes to My Lips. In it, Ambreen uses the Mughal 

miniature technique she learned at the National College of Arts to represent her 

experiences as a Pakistani Muslim immigrant in the United States. By using this method, 

the image automatically relates to a Pakistani regional/national context. Of course it 

differs from the historical practice because of the contemporary subject matter. Ambreen 

depicts a woman from today’s world traversing a treacherous landscape (Figure 4.12).163 

She is an immigrant based on the artist herself who negotiates her way around a place 

that is, at times, unfriendly. One work shows her in the middle of a tightrope with her 

arms out to keep balanced; it is not a simple rope upon which she finds herself. Instead, it 

is strung with triangular flags—some are green, while others are striped red, white, and 

blue. The latter brings to mind the U.S. flag—the artist’s present home. The former 

recalls the flag of Pakistan, a place that might always be a home for Ambreen. Both 

nations are significant for the artist—two cultures between which she finds herself, 

whether it is by choice or not. Together they make up her identity, but they are also how 

she is identified—she is both and neither Pakistani and American to herself and others. 

This is an immigrant’s tale, being in-between two cultures. Her dress in these paintings is 

perhaps symbolic of her dual identity as well. The woman walks barefoot across the 

                                                 
163 Interview with Ambreen Butt by author, July 2003. 
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painting wearing blue jeans and a red t-shirt. The colors are symbolic of the American 

flag; other paintings from this series represent this more directly because the artist 

embellished the jeans’ cuffs with white stars. However, jeans and t-shirts could also be 

worn by fashionable young people in Pakistan who are aware of international trends, 

suggesting the intermingling of cultures in the globalized world. 

 

Still, this image is specifically about a Pakistani Muslim in the United States. In the 

painting, the scene surrounding the woman resembles a war-torn place: there are birds 

feathered with a camouflage pattern, recalling army airplanes. Behind the woman is a 

smoke filled sky; for some the event that is depicted might indicate the beginning of a 

war. The artist used smoke billowing out of the World Trade Center towers in New York 

after airplanes hit them in 2001 as a model for this element in her painting. Ambreen 

selected the very symbol of an event that made the Muslim community a target of 

suspicion for any potential “terrorist” activity. Initially, viewers might not realize that she 

utilized this volatile image; they would have to spend some time assessing and evaluating 

the painting to recognize it. Ambreen renders this scene in the background in a sepia 

tone, thereby abstracting her depiction. 

 

Throughout this series of paintings, the artist offers different impressions of the world 

now that Islam and Muslims have become prime targets for suspicions of terrorism. In 

light-filled images, she shows more faith in the world to find a way beyond current 
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difficulties (Figure 4.13). At other times, the woman in this series of paintings appears 

hopeless as she is subsumed behind exploding bombs and oppressed under the weight of 

fantastical trees (Figure 4.14). The different approaches she takes in this series reflect on 

her specific experiences in the United States as a Muslim immigrant. Since the attacks of 

2001, it has become difficult for many Muslims in the U.S. to feel completely innocent. 

Ambreen Butt, perhaps unlike other Muslims, feels it is crucial to have dialogues about 

Islam. Philosopher Akeel Bilgrami tells that many Muslims, even moderate ones, become 

defensive when their religion is probed.164 He explains that it is important to 

acknowledge the effects of historical circumstances (colonialism, Western dominance) to 

understand the commitment that Muslims have towards Islam in the face of questions 

from outsiders. However, this defensiveness can become a problem if the excuse of 

history is always used as a crutch. He writes, “But on our lips, on the lips of Muslims, 

they cannot be the only remarks we make unless we treat ourselves as objects, unless we 

think of our future as we think of our past, as something we cannot make a difference 

to.”165 Written before the events of 9/11, Bilgrami’s essay provides a prophetic warning 

to the Muslim community. Ambreen Butt’s art investigates the religion and its future by 

calling attention to troubling events that interrogate what is preached in the religion. 

Instead of shying away from such potent subjects as 9/11 in which individuals claiming 

to be Muslims perpetrated terrorist activities, the artist investigates what are some of its 

results in a symbolic manner. Ambreen shows bombs and explosions; the artist freely 

                                                 
164 Akeel Bilgrami, “What is a Muslim? Fundamental Commitment and Cultural Identity,” Critical Inquiry 
(Vol. 18, no 4: Summer 1992), 821-842. 
165 Ibid, 836. 
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depicts these dangerous objects in a manner that apparently accepts the perception of 

Islam as dangerous. Yet she also presents the difficulty that has resulted for Muslims 

after 9/11. She pictures herself, and subsequently other Muslims, quite literally walking a 

tightrope in the current political climate, having to be careful about how they act and 

what they say in front of those who may be threatened by the religion. This development 

is investigated in Huma Mulji and Alia Hasan-Khan’s work as well. 

 

September 11th affected the United States directly, but the subsequent reactions have 

changed the lives and attitudes of people living in Islamicate countries. Huma Mulji 

addressed the world post-9/11 in her sculptural piece “Can you take off your shoes 

please?” (Figure 4.15). The work includes extra-large versions of items that have 

recently become forbidden on board an airplane—a scissor, nail cutter, and razor blade. 

Huma embedded these objects inside a large suitcase that she constructed. This 

customized container is inscribed with the title of the piece on its cover. Within its 

structure, deadly objects glimmer. Their shiny silver exteriors invite visual examination. 

Nothing else interferes with the appreciation of these instruments of violence because 

they are the only items neatly packed into the case. Now in airport travel, if a bag is 

scanned and a dangerous item is detected, the security person will likely ask, “Do you 

possibly have any sharp objects in your suitcase?” In the case of this artwork, only a 

positive answer can be given; there are only sharp objects inside this bag and, 

furthermore, they are gigantic versions of these everyday items. In this formal treatment, 
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Huma turns this question into a joke. The artist creates an amusing sculptural piece that 

pokes fun at the environment of fear developed in the post-9/11 world. Now that security 

guidelines have transformed seemingly innocuous items into potential weapons of mass 

destruction, anyone carrying a nail cutter is a potential terrorist.  

 

In this humorous work is a serious message. It is Huma’s response to American imposed 

safety guidelines for air travel that is part of its bid to stop terrorism. The terrorist 

network Al-Qaeda is the United States’ official enemy; they have claimed to perpetrate 

the events of 9/11 that targeted American airports, specifically American airplanes were 

used to attack monuments in American cities. This group practices an extremist version 

of Islam. As such, many Muslims come under suspicion at the airport, since their co-

religionists carried out fatal events and this location is considered a primary site for 

terrorist activity. Huma discusses the difficulties that people from Islamicate regions face 

now because of associations linking Muslims, terror, and airports. Muslims are guilty, 

even if they have done nothing at all. In particular, the artist talks about her experience 

traveling internationally. As she states: “The green passport [of Pakistan] is inevitably 

looked at skeptically, visas checked and rechecked, questions about previous travel and 

reasons for having the gall to want to travel to the west scrutinized. [There is a] 

humiliation [to] traveling today, something which should otherwise be a magical journey 

of discovery, fantasy, and knowledge…”166 As a Pakistani Muslim, she feels as if she is 

                                                 
166 Ilaria Bonacossa and Francesco Manacorda, Subcontingent: The Indian Subcontinent in 

Contemporary Art (Turin, Italy: Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, 2006), 112. 
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carrying extra-large dangerous objects simply because of her religion and nationality. She 

feels implicated, even if she has done nothing wrong. This is based on her experiences 

traveling as a Pakistani, although in the work itself there is nothing specific to suggest her 

Pakistani identity. 

 

While Huma Mulji provided a perspective of someone living in Pakistan, Alia Hasan-

Khan, who lives in the United States, addressed the situation of Muslims (and, generally, 

brown people) traveling in the West after the September 11th attacks. Alia’s work 

captured the inconvenience of being scrutinized when flying that easily becomes an 

insult. She did this in a photography project made in 2006 entitled, Greetings from… 

(Figure 4.16), which includes visuals and text on postcards that can be taken by 

exhibition visitors and distributed widely.167 The photographs show sites of transit in 

Austin, Texas, the town in the United States where she had been living. On the reverse 

side of the postcards, Alia shared stories from fellow “brown” people about their difficult 

experiences after the September 11th attacks. They are all from South Asia. One includes 

the waiting lounge at the airport. There is a ghostly air in the image of an unpopulated 

part of the airport; no one sits in the rows and rows of seats. It gives the impression of 

sudden abandonment in a site that would normally be bustling with activity. Indeed, it is 

now a place that makes some feel alienated, as is indicated in the narrative written behind 

the image. In the story that accompanies the photograph of the airport, the author relates 

                                                 
167 This work was included in the exhibition, “Homecoming” presented at the National Gallery of 
Arts in Islamabad (August 2007). 
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that he has internalized the suspicions of Americans, and has tried to make himself 

appear less like a terrorist when he travels by air. Still he has faced problems because of 

his religion. His name—Abbas—sent off warning signals to the airport authorities. He 

recalls,  

 

When faced with such surprises I would normally be more confrontational but 
given the current affairs I gave in. I surrendered my passport to officers who 
called in my ID numbers and we all waited at the terminal for their supervisors in 
FBI to tell them if I was a threat to homeland security or not.168 
 

 

This kind of humiliating situation is what the artist wanted to reveal through her project: 

“I think that today, in the US and Europe, where there is growing racism and ostracizing 

of Muslim communities, there needs to be a greater awareness of everyday experiences of 

these communities…”169  

 

Greetings from… attempted to capture simple, ordinary events that happen to individuals 

in order to reveal how an entire community has been villainized. The components of this 

installation can be used as actual postcards; the messages are already written on them. In 

the act of making cards available to exhibition visitors, the artist facilitated the 

distribution of these tales of personal experiences of being a Muslim in the post-9/11 

world. Making it simple to share their stories is critical to the project. Alia offered the 

                                                 
168 Ilaria Bonacossa and Francesco Manacorda, Subcontingent: The Indian Subcontinent in 

Contemporary Art (Turin, Italy: Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, 2006), 87. 
169 Ibid, 82. 
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cards for free. Her deed gave a voice to those unheard by encouraging visitors to take 

their stories beyond the exhibition space and share them with people around the world.  

 

Alia’s gesture was an act of resistance. She investigated a contemporary event to show its 

trajectory and effects on everyday lives. The people she interviewed expressed the 

problems they have had after 9/11, from suspicious stares and comments from passers-by 

to difficulties experienced during their travels. Yet for some, out of 9/11 emerged a 

positive change. Artist Aisha Khalid commented that it was a good thing for Muslims to 

finally begin to discuss and debate their religion.170 As mentioned above, historian Faisal 

Devji writes that it took a brutal and tragic event to show that Islam is a harmonious 

religion. For better or for worse, Islam has taken center stage in the globalized world, 

prompting Pakistani artists to comment on this development. The four artists discussed in 

this section offer dynamic views about the religion and related politics. They are united in 

the approach they take to the concepts they explore and artistic practices they follow. 

They play with perceptions of Islam as a dangerous religion by using elements that 

emphasize violence: Hamra Abbas gives a warning over and over again; Ambreen Butt 

incorporates a facet of a violent event; Huma Mulji displays potentially dangerous items; 

and Alia Hasan-Khan shows sites associated with terrorism in today’s world. Their 

multidimensional expressions have a similar sensibility—to complicate the stereotypes of 

Islam and its believers—yet the forms they choose radically differ from each other. From 

                                                 
170 Chat with Aisha Khalid, November 2005. 
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an installation with many parts to two-dimensional paintings and from a sculpture to a 

photography project, these artists find many artistic practices to discuss Islam and the 

politics surrounding it. 

 

III. Dueling Partners: Partition and Contemporary Society in South Asia 

According to artist Naiza Khan, “Living here [in Pakistan] is more political…”171 This 

kind of society exists today in part because of the brutal legacy of South Asia’s Partition. 

More than sixty years later, visual artists are now addressing the relationship between 

Pakistan and India. In this section, I will present the works of Rashid Rana and Imran 

Qureshi. The former makes digital prints and videos, some of which investigate the 

region’s past and present. A selection of the latter’s miniature paintings provide indirect 

imagery about the politics between India and Pakistan. 

 

The debates and uneasy feelings between the bordering countries still exist, despite recent 

improvements in relations. For some, differences have been in place for centuries 

between Hindus and Muslims in South Asia.172 They believe that these two groups never 

got along, even though they had lived together for centuries. Most artists who explore this 

                                                 
171 Salima Hashmi, 160. 
172 Popular understanding of Hindu/Muslim divide suggests that these two religious communities 
have always lived separately in the Indian subcontinent and, as such, are culturally distinct. This 
is known as the “Two-Nation Theory” that is often cited as the justification for Partition. It 
developed in the years prior to independence, and is associated with Muslim leaders at the time, 
including Muhammad Ali Jinnah (although historian Ayesha Jalal denies that he ever truly 
accepted this theory) and Allama Iqbal. 
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relationship trace difficulties to the time of Partition when the two religious groups were 

forced apart. For them, this was not the natural divide that some claim. Instead, leaders 

with the aid of the British at this time imposed it on a people.  

 

Religious differences were politicized at first during the nationalist movement in the 

Indian subcontinent that took place at the turn of the twentieth century. In the fight for 

independence, religious concerns were sometimes overlooked because a Hindu majority 

dominated the national congress. The Muslim League leader, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, did 

not want the needs of his community to be ignored.173 As such, he rallied for their rights. 

While these struggles took place on a governmental level, Indians engaged in sectarian 

violence that reached its zenith during the time of Independence and Partition.  

 

Writers composing stories during early years of nationhood depicted this volatile 

atmosphere. They described gruesome events that engulfed the Indian subcontinent. 

Ismat Chugtai was against the partition of India and represented it as a moment that split 

friends and family apart. One such story is “Roots.” This is a narrative about two 

extended families—one Muslim, the other Sikh—who lived across from each other for 

many years. The head of the Sikh household is the family doctor; the patriarch of the 

Muslim family, who is dead in the story, was the Sikh doctor’s old friend. In many ways, 

                                                 
173 Ayesha Jalal, The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim League, and the Demand for Pakistan 
(New Delhi: Foundation Books, 1994). 
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the doctor took over his friend’s role after he died. He gave his friend’s family advice on 

topics that ranged from home renovations to couple disputes. The doctor was present at 

the birth of the children, as well as of the children’s children. Between these two families 

there was joy, debates, sadness, and accomplishments—they were essentially one family.  

 

Set in what is now India, as soon as talk of India’s partition begins, the two families start 

fighting and, as Ismat Chugtai describes, a chasm forms on the street that once connected 

their homes. The doctor is no longer consulted for illnesses or for the Muslim family’s 

major decision to leave their home. The Muslim family decides to head for Pakistan soon 

after Partition, yet the matriarch cannot be convinced that it is no longer safe to remain in 

the place that has been the site of so many precious memories. She stays behind even 

though her entire clan moves to the newly formed country.  

 

As her family leaves with all of their worldly possessions, it is unclear if they will survive 

the journey. This uncertainty is manifested in the matriarch who becomes sick and 

distraught all alone in her home. At the end of the story, the Sikh doctor, despite the gulf 

that has grown between the two families, goes to check up on her. The families are no 

longer united as they had been, but their history together goes much further than more 

recent problems. Perhaps these two families are meant to serve as a microcosm of a 

united India. By tearing people apart, one unit comes undone. Chugtai seems to say that it 

should not be forgotten that despite terrible, violent things that have happened between 
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friends, the people are one. Here, the extreme brutality that was a part of Partition is 

elided. It is too terrible to think that one family would commit such heinous acts on to 

each other. Instead it is easier to see it as a dark moment in an otherwise cooperative 

history.  

 

Recently, one of the most famous Pakistani pop singers, the former lead singer of the 

band Junoon told in an interview about his experience of traveling to and performing in 

India.174 He conveyed a story of excited Bollywood (India’s commercial film industry) 

actors who expressed great love of Pakistani music, while he extolled his and his fellow 

country people’s enjoyment of Indian films. The two nations did not seem like such 

opposites in this exchange. Today, visual artists continue to question the decision to 

divide South Asia and the presence of borders and lines of control between the nations 

and people. Rashid Rana’s digital prints revolve around cross-national obsessions. The 

series, Omatidia, presents portraits of Bollywood stars (Figure 4.17). The artist chooses 

extremely well-known actors including Shahrukh Khan who is the unofficial king of 

Indian movies. Shahrukh has acted in over seventy films and been involved in several 

others, and he is also the host of the hit television game show Kaun Banega Crorepati? 

(based on the American, “Who wants to be a Millionaire?”). Shahrukh Khan, as such, 

commands an extensive audience in India that tunes in to watch his show and lines up at 

the cinema to take in the splendor of his movies. In Pakistan, his many fans can see the 

                                                 
174 Riz Khan, Interview with Salman Ahmed, Presented on Al-Jazeera TV, April 21, 2007. 
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television program and films on cable television and buy pirated DVDs in the local 

market. As such, Rashid’s portrait is recognizable to most Pakistanis, including the ones 

whose photographs are used to create it. Omatidia—a fly’s compound eye—is composed 

of many smaller images.175 The “pixels” that encapsulate Shahrukh and other 

personalities are photographs of ordinary Lahoris. Young Pakistani men who may admire 

and emulate Indian superstars are utilized to create their images. Art historian Kavita 

Singh writes, “By incorporating the star and the audience into one image and by 

constituting one through the other, Rana underscores the essential relationship between 

them, as well as between dreamers and their dreams.”176 This connection of celebrity and 

everyday people is expressed in Rashid’s series of prints through the union of Indian and 

Pakistani. Here Pakistanis constitute Indians—the former give “life” to the latter. Perhaps 

the artist suggests there is an “essential relationship” between them as well. In another 

work by Rashid, Indians make up Pakistanis. The larger picture shows the latter as they 

watch the nation’s Independence Day parade. As army planes fly by or fighter pilots 

parachute down to the ground, citizens look up to see the sight. All Eyes Skyward during 

the Annual Parade (Figure 4.18) shows Pakistanis doing this action of staring up into the 

sky; however, scenes from Bollywood movies compose this overall image. The artist uses 

such a potent image—a photograph of the day it celebrates its independence (and, 

underhandedly, its partition from India)—to show Pakistanis being represented by 

Indians. Perhaps in showing Indians making up Pakistanis and the reverse, Rashid Rana’s 

                                                 
175 Kavita Singh, “Between the Part and the Whole” in Rashid Rana: Identical Views exhibition 
catalogue (New Delhi: Nature Morte Gallery, 2004), 23. 
176 Ibid, 24. 
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imagery comments on the close ties between neighboring countries and their citizens. For 

example, Pakistani men and Indian superstars are related because the former admire the 

latter and the latter are dependent on the former for their livelihood and celebrity.  

 

Pushed further, the history of the Indian subcontinent is addressed in the Indian/Pakistani 

pairing. The prints do this in a lighthearted manner, making use of Bollywood’s film 

industry that seeks to entertain audiences with song and dance. Even as Pakistanis 

continue to be suspicious of their neighbors, they happily consume Bollywood films. 

They will even seek out those movies that are banned in Pakistan due to anti-Muslim 

sentiment expressed in the storyline. Suddenly, mistrust and anger toward the other does 

not seem as important as watching a good film. Pakistanis and Indians are tied together 

despite the climate of uncertainty that characterizes the political relationship between the 

two nations today.  

 

Rashid examines this dynamic in a video as well. This time there is nothing in the 

medium or imagery to connote South Asian mass culture. And, furthermore, unlike the 

prints, Rashid offers a grave solution to tensions that define the Indian subcontinent. Yet 

this work does open up ways to understand the situation in South Asia and the need for a 

critical dialogue about it. Ten Differences (Figure 4.19) asks viewers to figure out what 

are the differences between an Indian and Pakistani, although there is nothing directly 
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suggesting that these two nationalities are represented in this work.177 In it, two men point 

guns and, eventually, kill each other. But the way in which this is depicted is not so 

straightforward. The two men are in fact the same person—the artist poses in the video as 

individuals from both countries. Again, the individuals do not show any clear cut signs of 

their citizenship. Instead, there are simple hints to equate these two figures with the 

political situation that exists between India and Pakistan. The two men stand face-to-face, 

ill at ease. Rashid’s video posits that perhaps Indians and Pakistanis are one in the same. 

Viewers are hard-pressed to find the ten differences since the two figures look, dress, and 

act alike. There are no visible distinctions between them, and they even mimic each 

other’s actions. As one moves, so does the other.  

 

After a while, the viewer will realize the biggest difference—these two figures are mirror 

reflections. When considering how a mirror functions, one can note that the reflection 

that one sees is not reality, but its opposite. Perhaps this can be described as an alter-

reality—it is the same, yet different. This can be extended to life in South Asia, where 

people living across borders could be mirror reflections of each other. Still, the perceived 

differences between Indians and Pakistanis are too great for some to handle. This is what 

Rashid’s video suggests. Standing towards each other with outstretched arms, they appear 

ready to put an end to their counterparts. This is, however, a tricky proposition. If one 

will shoot, the other will strike back. The destruction of one means the end of the other. 

                                                 
177 Interview with Rashid Rana by author, 2004. 
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In these tense moments, the two men do not say anything. They simply keep the other in 

check.  

 

At the end of the video the two men shoot each other dead, or more accurately, they 

commit suicide. As they hit the wall behind them, their lifeless bodies slide down leaving 

a streak of red as a mark of the violence they have incurred. The artist suggests that this 

will be the outcome if the two nations continue to point guns at each other, although, 

once again, Rashid does not give any clear indication in the work that pinpoints an 

India/Pakistan narrative. Instead, viewers only see one person mirrored committing a 

fatal act. Even as tensions ease in recent times between the two nations, new incidents 

create an unstable environment in the region. In 2006, for example, international news 

media reports told of the possibility of the involvement of a Pakistani militant group and 

even the government in terrorist attacks on trains in Mumbai.178 In such incidents, the 

tendency between the nations continues to be one of suspicion. 

 

Artist Imran Qureshi also offers insight into the tension that defines the relationship 

between India and Pakistan. Although he makes use of humor in his imagery, the 

violence that exists between the two nations is not elided or excused; instead it is a subtle 

backdrop that the artist suggests will always create difficulties for the region. Imran 

                                                 
178 Saritha Rai, Somini Sengupta, Hari Kumar, and Mark Mazzetti, “Series of Bombs Explode on 
Seven Trains in India, Killing Scores,” July 12, 2006, www.nytimes.com. 
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examined this issue indirectly in his semi-abstract paintings from 2001-2002 that 

humorously and problematically comment on the stereotypical view of Pakistan as a 

violent society. Like Rashid Rana in the video described above, Imran Qureshi does not 

discuss the Pakistan/India relationship in any obvious manner. It is a subject that informs 

his work. In these particular paintings, he looks at the race to build nuclear weapons and 

struggle over the disputed territory of Kashmir that threatens life in both countries today. 

In his delicate miniatures made from recycled book pages, the artist gives bombs full 

regalia and respect typically bestowed on an emperor. Thus, the nuclear bomb is shown 

as the most important ruler and protector of the land; yet this king has the potential to 

destroy the country as well. In Untitled (2001), Imran places a missile next to a laurel-

like necklace (Figure 4.20). The missile is rendered delicately, its outline lightly drawn; 

the flowering garland is articulated with tiny dots. Both are painted on a piece of paper 

that has Urdu text written on it, yet the text is unreadable because the words are 

backwards and covered in parts. It is enough to simply hint at language; for international 

audiences, the letters signify Pakistani or some Islamic language for those who are 

unfamiliar with Urdu text. This is a formal element that connects to the historical 

technique of miniature painting as well because the artist took pages from a book. In the 

Mughal period, paintings appeared in manuscripts next to text. As it did in the past, in the 

case of the contemporary work the writing draws attention to the finely detailed imagery. 

Yet the distorted text does not explain the pictures rendered next to it; the words here do 

not offer the work’s message. Instead the letters simply serve as a ground for the images. 

Imran used a method from global contemporary art in incorporating and hiding text; as 
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such, his images relate to both local traditions and international contemporary art 

practices. 

 

On one side of his painting, the missile blends into the textual background, while on the 

other the laurel is prominent. A laurel is usually placed on the neck of someone who has 

achieved a great accomplishment. Like the ancient laurel as a mark of victory or honor, 

the flower garland is worn to celebrate marriage, triumph, and other major successes in 

Pakistan. The missile becomes, in Imran’s image, the one that has accomplished 

greatness; a laurel is resting next to it, perhaps suggesting it as the most hailed being in 

contemporary South Asia.179 For the Pakistani government, the weapon serves as a sign 

of its might and ability to do harm to enemies, in particular to India. In recent years, both 

India and Pakistan have simultaneously tested nuclear weapons. For example, a United 

States Center for Defense Information circular from May 28, 1998 claims the following: 

“A 28 May 1998 Pakistani announcement that it has conducted five nuclear tests should 

come as no surprise. They were held in response to a series of five nuclear explosions 

India conducted earlier in the month. The tests exacerbate the escalating tensions between 

New Delhi and Islamabad over the disputed territory of Kashmir and fuel the nuclear 

arms race in the region.”180  

                                                 
179 Virginia Whiles, Maneuvering Miniatures (New Delhi: Khoj International Workshop, 2002), 
3. 

180 Andrew Koch, Senior Research Analyst, “Pakistan’s Nuclear Tests,” May 28, 1998, 
http://www.cdi.org/issues/testing/pak1.html. 
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The artist does not deny or disregard the fact of the two nations’ nuclear abilities. He 

chooses to confront this worrying development. At first, viewers will see a missile 

depicted. As is the case with many of the works considered in this dissertation, the 

stereotype remains in tact initially in Imran’s painting—the violent race for power is what 

is expected from a corrupt nation. The citizens accept the stereotype of Pakistan as a 

fraudulent state because it is based on the reality of rampant dishonesty in government 

and society. It is the norm in their country. Yet the exaggerated treatment of bombs in 

Imran’s paintings negates this interpretation: the laurel and the bomb are equated in this 

scenario. Would the people actually place a garland on a bomb? Or would they accept a 

missile as their ruler? The notions seem ridiculous. By mocking the situation rather than 

depicting his concerns in a serious manner, Imran leaves viewers with much to 

contemplate. And, furthermore, this scene is presented in an aesthetically pleasing 

manner. But what is important to keep in mind is the slipperiness of opinions and ideas 

suggested in this work. The question of leadership, for example, is quite uncertain in 

Pakistan, where the army (and its might) has been able to maintain effective control of 

the government. As such, perhaps the people do accept a missile as the highest authority 

in the land. 
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Every year the army holds a National Day Parade during which it features its power by 

showing off missiles, planes, troops, and other means of defending the country. 

Spectators watch as one weapon after the other is displayed. These military vehicles 

appear on the ground, while jets fly overhead. Special troops parachute out of the sky. 

The parade symbolizes the army’s tremendous power in Pakistan, especially its ability to 

defend against its neighbor. In fact, one of the missiles that are presented on this occasion 

is called “Ghauri,” named for the twelfth century Muslim invader of India. His rival was 

the Hindu ruler Prithviraj Chauhan, whom he defeated. Pakistan’s medium-range ballistic 

missile received this historical name after India had named its weapon “prithvi.” Yet, this 

word refers to Hindi term for earth, and not specifically to the ruler of India. Still, this 

history tells a lot of Pakistan’s mindset towards India. Pakistan’s selection of this 

historical figure’s name suggests that the nation is always ready to attack or counterattack 

the predominantly Hindu state. Imran Qureshi and Rashid Rana draw forth this tense 

situation in contemporary South Asia in their artworks. It has been present since India 

and Pakistan were founded. 

 

 

IV. Dominant Personalities: the Presence of Past Rulers in Pakistan Today  

The artists Risham Syed and Hasnat Mehmood address tensions in Pakistan today; they 

look further back in history to investigate why it exists. The various regimes that have 

ruled the region continue to affect contemporary life. Risham and Hasnat offer divergent 
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insights into this phenomenon, utilizing different media for making their commentary; 

however, they find points of intersection in how they handle such complex issues. Both 

artists treat them with subtlety and nuance; there are limited signs in their work that offer 

clues into the intricate history they examine in order to provide open-ended messages.  

 

In Evolution Threads from 2002 (Figure 4.21), artist Risham Syed made cutouts in the 

shape of baby-sized kurtas, traditional shirts worn in Pakistan.181 Fully aware of the 

dangers of growing up in this region, she produced shirts not out of the typical white 

muslin fabric; instead she used army camouflage printed on a rubber backing. She cut 

this material into a kurta shape for two of the three shirts—one with army camouflage, 

the other with its rubber backing. The third cutout is made with Rexene on which she 

embroidered missiles and a McDonald’s logo. In this work, Risham Syed investigated 

Victorian English values and social mores instilled in the upper class of Pakistan. Even 

though the British have departed as rulers of India, their presence continues to be felt.  

 

The artist considered the act of embroidering frilly baby sets. For a young woman from 

an upper class family in Pakistan today, becoming a marriageable lady means learning 

activities suitable for family life. Risham recalled having to take up stitching as a young 

                                                 
181 This work was included in the exhibition, “Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan” 
presented at Apex Art Curatorial Programs, New York (September 2003) and Kunsthalle Fridericianum, 
Kassel, Germany (March 2004). 
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girl, making baby sets for her future children.182 The assumption is that an eligible girl 

from a wealthy family will find a good suitor to marry and with whom to have children. 

So embroidery in her work connects to Pakistan’s colonial past because the British 

introduced a Victorian lifestyle that included activities like embroidering for young 

ladies. The proper etiquette and social rules of the Victorian life were adopted by elite 

Indians during the colonial period and continue to be practiced by this class in 

contemporary Pakistan. However, Risham did not simply follow the activity as the 

colonizers practiced it. In her artwork, the artist suggested a military presence through the 

material she employed and a volatile environment through rendering weapons in thread. 

These kinds of images would perhaps not have been suitable in the Victorian setting. In 

the context of contemporary national and international politics, depictions of guns and 

multinational logos seem to be appropriate. Risham took up the Victorian practice she 

was forced to learn and used it to comment on contemporary Pakistani society. There is 

nothing to suggest to viewers that this work addresses the legacy of colonialism; all that 

is offered to them are potentially dangerous items including guns and rifles.  

 

Risham Syed’s work references colonial power dynamics indirectly, even though there 

are several signs, quite literally, in Pakistan telling about British presence in the region. 

For example, some train stations still hang the signs that the British administration 

produced when it developed the railway system in colonial India. British influence can, in 

                                                 
182 Interview with Risham Syed by author, 2004. 
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fact, be seen in many aspects of life in Pakistan—from still extant institutions and 

infrastructures to social attitudes that the British cultivated, as seen in Risham’s work 

described above. They are ingrained into contemporary South Asian life, evidenced by 

the fact that many people only count in English numbers, for example. The colonizers 

started art schools in the subcontinent—one of them is located in Lahore and is now the 

National College of Arts. Part of the campus is housed in Victorian Gothic architecture 

built by the British who came to set up the education system in the colony.183 

 

In fact, the British were involved in a variety of projects in the Indian subcontinent. They 

believed that they were the ones who could improve the lives of the colonized.184 Over 

the course of a long occupation, the British fully integrated into Indian society and made 

significant changes in ways that their colonized subjects thought and acted. Not only did 

they wrest control of governmental administration, but they also became involved in 

many aspects of social and cultural life of the region. The British believed they were 

being benevolent through their actions.185 They thought that they were helping Indians to 

                                                 
183 National College of Arts and its colonial history as the Mayo School of Art is examined more 
fully in Chapter Three. 
184 Writers in C.A. Bayly, Ed. The Raj: India and the British, 1600-1947 (London: National 
Portrait Gallery Publications, 1990) express this attitude.  
185 These views are expressed by a number of authors, including Partha Chatterjee, The Nation 

and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1993), Indira Chowdhury, The Frail Hero and Virile History: Gender and the Politics of Culture 

in Colonial Bengal (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1998), Bernard Cohn, “The Transformation 
of Objects into Artifact, Antiques, and Art in Nineteenth Century India,” in Barbara Stoler Miller, 
ed., The Powers of Art: Patronage in Indian Culture (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992), 301-
29, Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New ‘Indian’ Art: Artists, Aesthetics and Nationalism 
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become morally and intellectually superior to how they were prior to British occupation. 

In this capacity, the British wrote histories of India and presented the cultural heritage of 

the region. However, they sometimes portrayed the country’s inhabitants as barbarians 

needing to be colonized. Other British, on the other hand, were interested in showing that 

their colonial subjects had an illustrious history, making them worthy of being 

colonized.186 

 

The colonizers would systematically determine what was authentically Indian, not only in 

history but also in art, law, architecture, and demography, among other fields. By 

improving and modifying practices and activities in the way that they saw fit, the British 

way of defining India and Indians became enmeshed into political, cultural, and social 

mores of the Indian subcontinent.  

 

Indirectly, Evolution Threads reflects upon this process that took place during the time of 

colonization and continues to shape and influence life in Pakistan today. This concern is 

also the basis of another project by Risham Syed, Untitled (Figure 4.22) of 2007. In it, 

two large and ornate frames—golden, fanciful designs that one might imagine around an 

important oil painting hung in a major art museum—surround a layer of artificial grass 

and a field of dispersed fake flowers. When the British came to India, they classified and 

                                                                                                                                                 
in Bengal, c. 1850-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), and Partha Mitter, Art 

and Nationalism in Colonial India, 1850-1922 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
186 Partha Chatterjee, . 
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categorized things they found there, ranging from people to flora. They made albums that 

scientifically notated the genus and species of all kinds of flowers growing in the 

region.187 Contemporary postcolonial theorists consider the act of cataloguing everything 

in India to be a method to control the Indian population.188 These authors analyze British 

establishment of power as linked to their need to uncover the true India and record it. The 

pervasive Enlightenment project that had swept across Europe in the eighteenth century 

was probably responsible for this kind of thinking that motivated actions in the British 

colony. Enlightenment thinking associated reason and discovery. Therefore, the British 

set out to unearth and understand India. Their searches included all aspects of India—

people, art, religion, land, flora, culture, and history. Risham Syed used the catalogues 

made by the British as a starting point for addressing the colonial effect in contemporary 

society. In investigating this history in her artwork, Risham Syed suggested the persistent 

shadow of the colonizer. She utilized this phenomenon as an inspiration to produce work 

that obliquely references the ongoing colonial mindset in contemporary Pakistani society. 

There is nothing in the image to explain this legacy; however, her need to examine 

historical practices is a significant sign that it continues to affect life today.  

 

                                                 
187 Interview with Risham Syed by author, 2006. 
188 C.A. Bayly, “From Company to Crown. Nineteenth-Century India and Its Visual 
Representations,” in C.A. Bayly, Ed. The Raj: India and the British, 1600-1947. London: 
National Portrait Gallery Publications, 1990. Bernard Cohn, “The Transformation of Objects into 
Artifact, Antiques, and Art in Nineteenth Century India,” in Barbara Stoler Miller, ed., The 

Powers of Art: Patronage in Indian Culture. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992, 301-29. John 
Falconer, "Photography in Nineteenth-Century India" in C.A. Bayly, Ed. Christopher Pinney, 
“Colonial Anthropology in the ‘Laboratory of Mankind,’” in C.A. Bayly, Ed. 
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The same holds true for aspects of the Mughal Empire that ruled the region prior to 

British regimes. The great empire lasted from mid-sixteenth to mid-nineteenth century 

and its remnants still stand amidst densely populated neighborhoods and traffic jams in 

Lahore. This history is forced as the cultural heritage of Pakistan, as suggested in the 

introduction to this chapter. It continues to mark contemporary life in that the Mughal 

style of architecture, for example, is used in new buildings. The ogive arches and red 

bricks found in the historical architecture might be seen today in a recently built house.  

 

Nearby the royal fort and mosque from the Mughal era is the National College of Arts. At 

the NCA, the Mughal period is kept alive in the Miniature Painting department where 

students are learning to paint in the manner of artisans who worked for emperors in the 

same city. Hasnat Mehmood received a degree in Miniature Painting from the NCA and 

now teaches there. He uses the Mughal painting tradition to make works that he creates in 

the same manner he would approach writing a letter. This is apparently, however, quite 

distinct from the proscribed method that artisans working for Mughal emperors 

employed. In imperial ateliers, individuals produced a painting jointly; each artisan had a 

fixed role to play in its completion. The image would be planned prior to its execution. 

The contemporary technique, as handled by Hasnat Mehmood, is different. The 

practitioner today attends to all details in a painting and treats it in a stream-of-

consciousness manner in which he jumps from one subject to the next—from personal 

stories to horrors of war. But, as I examine in the following chapter, the traditional art 
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practice was not as fixed or rigid as it might seem from a contemporary perspective. 

Mughal artisans worked for the king and made paintings at his request. However, in the 

actual production of images they probably inserted something of themselves, if for no 

other reason then to impress their patron.  

 

While practitioners in the past may have had some agency, Hasnat Mehmood suggests 

that in the contemporary moment artists are perhaps more confined and regulated, though 

not as they seemed to be in the Mughal period. They, like other world citizens are 

controlled by images, the global superpower, and other phenomena today. This is 

investigated in his Conference of Crows series from 2004. In one image from the series 

(Figure 4.23), there is a turbaned profile bust of a man above text that reads “King’s 

Postage.” This profile suggests a Mughal emperor, yet is meant to reference any ruler in 

the past or the present.189 Leaders throughout history have used pictures to further their 

agendas. The artist comments on this phenomenon through referencing the postage 

stamp. The stamp, used in countless mailed items, has always been a powerful way for 

rulers to promote themselves and control a large and vast public. In the once-extensive 

British Empire, for example, the image of the queen informed subjects far and wide to 

whom they should be loyal. The artist intends to question leaders throughout history by 

challenging their actions, in particular the use of international mass media to shape views 

of their leaderships.  

                                                 
189 Atteqa Ali, “Impassioned Control: the Art of Hasnat Mehmood,” Transcendent Contemplations 

exhibition catalogue (London: Hosain’s Gallery, 2004), n.p. 
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Hasnat’s paintings express an awareness of politics that seems to pervade the society in 

Pakistan today. When it comes to politics, it sometimes seems that everyone in Pakistan 

is passionate. In his images, viewers see a hint of these passions. They are borne from 

personal stories, the experience of living in Pakistan, and concerns about the state of 

international politics. He reins in the passions that surround him to produce quiet images 

that quiver with intensity, offering moments of contemplation in our image-saturated 

world. The artist’s muted paintings provide ways to meditate on disturbing realities like 

the effects of war. Looking at his imagery, viewers must slow down, reflect, and draw 

their own conclusions on life’s challenging dilemmas. 

 

This is a significant act because in the process of absorbing and trying to understand 

abstract concepts, viewers have to develop conclusions that are their own. Like Risham 

Syed, Hasnat does not like to give all of his reasons and justifications for including 

certain images in his work. Instead, the artist uses limited details to talk about massive 

issues. He only directs viewers to think about the state of the world today, without 

providing exact stories or answers. The artist intimates at current events by showing what 

has happened in its past. Another example is his 2008 series Original Image May Vary 

that appropriated a photograph of the founder of Pakistan, Muhammad Ali Jinnah and his 

sister, Fatima Jinnah. In this work, crows with black and white bodies were meant to be 
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Pakistani lawyers who dress in black suits and white dress shirts.190 In 2007 and 2008, 

Pakistani lawyers protested, sometimes violently, against the Musharraf government’s 

dismissal of the national judiciary. They claimed that Musharraf dismissed them in order 

to remain in power since the judges would likely determine that he assumed power 

illegally. By placing a historical image next to a depiction symbolizing contemporary 

politics, the artist connected these two moments. When Jinnah founded Pakistan, there 

was much hope and anticipation for the leadership of an independent nation, whereas 

now there is ongoing disappointment in the government’s abilities. 

 

Like other artists described in this chapter, Hasnat’s work joins together opposites: the 

grim and pleasing; the beautiful and deadly; and the humorous and grave. The serious 

issues that he explores—abuse of power and contemporary politics—are tempered by the 

radiant appearance of his work. The amalgamation of these two features is crucial to his 

ability to send out a loaded message without alienating viewers. This is especially 

necessary when addressing audiences in Pakistan. For many in the South Asian nation, an 

artwork is something “beautiful.” They expect an eye-pleasing scene painted on a canvas. 

Conventional artistic genres—landscapes of bucolic scenes, still-lifes of flowers, and, 

sometimes, figures composed in a space—are what most Pakistani art audiences seek 

when they look for artwork to view or purchase. So to reach out to viewers in the South 

Asian country, as well as draw in audiences elsewhere in the world, contemporary artists 

employ standard artistic practices of making aesthetically pleasing imagery, yet they give 

                                                 
190 Interview with Hasnat Mehmood by the author, April 2008. 
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this feature an unexpected conclusion. At the end, pretty images and sights are laced with 

pain, sorrow, violence, confusion, hatred, guilt, fear, and destruction. This is, indeed, for 

many artists what life is like in contemporary Pakistan. 

 

V. Conclusion 

Working at the end of the twentieth and beginning of the twenty-first century, 

contemporary Pakistani artists find ways to comment on a complex society. Although 

they work in a variety of media, they unite through a shared sensibility that pinpoints 

volatile social and political dimensions of nation and culture. This work is unlike 

anything that came before in art in Pakistan. In the past, as discussed in Chapter Two, 

Pakistani artists tended to avoid political subjects in their art; conventional genres from 

Western painting were preferred like still-lifes, figure studies, portraits, and landscapes. 

This is but one feature that sets the contemporary work apart from previous Pakistani art 

history. Secondly, their inquiries into visual idioms and materials are unprecedented; they 

appropriate materials and techniques that signify Pakistan and Pakistani culture in order 

to investigate and shatter what has come be known about a place and its cultural heritage. 

This is different from how artists handled materials in the past—for example, during the 

years before Pakistan was founded, Abdur Rehman Chugtai eliminated Hindu themes 

from his work and tried to create modern art based on Mughal painting. This was done to 

show what was unique about Pakistan and Pakistani culture, namely its Islamicate 

heritage that would emphasize a long historical chain. It was meant to set the nation apart 
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through a glorious past. It is not what artists today have in mind when they adopt Mughal 

painting; they, in fact, do so to critique history and constructed identities. Furthermore, 

they use a technique that is considered to be Pakistan’s Islamicate cultural heritage in 

order to criticize religious interpretations. Thus, some Pakistani contemporary art inverts 

expectations and logical outcomes. In its criticism and self-criticism, this group of works 

finds nuances with postmodern art elsewhere, yet the Pakistani context is its frame of 

reference. Contemporary Pakistani art brings together these two frameworks—global 

contemporary art and local art history. Thus, the main principles of the works discussed 

in this chapter include, a commitment to presenting Pakistan’s violent social and political 

problems; adoption of languages signified as Pakistani and a critique of that signification; 

and appropriation of global modes of making art. In the next chapter, I present two artist 

initiated projects that exemplify what this generation of artists is attempting to 

accomplish by bringing together local and global contemporary art practices. 
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Chapter Five  

A World of Meanings: Global and Local Influences in Contemporary Pakistani Art 

 

In this dissertation, I have charted the development of artistic practices in Pakistan that 

are increasingly concerned with understanding and shaping what Pakistani is. 

Contemporary artists incorporate materials and techniques that signify Pakistani, even as 

they challenge these associations. They select content related to politics and society in the 

country, yet the works investigate and unpack the notions of national and cultural 

identities to reveal how they are constructed. As much as contemporary Pakistani artists 

have looked inwards, this art has come about, in part, because of influences from global 

contemporary art.  

 

With increased international travel, residencies, study abroad, and exhibitions held 

globally, Pakistani artists now experience and come into contact with a variety of 

approaches to creative expression, including the potential of using everyday objects as art 

materials. The critical appropriation of ordinary items by artists has been explored in 

different parts of the world for many years, perhaps charting back to Marcel Duchamp in 

the early twentieth century; in Pakistan it is only in the last decade that this practice has 

gained some prominence. In the 1990s, Pakistani artists began to exploit materials drawn 

from Pakistani mass culture. Heart Mahal (1996) was an installation inside the body of 

truck that used lights and decoration found on these vehicles in Pakistan. This installation 
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was an important way to inform artists in Pakistan about global contemporary art 

practices. More so, the availability of books, catalogues, and magazines in Pakistan, in 

addition to easy access to information available via the Internet has kept artists in the 

nation aware of what is happening around the world. Although, as already stated, 

Pakistani artists have previously had access to texts on art and artists, now the amount 

available has increased exponentially. Furthermore, the present moment is different from 

the first decades of nationhood because it is the post-Zia-ul-Haq period; in the 1980s, the 

Zia military dictatorship caused an “iron curtain” to be drawn around Pakistan. It seemed 

to be a blackout period when communication from the outside world was relatively scant. 

 

Coming out of darkness that consumed the nation during the oppressive army rule, 

information, it seemed, gushed into the nation.191 Suddenly, any bit of news was 

seemingly unrestricted. Channels of communication began to flow much more freely than 

they did earlier when the military government enforced strict censorship on the press. 

Today Pakistanis can take advantage of the change that took place when the Zia period 

was over. They are able to use technologies available to gather data and, generally, to be 

informed. They have access to ideas, opinions, facts, and fictions through websites, 

newspapers, television, and other forms of mass media. As the flow of information 

between the country and the rest of the world improved, it is significant that artists began 

                                                 
191 In comparison to the 1980s when there was one television station offering news—the state-run 
Pakistan Television—today there are many local and international channels providing 
information twenty-four hours a day, including Dawn News Television, Aaj TV, ARY TV, Geo 
News, Samaa, Royal, Pakistan Television, Business Plus, Indus News, CNN, BBC, Fox News, 
and others. 
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to focus on local history, society, and politics in the subjects they explored and in how 

their works are formed. For example, Heart Mahal emerged from the local popular 

culture, although it appropriated a global contemporary art practice. Perhaps it is possible 

to appreciate that the global and local have always been dependent on each other.  

 

A project that points out the relationship between global and local artistic practices is 

Karkhana (workshop), executed in 2003. The six artists involved in this collaborative 

undertaking fused together global and local ideas and artistic practices in a dynamic mix. 

The artists re-visited a local art tradition and updated it with current global artistic 

practices in order to develop a unique contemporary visual idiom. Yet it can be argued 

that these artists continued to make miniature paintings in the same manner as artists 

from the past when painters in South Asia updated the tradition with more recent 

concepts, techniques, and materials and blended in painting styles developed in other 

parts of the world. The Karkhana project highlights the presence of global and local 

artistic practices in both traditional and contemporary miniature painting.  

 

Karkhana included participants who still live in the South Asian nation as well as those 

who have immigrated to other lands. During the project, artists remained where they 

lived and practiced, while twelve works on paper traveled around the world so that the 

entire team could have a chance to add their contributions to them. Facilitated by 

international couriers and postal service, Karkhana encapsulates the process that takes 
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place as people and ideas migrate from one part of the earth to another. It does this 

because travel was integral to the project, but more significantly because Pakistanis who 

have moved away from the nation and settled in different corners of the world were 

involved. And, importantly, the project also included artists who have remained in the 

decolonized space of South Asia where global and local blend together in complex 

ways.192 The twelve works that resulted out of this project are complicated expressions 

about the state of the world today.   

 

Another project initiated and executed by Pakistani artists was “Aar Paar: Public Art 

Exchange between India and Pakistan.” This time they collaborated with Indian 

colleagues. Pakistani Huma Mulji arranged the project in 2000 with Indian Shilpa Gupta 

after they met at an artists’ workshop in India. This meeting happened because of the 

environment of exchange and dialogue encouraged in an increasingly globalized world. 

Huma Mulji could only go to India for an art workshop after such international exchange 

became a common practice elsewhere in the world.  

 

Five artists from each country were asked to make works to be swapped and shown 

simultaneously in street shops in Karachi and Mumbai. The organizers and participants 

had some trepidation about the type of imagery that could be construed as controversial 

                                                 
192 Gayatri Spivak refers specifically to the decolonized space of South Asia in an essay in which 
she discusses the problems of national identities. Gayatri Spivak, “Acting Bits/Identity Talk,” 
Critical Inquiry (Vol. 18, No. 4: Summer 1992), 770-803. 
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in an exchange between, at that time, two hostile nations.193 Pakistani artist Roohi 

Ahmed’s poster, “Hum,” did not end up being displayed in India because of a feared 

backlash over her mapping of Kashmir (Figure 5.1). This territory has been a site of 

contestation between India and Pakistan since 1947. Roohi Ahmed’s intention was not to 

incite debates about who has the right of ownership over this land; instead, it was to point 

to the interconnection between Hindus and Muslims.194 “Hum” in Urdu means “we,” and 

the two letters that make up this word begin the terms for members from each of the two 

religions—Hindu (Hindu) and Musalman (Muslim).  

 

India and Pakistan are closely tied socially and culturally and almost one nation; Roohi 

Ahmed’s romantic gesture—inventing a word out of the names of India’s and Pakistan’s 

two dominant religions—suggests that the area’s inhabitants are one. Conversely, 

however, differences seem to get highlighted between the two, as was demonstrated by 

“Aar Paar’s” inability to exhibit Roohi’s contribution. This censorship suggests that the 

political division between the countries remains, despite a desire to “reunite” on an 

individual level. As such, any relationship between the nations and its people occurs 

internationally. India and Pakistan are now clearly two nations; they have a shared past, 

but in the last sixty years both have developed a distinct present. Although an “iron 

curtain” separates the two nations, the globalized nature of the world has facilitated 

exchanges between them. In “Aar Paar,” meaning “to pierce through,” the exchange of 

                                                 
193 Interview with artists involved in project by the author, summer 2004. 
194 Interview with Roohi Ahmed by the author, August 2004. 
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art and ideas did not happen over a long distance; however, the political and cultural 

separation between India and Pakistan sometimes seemed to be greater than between 

nations in opposite parts of the world.  

 

I. Karkhana: Subversive Traditions and Modern Limitations 

In 2003, Aisha Khalid, Nusra Latif Qureshi, Hasnat Mehmood, Saira Wasim, and Talha 

Rathore participated in an art project that Imran Qureshi initiated. It was created, in part, 

in response to some of the debates surrounding the use of miniature painting by 

contemporary artists. Called Karkhana, meaning workshop, six artists produced twelve 

paintings collaboratively. The name was taken from painting workshops that functioned 

during the Mughal Empire in India (1526-1857). Its intention was to replicate the way 

that royal ateliers produced paintings in order to address the issue of traditional versus 

contemporary practice. In the historical studios, the master painter or ustaad would 

develop the composition that recorded an event from court life and a less experienced 

painter would fill in colors.195  

 

For Karkhana 2003, Imran Qureshi who had been an ustaad (teacher) to others in the 

group did not want to take on this role. Instead he selected five artists he believed had a 

                                                 
195 John Seyller, “Painting Workshops in Mughal India” in Hammad Nasar, Ed. Karkhana: A 

Contemporary Collaboration (Ridgefield, CT: Aldrich Art Museum, 2005), 13. 
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strong visual language; all of them would be the master painter or ustaad.196 Thus 

Karkhana forcefully reconfigured the guild-like system of making a painting.197 Instead 

of them working within a hierarchical structure to complete aspects of a painting, each of 

the six artists brought their distinctive styles and capabilities together in one work; 

however, the new Karkhana was not free from hierarchy. Imran Qureshi did, in fact, play 

ustaad in one circumstance by ripping off a photograph pasted by Hasnat Mehmood and 

repainting the area beneath (Figure 5.2).198 This act denied complete creative freedom to 

all collaborators. Furthermore, the contemporary artists were limited in what they painted 

by their personal circumstances, political currents, social guidelines, and, perhaps most 

significantly, each other. Immediate examples of the latter include postage stamps; 

Hasnat Mehmood paints these items often in his own paintings (see, for example, Figure 

5.3) and perhaps his use of them influenced Nusra Latif Qureshi to include them in two 

of the Karkhana images (see Figure 5.4). So, even though tradition is sometimes 

understood as rigid and hierarchical and contemporary as open and collaborative, perhaps 

it is more valid to view both as having limitations and possibilities. Painters working for 

Mughal Emperors were limited in the kind of work they could create, according to their 

royal patrons; yet each contributor to a painting brought something of himself to it. The 

individual artisan in the court ateliers probably made his mark as it passed through his 

hands.  

                                                 
196 Interview with Imran Qureshi by the author, February 2008. 
197 Hasnat Mehmood explains that the situation was different in Mughal ateliers because those 
artists worked for emperors. “They gave their lives to art.” He went on to state that that is not 
common practice today. Interview with Hasnat Mehmood by the author, April 2008. 
198 Salima Hashmi, “Journey’s End” in Hammad Nasar, Ed. Karkhana: A Contemporary 

Collaboration (Ridgefield, CT: Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum, 2005), 45. 
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The contemporary Karkhana was originally going to replicate the environment of royal 

workshops. The six artists intended to sit and work in the same place and time, but as the 

project came to fruition, the circumstances changed.199 Imran Qureshi selected his 

collaborators and realized it would be impossible to be in one place at the same time. 

Since the artists he invited lived in different parts of Pakistan and the world—except for 

Imran and his wife Aisha Khalid—each completed his or her additions where s/he lived 

and worked. They passed the work via Fedex, DHL, or the postal service. The project 

acquired a global dimension because the artworks traversed international boundaries. In 

the end, this arrangement became a vital aspect of the project. As the work traveled from 

one city to another and transformed in appearance, its images reflected the specificities of 

place and time and also of personalities. Thinking about the project at a later point, Imran 

Qureshi felt that this organization was ideal because it allowed each artist to make his or 

her addition to the painting without consequences.200 Indeed, psychologically it becomes 

much more difficult to erase or change another artist’s work when he or she is seated in 

the next chair. Still, influence can happen at greater distances, and the project revealed 

that pressure from the rest of the group could sometimes be daunting, as noted above.201  

 

                                                 
199 Imran Qureshi, email to Atteqa Ali, September 2003. 
200 Interview with Imran Qureshi by the author, February 2008. 
201 Hasnat Mehmood’s tiny painted scissor next to Imran Qureshi’s comparatively giant one is 
perhaps a comment on this. As pointed out in Hammad Nasar, Ed., Karkhana: A Contemporary 

Collaboration, 46 
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The initial guidelines given were meant to minimize any one person’s viewpoint.202 The 

participants were simply told to initiate two waslis for collaboration with the rest of the 

group; they were also given a size to follow in order to facilitate mailing.203 All of them 

started their waslis at the same time. The twelve works then moved from Lahore to 

Jhelum in Pakistan and then proceeded to Melbourne, Australia. Finally, they landed in 

the United States, both in New York and Chicago. So at any point during the summer and 

fall of 2003, works were being shipped from one point in this circle to another. The route 

each work followed was the same; however, only two paintings reached a studio in the 

same state of completion (i.e. each artist began two paintings, ended two, and was the 

second participant to work on two, etc.). In the end, the twelve works compiled together 

images and ideas from around the world. Religious leaders from Pakistan are depicted, 

postage stamps from the United States and an unnamed empire are painted and affixed, 

clippings from Urdu newspapers are transferred, and New York City subway maps 

served as borders.  

 

As such, Karkhana is a layering of multiple ideas, issues, and, literally, materials. 

Collage is used in all of the paintings, contributing to the feeling of multiplicity. Hasnat 

Mehmood states that his aim was to experiment with a variety of materials; instead of 

painting an item, he utilized the actual thing.204 For example, on one of the Karkhana 

paintings he pasted tracing paper on which a part of a newspaper was copied—its 

                                                 
202 Imran Qureshi, email to Atteqa Ali, September 2003. 
203 Ibid 
204 Interview with Hasnat Mehmood by the author, April 2008. 
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transparency allowed it to blend into the surface. Although in this case he did not employ 

the actual thing, his intention was to indicate a newspaper. He photocopied parts from an 

Urdu language journal that referred to President/General Pervez Musharraf; Saira Wasim 

began this particular work with a portrait of the Pakistani leader (Figure 5.5). However, 

nothing in Hasnat’s selections provides viewers with complete news on current events; it 

would be particularly difficult for a non-Urdu reader to find out anything and, 

furthermore, the artist sliced words in ways to make most of them illegible to anyone. 

While Hasnat’s newspaper clippings obliquely signify politics, Talha Rathore’s use of 

thread in three of the works indirectly refers to domesticity (Figures 5.6, 5.7, & 5.8); the 

artist sewed threads into parts of the wasli. This act of embroidering is meant to serve as a 

metaphor for motherhood and all that accompanies it, including mending and darning.205 

This technique is unexpected in a painting and initially the lines of thread appear to be 

lines of paint (see Figure 5.6). Yet the next artist to work on the picture, Imran Qureshi, 

took away the cleanliness of these “strokes.” He snipped the thread and left it to fray, a 

formal play with the tight composition that had developed thus far in this particular work; 

his action might have been meant to deal with the theme that had developed thus far in 

the painting. Talha might have rendered her domestic role as too neat and perfect; Imran 

revealed the chaos of being a parent. 206 His use of collage, on the other hand, seems far 

less emotional. He strategically placed Letraset transfer arrows and circles within the 

Karkhana paintings. These mechanical elements anchored images in the concrete realm if 

they were in danger of becoming too abstract or emotional. This is what catalogue writer 

                                                 
205 Salima Hashmi, 45. 
206 Ibid, 45. 
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Salima Hashmi found in one example (Figure 5.9). She writes that Imran made a bush of 

leaves in blue, the color of love for the artist. The writer observes, “Embarrassed perhaps 

by this lapse into sweetness, Qureshi reverted to the sharpness of black Letraset arrows, 

poised to strike at the heart of the Kangra bush.”207 

 

Despite the diversity of images included, the works demonstrate the symbiotic 

relationship among the participants. The artists have a number of points of connection 

that helped in creating cohesive works. All them were born and raised in Pakistan. 

Although three of them left the nation, all attended the NCA. The six Karkhana artists 

selected miniature painting as their major when they were students; and they are further 

united by the way they practice the technique.  

 

 

Fixed Definitions of Miniature Painting in Pakistan, and their Subversion 

Questioning what has come to be understood as miniature painting, the six Karkhana 

artists offer alternatives to the dogmatic frame within which it is often viewed. As such, 

their approach is not a wholesale acceptance of tradition that the Miniature Painting 

Department Head Bashir Ahmed advocates. They do not only copy older works, as he 

suggests. Instead, they deconstruct how the technique has been understood and 

                                                 
207 Ibid, 45. 
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reconstruct its possibilities. They explore its meanings and expectations for how it should 

look, and then subvert both. They do this because miniature painting is thought to be a 

traditional technique; as such it should remain recognizable as it was practiced in the 

past. But, as already noted above, the tradition may not have been so confining. The 

artists involved in Karkhana challenge Bashir Ahmed’s assumptions—namely the idea 

that the traditional technique did not change when artists working for Mughal emperors 

used it.  

 

Bashir Ahmed and other “purists” in Pakistan want the past to be simple, and our 

relationship to it to be equally uncomplicated. For this group of arts professionals and the 

general public in the South Asian nation, the experiments that the Karkhana group takes 

in its approach to miniature painting render the work to be anything but a miniature 

painting.208 They believe that such aberration loses connection to its historical practice, 

and should not be called miniature painting. However, I claim that the manner in which 

Karkhana artists practice miniature painting is probably truer to the historical tradition 

than how it has been constructed in the present by Bashir Ahmed and others who seek 

more seemingly direct links with the past.  

 

                                                 
208 Author’s discussions with a vast cross-section of Pakistanis including artists who work in 
other media (painting, printmaking, and sculpture, etc.), art lovers, and those who have a limited 
understanding of art. 
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In Pakistan, miniature painting is actually mired in a system of signification in which it is 

a part of cultural history as well as servicing the tourist trade in the present. Artists today 

who use this technique are criticized because of its association with these two functions. 

For critics, contemporary miniature painters are making work for this system.209 Their 

appropriation is viewed as an easy way to get recognition as a Pakistani artist because 

international curators look for art that symbolizes the nation. Therefore artists who work 

in this tradition are attacked on two fronts. On one side they are not considered to be 

traditional enough, while on the other side they are thought to be too traditional. In 

between these arguments emerges art that opens up definitions of traditional and 

contemporary. The Karkhana participants do not set limits on miniature painting’s 

purpose and form that many practitioners and viewers do. The artists introduce 

contemporary art concerns to the historical practice, including a critique of the nature of 

art. In doing this, they carry all of the baggage associated with miniature painting and 

play with it in both oblique and direct ways. 

 

Looking at painting history in India prior to British presence that began in the early 

eighteenth century, their position is further supported. Artistic practices were never so 

fixed or rigid in the subcontinent. Every generation of artisans treated the image as if it 

                                                 
209 This is a claim that has been expressed by artists who do not use miniature painting. They 
prefer other media that is practiced in many parts of the world (or ones that were once associated 
with the West) like painting, printmaking, installation, and new media. This is perhaps related to 
the early days of nationhood when artists rejected historical art of the region and appropriated 
painting styles from Europe. Like the artists working in 1950s, practitioners today do not want to 
be limited to preserving national heritage. They want to be viewed as contemporary artists, as 
innovative as ones practicing in the West. 
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was being made for the first time, yet they also revered what had been expressed before 

them.210 Newer practitioners referred to older paintings as they made their work, copying 

previous imagery, but updating it with more recent fashions or with the latest materials. 

This method created continuity between the past and present, a specific kind of 

epistemological framework that art historian Vishakha Desai sees as an Indian trope for 

representing history: “[T]he mixing of past and present in subtle layers by allowing both 

elements to exist simultaneously can be characterized as one of the most standard Indian 

devices to deal with the past.”211 According to this interpretation, one might say that each 

miniature painting refers to a shared cultural historical past—the tradition of miniature 

painting and often the choice of subject matter—and to a particular moment in the 

present, its conception.212  

 

Global and the Local Practices in South Asian Painting 

A look at Mughal painting (1526-1857) that developed in the Indian subcontinent reveals 

the influence of forms of art from around the world. While painting pre-existed the 

Mughal Empire, primarily as parts of illustrated manuscripts, it was under the Islamic 

rulers that it developed a particular character that melded Persian, Indian, and European 

elements together. The royal courts from the mid-sixteenth to mid-eighteenth century 

                                                 
210 Vishakha N. Desai, “Reflections of the Past in the Present: Copying Processes in Indian 
Painting” in Perceptions of South Asia’s Visual Past (New Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta: Oxford & 
IBH Publishing Co.), 144.  
211 Ibid, 144. 
212 Atteqa Ali, “Impassioned Control: Paintings by Hasnat Mehmood” in Transcendent 

Contemplations, exhibition catalogue (London: Hosain’s Gallery, 2004), np. 
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burgeoned with artistic activity—it was the golden age of Islamic art in South Asia. In 

India, Hindu Rajput courts produced art that reflected their concerns and interests. They 

include Mewar, Amber, Bikaner, and Raghugarh from the plains of western India that 

incorporated some motifs from Mughal painting.213 To imagine these styles as purely 

Mughal, purely Rajput, etc. would be incorrect. In Mughal India, where there were not 

any forced conversions, Hindu culture still thrived under the Islamic reign. Instead of 

remaining isolated, the different cultures co-existed and affected each other’s 

development. Additionally, prints from the West (especially Flemish and German images 

brought to the courts by Jesuit missionaries) influenced some of the major artists in this 

tradition.  

 

The Emperors, in particular Akbar (r. 1556-1605), encouraged a mixed approach to 

painting. His atelier included painters from Persian courts and Hindu kingdoms in 

India.214 This mirrored his official dealings in court. During the reign of this emperor, 

there were strategic alliances made with Hindu courts through marriage. In this 

environment and ones sponsored by the two subsequent emperors, court painters blended 

together several styles in the paintings they created. One example is Bichter’s Jahangir 

Preferring a Sufi Shaikh to Kings (Figure 5.10), made when Emperor Jahangir ruled 

(1605-1627). In this work, Mughal painters show very directly interaction or, at least, 

                                                 
213 Steven Kossak, “Four Centuries of Indian Painting,” Indian Court Painting: 16

th
-19

th
 Century 

(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997), 10-11. 
214 John Seyller, “Painting Workshops in Mughal India” in Hammad Nasar, Ed. Karkhana: A 

Contemporary Collaboration (Ridgefield, CT: Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum, 2005), 12. 
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awareness of leaders from other empires. The painting includes the Emperor Jahangir, 

Shaikh Husain, a Turkish sultan, King James of England, and the Hindu artist.215 These 

individuals are rendered in a very detailed fashion; the smallest characteristics of their 

faces are noted by the artist. This method of making portraiture that was highly 

naturalistic came from contemporaneous European art.216 Other elements in the painting 

also derive from this art—the halo around Jahangir and angels kneeling underneath the 

hourglass throne.217 These naturalistic figures appear within a two-dimensional space. A 

highly decorated area serves as the stage upon which this scene is enacted—it appears to 

lie on the same plane as the painting’s surface because it is flattened and depicted from a 

bird’s eye view. In subject matter and style, East and West exist side-by-side in the 

picture.  

 

So while artists today may combine several historical schools of miniature painting, 

including Mughal, the “traditional” style they appropriate is in fact a multi-faceted 

combination of all kinds of sources. In essence, by making their own adaptations, they 

are not appropriating the tradition but participating in it. To do this requires them to avail 

global practices of art and to reflect the past in the present. 

 

                                                 
215 David Smith, “Islam and Hinduism” in Hinduism and Modernity (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishers, 2003), 57.  
216 Steven Kossak, 9-15. 
217 Ibid, 9-15. 
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Shifting Focuses in Karkhana: Traditional, Global, Contemporary, and Local 

One painting serves as useful example of how six artists brought together the local and 

global, and traditional and contemporary (Figure 5.11).218 Hasnat Mehmood began the 

wasli by depicting four postage stamps with a portrait that resembles a Mughal Emperor, 

recalling the strict profile made of the ruler in works painted in imperial ateliers. 

However, his treatment of this image is simultaneously disconnected from the historical 

practice. He simplifies the portrait into an outline; in one of the four he makes, he fills in 

the face with an unmodulated color. This treatment leaves the identity of the person in 

question; in fact, his portraits are meant to symbolize rulers in general.219 This is a device 

that the artist has used in his personal work, as discussed in Chapter Four. He indicates a 

ruler’s omnipresence through the circulation of stamps that reach many places and 

people. Used in countless mailed items, imagery on stamps is an effective way to spread 

propaganda—to inform those in the furthest reaches of the empire who it is that rules 

them and controls the flow of information to them. Images in art, coins, and other matter 

have been used throughout history to increase the power of the ruler.  

 

Nusra Latif Qureshi layered this representation of oppressive authority with another 

image of dominating rule. She appropriated a historical photograph of the British in India 

taken during the time of colonization. It shows a suited man seated in front of a horse that 

                                                 
218 The analysis that follows is based partly on photographs of the work in progress available in 
Hammad Nasar, Ed. Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration. 
219 Atteqa Ali, “Impassioned Control,” n.p. 
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is being controlled by an attendant. As she does in other works, the artist copies the 

photograph in outline only; therefore the details are not apparent. However, the original 

impression of the photograph is still evident. The coolness and confidence of the man 

posing for the picture is suggested through his posture. His status is clarified through his 

clothing and accessories—a well-tailored suit is recognizable as well as his top hat and 

umbrella. A loyal dog accompanies him. This kind of image, where men are 

photographed alongside their trusted animals, could serve as a metaphor for the 

relationship between the colonizer and the colonized or, more apparently, master and 

servant. For some, the post-colonial moment maintains the same dynamics that were in 

place during the time the British ruled India.220 In fact, Nusra’s treatment of this image as 

an outline suggests that the former colonizers might not be visible as heads of the state; 

however, their presence is felt on contemporary Pakistani society. This is accomplished 

through the legacy of social customs left behind. The British way, in particular how it 

was framed in the Victorian period, continues to influence Pakistani lifestyles. One is the 

system of maintaining a team of household servants who are treated in a variety of ways, 

as they were during the colonial period. Some Indian servants had to endure abuse at the 

hands of their British masters, while others were treated as loyal companions. The same 

holds true today between those more and less economically privileged. Its persistence 

suggests the colonial power might not be present any longer; however, its customs and 

practices continue to dominate the South Asian nation’s inhabitants. 

                                                 
220 This is addressed in C.A. Breckenridge and Peter van der Leer, Eds. Orientalism and the 

Postcolonial Predicament (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1993). 
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The Karkhana artists do not simply accept this dominance. Instead they include signs that 

undermine authority. For example, Imran Qureshi places scrawls and scratches around 

the entire image. These subversive marks recall for the author childlike lines made during 

a tantrum, seemingly erasing the image in an aggressive manner. As a final touch, he 

punctured the picture, simulating bullet holes.221 Authority, as signified in the image, is 

shot through and maimed. Serving as acts of defiance, they signal a passive aggressive 

response that allows for one to vent his or her frustrations about inequalities. Perhaps that 

is a message of hope in this painting. Being in the position of the oppressed does not have 

to simply mean that one does not have a voice. Indeed, the very act of making a painting 

that draws attention to authoritative systems is a way to have a say about them. 

 

Arjun Appadurai suggests increased exposure to mass media that is present in the 

globalized world today results in consumers around the world who are agents—they have 

subjectivity and experience pleasure.222 Thus local subjects have the ability to resist and 

playback against what they consume of mass media.223 In effect, they find ways to 

undermine regulation through selective watching and listening. As local consumers, 

Karkhana artists accumulate the overload of images fed to audiences and assess them. 

                                                 
221 Salima Hashmi, 45. 
222 Arjun Appadurai and Carol Breckenridge, “Public Modernity in India” in Consuming 

Modernity: Public Culture in a South Asian World (Minneapolis and London: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1995), 1-22. 
223 Mike Featherstone, “Introduction” in Global Culture: Nationalism, Globalization, and Identity 
(London: Sage Press, 1996), 1-13. 
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They then re-present them in artworks. For example, the Karkhana painting described 

here includes historical depictions of authority. These were the pictures that rulers 

circulated to show how they wanted to be viewed by others. This practice continues to be 

utilized today. Propaganda services current world leaders as effectively as it did rulers of 

the Mughal Empire. Karkhana acknowledges this global trend and offers resistance to 

these images by drawing attention to and sometimes even obliterating them.  

 

However, it should be noted that the local/traditional has always been active, co-opting 

ideas and products from the global arena. Because of local agency, the traditional is not a 

pure form as imagined. Instead the local has always been open to outside influences, as 

seen in Mughal miniature painting.224 In Jahangir Preferring a Sufi Shaikh to Kings, 

elements of European painting are incorporated into a space devised according to Mughal 

school standards. Realistic portraits exist alongside a bird’s eye or flattened perspective, 

for example. One image is privy to two modes of representation, suggesting that Mughal 

painters did not give up their style when they encountered foreign art. Instead, they 

appropriated European methods for their pictorial needs. Most important for them was to 

produce naturalistic portraits as visual records of court life. 

 

                                                 
224 James Clifford writes about the dynamism of the local/traditional in “Introduction: The Pure 
Products Go Crazy,” The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, 

and Art (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 1-18. 
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In contemporary times, Karkhana artists continue this practice. For example, they take 

methods and styles formulated in the United States and Europe and mix them with those 

from local history. In the painting detailed above, multiple techniques are used side-by-

side. Collage and strokes made with a ballpoint pen lie next to the pardaakht technique in 

which artists render fine details with a squirrel tip brush. The Karkhana painters also 

burnish the surface of the image with a smooth shell to achieve a shine.225 As they blend 

together the traditional and contemporary, a new type of practitioner arises who is not 

easily situated within the local, national context. Instead a third culture that is neither 

connected nor disconnected to the nation state is more suitable for them.226 This is 

precisely where Karkhana is enacted. As the images floated across the earth, artists 

contributed signs and symbols telling about their relationship to and separation from 

national codes.  

  

Another Karkhana painting (Figure 5.12) brings together the past and present and local 

and global artistic practices and politics. Nusra Latif Qureshi began it with a reference to 

local history. She contributed an outline of a tunic that she painted roughly, below which 

is a precise outline of a seated man and woman. This couple is a standard image lifted 

from Mughal miniature paintings, an officially sanctioned display. It represents a king 

and his consort—a lover, perhaps the queen. They engage in romantic pleasantries. By 

removing all of the details of their faces and dress, Nusra rendered a generic couple. Yet 

in the outlines it is clear that this pair is of Indian origin. They wear a style of dress 

                                                 
225 This assessment is formed through examining the Karkhana painting. 
226 Mike Featherstone, 1-13. 
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common in the region centuries ago (and often recalled in contemporary fashions). In this 

visual idiom, Nusra offered something both old and new. The details of historical 

miniatures are emptied out, yet the new image retains a link with the old. 

 

Saira Wasim, the next artist to work on this painting, used the same historical technique 

as Nusra Latif Qureshi; however, her imagery is based squarely in contemporary times. 

This filtering of new images into old methods, as suggested by Vishakha Desai, is how 

painting was practiced in India in the past; however, this approach sets up a contradictory 

visual idiom. Saira did this by portraying the current American President George Bush. 

Even as he is a figure from today’s world, Bush looks like a half-man, half-centaur from 

Ancient Greek mythology. The artist ensured that the American President is recognizable 

in the painting, yet she emphasized his animal-like ways. She used the flesh tone of the 

tunic made by Nusra as her base color and did not shade his hair or suit with another hue, 

thereby creating more of a sense of an animal. Hasnat Mehmood created more of an 

impression of Bush’s brutish ways. He finished off the American President with, quite 

literally, a coattail. A winding appendage protrudes out from between the ends of his suit 

jacket.  

 

Hasnat also drew forth the hybridity of this George Bush by creating a relationship with a 

profile of a Neanderthal man. This is a species that some consider as a proto-human; part 

man, part animal, the Neanderthals combine brutishness with nobility. They are 

understood as highly developed, yet they retain savage qualities. In the depiction by 
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Hasnat, he has achieved an elite position—he is a king—even as he shows signs of his 

lowly nature. This interpretation of a Neanderthal perhaps applies to Bush as well, as 

suggested by the similar positioning of the two figures. Both are facing in the same 

direction, resulting in a visual link between them.  

 

When Imran Qureshi received this work, he added his signature leaves to it; this bush of 

foliage appears opposite to George Bush. This cheeky addition (a bush to a picture that 

includes Bush) became the target of his arrow. In fact, the artist directed the American 

President much more clearly. He included a precise Letraset transfer arrow that points at 

the victim. Imran took this gathering of leaves from earlier miniature paintings. More 

precisely, it is the Kangra School in Northern India. Perhaps Imran’s contribution of a 

bush stands for the East, a constant target of the Bush regime. Looking closely at this 

painting, viewers will see a stain of white that rests above the Letraset arrow. The artist 

used this visual device previously to imply an ejaculation. As Saira Wasim does in her 

depiction of George Bush as a beast, Imran suggests that the American President’s 

actions in the region are brutish, as symbolized through a spray of sperm that follows the 

same trajectory as the arrow.  

 

The complexity that exists in this painting is evident in the entire project. All of the 

works take a visual language—miniature painting—and examine and explore its 

definition and undefined parameters. Newer idioms stratify the technique, as had been the 

case in the past. Karkhana artists used the wash technique, collage, abstraction, ballpoint 
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pens, Letraset transfers, block printing, and contemporary subjects to inject fresh 

perspectives into the historical painting method. But as discussed, it is not just now that 

miniature painting has this quality. The Karkhana project’s intricate statements are part of 

a past in which Indian painters respected what came before them and encouraged the 

same treatment in the future. 

 

“Karkhana: Revival or Re-invention?”227 

In descriptions of the Karkhana project or other contemporary manifestations of 

miniature painting, the contemporary miniature movement that has taken place at the 

NCA in Lahore is often described as a “reinvention” of the historical technique. 

Oftentimes, traditional practices are set up to demonstrate that contemporary 

interpretations are fresh and innovative in comparison. Although perhaps unintentionally, 

in this dichotomy tradition gets fixed again as rigid and uncreative, whereas the newer 

practitioners are shown as dynamic and ultra modern. In their essay for an accompanying 

catalogue to the Karkhana exhibition, curators Hammad Nasar and Anna Sloan write 

about differences between Mughal ateliers and contemporary studios:  

 

Centuries ago, the Mughal karkhana dictated both the content and practice 

of painting. Its hierarchical structure limited individual artistic vision and 

prohibited any overt political criticism, while its bureaucratic structure 

                                                 
227 This is the title of Virginia Whiles’ essay in Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration. In it, 
she tells that Zahoor ul Akhlaq’s treatment of miniature painting is a re-invention of the 
technique, whereas Bashir Ahmed revives it. 
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controlled every element of working practice, from the materials used to 

the time spent on any given painting. 

 

  

In contrast, “the new karkhana signifies a rejection of hierarchy and an assertion of 

democratic principles. It represents a deliberate rebellion…”228 The traditional practice is 

analyzed as limiting, in the above quotation, and the new work is emphasized as 

revolutionary. The writers seem to say that artists today are activists revolting against 

structures that bind them; in the past, painters were unable and unwilling to do anything 

about the restrictive organization. They do not offer possibilities for self-expression in the 

Mughal karkhana; instead this is something left to new artists. As such, Karkhana 2003 

does indeed become a “reinvention” of tradition. By doing this, the writers attempt to 

elevate contemporary miniature painters to the realm of global artist in a claim that they 

are just as innovative as their counterparts in the West.229 They, in effect, insert 

contemporary Pakistani artists into the center rather than disturb the center/periphery 

divide that separates the West from the East.  

 

                                                 
228 Hammad Nasar and Anna Sloan, “Postcards to Empire: The Politics of Resistance in the 
Karkhana Project” in Hammad Nasar, Ed., 40. 
229 This is perhaps related to market interests; increasingly, contemporary miniature paintings 
demand and fetch high prices. Aisha Khalid sold a book of paintings for approximately $60,000 
through Corvi-Mora Gallery in London. Saira Wasim’s single paintings were offered for up to 
$18,000. In equating this art form to contemporary art in the West, the purpose may be to justify 
high prices requested for these images. 
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Instead of reifying the positions of East and tradition versus West and creativity, this 

study sees more flexibility in historical practices, and less in contemporary ones than 

these critics and art historians. Although restrictive, painters in Mughal karkhanas 

probably sought ways to distinguish themselves in order to gain favors of the emperor. 

Furthermore, painters appropriated styles from different parts of the world in order to 

satisfy imperial requirements, but also to create more dynamic images. In Mughal 

miniatures, one would find realistic rendering next to two-dimensional views—court 

painters used European painting techniques and methods learned in contemporary Hindu 

ateliers in India side-by-side. A look at paintings in the Padshahnama (Book of the King) 

offers insights to interests in the royal courts. In some of the works, there is a startling 

juxtaposition of three-dimensional areas versus flattened spaces all within one image. 

One example is The death of Khan Jahan Lodi (Figure 5.13) in which decapitated heads 

give a sense of life, even in death. They lie on two-dimensional decorated grounds of 

flowers or ornamented fabrics that heighten their naturalism. Painters learned to do this 

by studying prints from Europe that circulated in the court. In its heavily regimented 

workshop, painters managed to make their marks by creating such unique imagery. As art 

historian Milo C. Beach states, “This was not an anonymous art form, but one in which 

artistic individuality was celebrated.”230 As described in the work above, the painter 

depicted himself in the scene with world and religious leaders (see Figure 5.10).  

 

                                                 
230 Milo C. Beach, “The Artists of the Padshahnama,” in Milo C. Beach and Ebba Koch, King of 

the World: the Padshahnama (London: Thames and Hudson, 1997), 212.  
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So when artists today absorb and respond to stimuli from around the globe, are they not 

acting in a similar manner as their predecessors? There are marked differences between 

South Asia when the Mughal Empire was in place versus the contemporary context; 

however, if painting practices are simply considered, then overlapping points do arise. 

During Mughal times, painters took in pictorial techniques available to them, rather than 

making claims of conflicts with artistic heritage. There does not appear to be an imperial 

attitude that painting should remain purely Mughal. Instead, the blending of different 

modes of representation resulted in what could be considered a distinctly Mughal style. 

Multiplicity was the basis of painting in this empire. Once again, Beach sheds light on an 

early phase of Mughal art: “For Mughal painters, [the] period under the Emperor Akbar 

was a phase of exploration and assimilation, and choices were constantly being made as 

to which subjects, techniques, and ideas were appropriate for development.”231 

 

Today, the Karkhana artists and other contemporary miniature painters adopt a parallel 

mindset. They are open to the multidimensional ideas, techniques, styles, and materials 

available. One recent development is postmodern art. Although a problematic category of 

art with a diverse range of practices incorporated into it, the philosophy of 

postmodernism is something crucial to Karkhana artists. The practice of appropriation is 

a part of postmodern art because, in addition to other reasons, it opens up what could be 

depicted and inserted in an artwork. Craig Owens states that appropriated imagery 

                                                 
231 Milo C. Beach, “The Padshahnama and Mughal Historical Manuscripts” in Ibid, 116. 
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debunks notions of originality that were so crucial for modern art practices in the West.232 

Yet, in the use of well-known images, postmodern artists simultaneously lauded modern 

art. In Karkhana, the appropriation of images, styles, materials, and ideas within the 

arena of a miniature painting similarly challenges and celebrates the historical practice. 

Also important for the Pakistani project is the self-critical dimension of postmodernism. 

Lucy Lippard describes this tendency in Conceptual art, a movement that is considered 

part of Postmodernism, which questioned the very nature of art and the roles that 

institutions have assumed in defining art.233 In playing out Karkhana, the participating 

artists not only offer new ways to understand the miniature painting technique, they 

investigate the nature of contemporary art in general. They do this by questioning the 

dichotomy between traditional and contemporary practices rather than reaffirming them. 

Through this action, possibilities are opened within today’s global art arena. Both center 

and periphery can shift in this critical analysis because tradition is typically associated 

with the periphery/local/East, while the center has historically been 

contemporary/global/West. This may allow for an environment in which “contemporary 

art” is a challenged realm. In offering works that are in part “traditional,” Karkhana 

expands the idea of what can be considered new in global contemporary art.   

 

 

                                                 
232 Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse,” Beyond Recognition: Representation, Power, and 

Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 54. 
233 Lucy Lippard, “Escape Attempts” in Six Years: the Dematerialization of the Art Object from 

1966 to 1972 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), xiv-xv. 
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II. “Aar Paar: Public Art Exchange between India and Pakistan” 

A project that finds parallels with the Karkhana project is “Aar Paar: Public Art 

Exchange between India and Pakistan” that took place three times between 2000 and 

2004. At first, the two artist initiated ventures may seem to be opposites. One’s focus was 

the deconstruction of a technique (miniature) that is weighed down as both “traditional” 

and “tourist art,” while the other included a range of media that incorporated elements 

from mass culture including a comb and mirror in order to explore the relationship 

between India and Pakistan. Karkhana was made with the idea of having artworks 

presented within an exhibition space; “Aar Paar” was created with the understanding that 

art would be displayed in unconventional settings like paan (betel nut leaf edibles) shops. 

However, there are overlaps in the two projects. Firstly, as already mentioned, both were 

initiated by artists who were attempting to circumvent mainstream institutional 

frameworks. Although Karkhana was scheduled for exhibition in a small gallery in an 

English village, this did not carry as much significance as did the opportunity to work 

with esteemed colleagues. Collaboration was key in “Aar Paar” as well; its organization 

involved careful coordination between two artists who lived across the border from each 

other. Traversing of boundaries is perhaps the most significant point in common between 

Karkhana and “Aar Paar.” Both ventures had a global dimension to them. In the 

movement of art from one part of the world to another, the aim was for artists and 

audiences to be able to participate in a dialogue with each other despite political divides 

that exist between nations. 
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“Aar Paar” began, in fact, because two artists—one Indian, the other Pakistani—had an 

opportunity to meet. In 1999, artist Huma Mulji went to India for the first time.234 She 

was there to take part in a workshop offered at Khoj International Artists’ Association. 

Based in New Delhi, Khoj is an “artist led alternative space for experimentation and 

international exchange” that was founded in 1997.235 Shilpa Gupta, from Bombay, was a 

participant in the same workshop. Huma states that she was able to visit India because of 

Khoj’s outreach that resulted out of movement encouraged and allowed in a globalized 

world.236 Before this time, artists in India and Pakistan had rare opportunities for 

interaction. Encouraged by increased travel and exchange in the global contemporary art 

world, artists began to move across borders in South Asia. For Huma, being in India was 

a rediscovery even though she had never been there. Things were familiar from life in 

Karachi, including shared concerns with many artists. Both Huma and Shilpa had 

frustrations about the gallery system in their respective cities, and a desire to find ways 

around such a closed structure. Out of their discussions developed the idea for a public art 

project. As such Khoj served as a springboard for connecting two nations in South Asia.  

 

However, both artists had been thinking about ways to intercept the gallery infrastructure, 

of trying to find methods to get around institutional presentations of art. Huma Mulji 

                                                 
234 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
235 Khoj International Artists’ Association website (khojworkshop.org). 
236 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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graduated from Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture four years prior to going to 

Khoj and had as her tutors Durriya Kazi, Iftikhar Dadi, and Elizabeth Dadi. Their 1996 

interactive art installation, Heart Mahal, mentioned in the introduction, was a 

revolutionary moment as Huma describes it.237 Heart Mahal is a useful example of how 

teachers swayed their students’ way of thinking. Huma Mulji would not conceptualize art 

in the same manner after witnessing this installation. Although this installation is 

described in Chapter Three, it is important here to point out aspects of Heart Mahal to 

note how it helped to shape “Aar Paar.” 

 

Situated in the body of a truck, a display of colorful lights and painted metal 

accoutrements created a visual overload. The overload effect was similar to the one 

created by trucks and buses as they roamed around the cities of Pakistan. The four artists 

involved in Heart Mahal worked collaboratively with painters who decorated these 

vehicles for their owners.238 Teaming up with popular painters had never been attempted 

before. In fact, the project introduced a number of new ways of conceptualizing art 

practices in Pakistan. Heart Mahal took art outside of the gallery space. It brought art to 

the people, rather than asking them to find it. The project also opened up possibilities of 

what could be considered art. No longer did artists have to be restricted to conventional 

media like oil painting on canvas; conventions that in fact came to Pakistan from Western 

art practices early on in the nation’s history. Instead, they could look to the local mass 

                                                 
237 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
238 In addition to the three artists mentioned previously, David Alesworth was the fourth 
collaborator in Heart Mahal. 
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culture for inspiration; this was also practiced globally, but now localized for the 

Pakistani context. It was about Pakistani mass culture and how it functions in the nation 

and how artists here could interact with it. 

 

Even as the possibilities grew exponentially, Huma felt paralyzed by this artwork.239 She 

did not know how to respond to something that shook the foundations of art practice for 

her. Four years later, an answer came in the form of a public art project that tried to open 

up venues and audiences for art. “Aar Paar” was the culmination of a studied interest in 

maneuvering expectations related to art. It came out of exposure to a particular way of 

thinking found in Huma Mulji’s teachers. And it found fulfillment in the (re)union with 

her Indian counterpart—Shilpa Gupta. Together they developed “Aar Paar” to explore 

contemporary relationships between the two countries, perhaps to reflect on connections 

discovered between each other on a personal level. Shilpa lived in Bombay; Huma’s 

father was born in Bombay. Both wanted to have artistic dialogues with practitioners 

across the border.  

 

As demonstrated in the overlapping experiences of Huma Mulji and Shilpa Gupta, there 

was a need for international interaction in the region. Both of these artists were frustrated 

with art world hierarchy. In Pakistani and Indian art worlds, it was impossible for young 

artists to get exhibited in galleries or other art spaces. These venues were reserved for 

                                                 
239 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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“senior” artists, as they were classified in contrast to “junior” artists. The different 

categories were simply based on the amount of time in the exhibitions circuit, rather than 

the maturity of their practice. By circumventing this system, Huma and Shilpa were also 

interested in increasing audiences for art, as were the artists involved in Heart Mahal. At 

this time, very few people visited art galleries. In their shared stories was the making of a 

populist project about joint histories. The title, “Aar Paar,” serves as an ideal model for 

what the organizers wanted to accomplish. At first, they thought it meant here and there, 

but it is more precisely about going from here to there with a needle and thread piercing 

through fabric. This act sounded “filmy” to them, meaning that the notion of sewing 

together and piercing fabric to describe a project that involved an exchange between 

India and Pakistan was melodramatic like many movies made in the region.240 And, in 

fact, it is the title of a classic Indian film from 1954. 

 

After meeting in November 1999, Huma Mulji and Shilpa Gupta began to work on “Aar 

Paar” and by February 2000 its first manifestation hit the streets of Karachi and Bombay 

featuring the work of ten artists. In the few months prior to the project’s display, the two 

artists turned to people in their immediate circles and requested them to make an artwork 

to be exhibited in the neighboring country. They included artists that they knew—five 

each—in order to expedite the process and have the venture up as soon as possible. These 

individuals shared similar sensibilities in their approach to making art. Their critical 

                                                 
240 Huma Mulji, email to author, April 2008. 
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images played with the tension that is present between the two countries, incorporated 

ephemera from mass culture, and critiqued existing stereotypes of art and artists. 

Although they made projects specifically for “Aar Paar,” their images and ideas came out 

of their previous body of work. The organizers did not set limits on medium; however, 

like Karkhana, size had to be kept to a minimum to facilitate the mailing of the work. 

The postal service between the two nations was unreliable; Huma Mulji was told by 

postal workers in Karachi that mail from India was often destroyed out of suspicion. 

They informed her that a package from Pakistan would be treated in a similar fashion 

upon its arrival in India.241 A safer alternative was to use a private courier service; 

however, the organizers worked with a tight budget, making it impossible to use this 

method. Instead, they took their chances and sent artworks to their neighbors.  

 

It was uncertain if the package would survive the journey across the border because of 

the environment of suspicion that has grown between the two nations. India and 

Pakistan’s rivalry and mistrust of each other has existed since the two countries were 

founded. These relations have created an unstable environment in the region. Genocidal 

violence was at its height during the time of Partition; however, riots and bombings 

continue to happen solely on the basis of religion. The year 2002 saw Hindus and 

Muslims clash in the Indian state of Gujarat resulting in the death of approximately one 

thousand people. The contemporary difficulties between the two religious groups stem 

                                                 
241 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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from the political situation in Kashmir. The state of Kashmir has been a disputed 

territory, and the two nations have soldiers and weapons on alert ready for battle when 

the sound goes out. In 1999, India launched airstrikes against militants in the area; the 

Indian government accused its Pakistani counterpart of supplying weapons to the 

insurgents. This conflict resulted in a nuclear arms race between India and Pakistan. 

When India tested nuclear weapons in 1998, Pakistan responded by launching a medium-

range missile named “Ghauri” for the Muslim warrior who invaded India in the twelfth 

century.242  

 

Despite this instability and suspicion, the “Aar Paar” packages sent via post offices did 

reach their destinations, and the organizers arranged for places where art from across the 

divide could be displayed. Venues were chosen in Karachi according to the city’s 

diversity. Pakistan’s commercial capital, the city draws people from around the country, 

making it ethnically and religiously diverse. They arrive in the urban center searching for 

a diverse range of jobs. As such, Karachi is economically stratified, where the north is 

less privileged and the south is wealthier. Huma disbursed the project to target different 

communities, both economic and ethnic.243 One of its aims was to address a diverse 

audience for the viewing of art. Another was to get art world professionals out of their 

comfort zones and encourage them to visit parts of the city where they had never 

                                                 
242  “India, Pakistan: Troubled relations,” Historical outline given on BBC World News website 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/static/in_depth/south_asia/2002/india_pakistan/timeline/1998.st
m). 
243 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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ventured to see art. The former was accomplished more easily than the latter. Art was 

made easily accessible for ordinary people; however, in turn, arts professionals, primarily 

stemming from privileged backgrounds, found it harder to participate in “Aar Paar.” 

Huma Mulji recalls that she does not believe that people from the field went to look at the 

work.244 

 

“Aar Paar” mainly existed as a project in which art was imposed on people; they 

encountered it without any intention to do so. It involved incidental viewing, which was 

one of the guiding principles because the organizers wanted to offer alternatives to 

looking at art in a museum or gallery space. However, there was resistance to its display. 

The local communities showed their agency to resist. This happened on political and 

religious levels. Already mentioned in the introduction to the chapter is the incident in 

which Roohi Ahmed’s contribution to “Aar Paar” was not accepted by storeowners (see 

Figure 5.1). The artist created a poster to suggest that Hindus and Muslims of South Asia 

are closely tied together. She did this by using a map of the region available in Pakistan. 

When Shilpa Gupta showed the artwork to proprietors of potential display sites in India, 

they informed her that the map was incorrectly drawn. In it, Kashmir was outlined as a 

disputed territory; however, in India, this province is thought to be a part of the country 

and maps represent it as such. Shopkeepers refused to display Roohi’s art because they 

feared inciting angry and violent reactions. Pakistani shopkeepers reacted similarly to a 

                                                 
244 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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work from India. In the case of a three-dimensional mask/face made by Bharti Kher 

(Figure 5.14), the shop owners in Karachi’s Bohri Bazaar did not want to hang this icon-

like sculpture because it conflicted with their religious beliefs that forbid 

figurative/representational images. This extensive shopping arcade includes stalls owned 

by Bohra Muslims. They are an Islamic sect whose religious leader is Syedna 

Burhanuddin. The second difficulty with Bharti’s work was that it competed with the 

religious leader’s photograph that hangs in these stores. Although the work suggested no 

specific religious meanings, many visitors to the shop where it was hung questioned its 

display. The shopkeeper kept it up for only two days, even though the project lasted for 

ten.245   

 

The other artworks in the first “Aar Paar” did not incite such responses. Some store 

owners were indifferent to having an artwork displayed, while others happily agreed to 

place something in their businesses. A mirror and comb were the perfect things to install 

at a paan shop (Figure 5.14). Artist Kausik Mukhapadhya from India was familiar with 

these stands at home. At these locations, it is often men who stop to have a paan or buy a 

single cigarette and smoke it before proceeding to their destinations. In these transitory 

sites, a quick look and adjustment of one’s appearance are required to continue with the 

day’s business. The artist A. Balasubramanium, on the other hand, made customers stop 

and think. He inserted a piece of paper inside a paan leaf that indicated the number of a 

                                                 
245 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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Quranic text that speaks about the dangers of drugs (Figure 5.15).246 These works 

appropriated materials from local mass culture that have significance in the two nations. 

This act became simultaneously local and global because they address deeds and use 

materials that are familiar, yet they are offered by foreigners. The global and local 

converged here because of overarching practices in South Asia, even as they exist in two 

separate nations.  

 

The artists and some people that live across the border from each other might consider 

each other to be family members that inspire each other. This impression, in which there 

is an imagined shared culture, is one that frames contemporary relations between Indians 

and Pakistanis.247 It is a romantic idea that “they” are just like “us.” The thought exists 

because there were no borders positioned between people at one point and they did live 

side-by-side. This impression fuels the work of some contemporary Pakistani artists. One 

example is Rashid Rana who created digital prints about this relationship. His works 

Omatidia and All Eyes Skyward during the Annual Parade, described in Chapter Four, 

present small photographs of Indians that make up larger images of Pakistanis and the 

reverse. While artist Ahsan Jamal places together painted portraits of Indians and 

Pakistanis in which it is difficult to distinguish one person from the other on the basis of 

nationality, mentioned in the concluding remarks to the dissertation. They are two of 

several works that explore the cross-national relationship as a familial one.  

                                                 
246 A. Balasubramanium work description, “Aar Paar” website, 
http://www.aarpaar.net/00bala.htm, retrieved April 2008. 
247 Shilpa Gupta, email to Huma Mulji, January 2002. 
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“Aar Paar” gives the same impression. In it, artists brought together materials and ideas 

from across the international divide that mirrored what occurred locally. Asma 

Mundrawala and Quddus Mirza from Pakistan fused images of Lollywood (Pakistan’s 

film industry) with Bollywood (India’s film industry). Quddus Mirza placed together 

pictures of actors and scenes from movies as a jigsaw puzzle (Figure 5.17). The two 

nations are literally joined together as broken parts of one whole. Asma made a poster for 

a fictitious film, “Kabhi Haan, Kabhi Naan” (“Sometimes yes, sometimes no”). The title 

sounded like a film that could emerge from these centers. Imagery used did in fact come 

from both Lollywood and Bollywood (Figure 5.18). The hero portrayed is from 

Lollywood, while the heroine hails from Bollywood. Tension is present in the scenario. 

The digital collage includes a burst of fire in the background, suggesting the volatility of 

this pairing, and its title echoes dangers present in fusing the two nations together. 

“Sometimes yes, sometimes no” refers to unstable politics and personal associations 

between the two countries—“sometimes friends, sometimes not” and “sometimes 

admirers, sometimes not.” In this duality, the artist seems to suggest that even though the 

two countries might appear to be alike, they are always divided in politics; even as there 

is a shared culture, underlying mistrust is now part of any dealing with other countries in 

South Asia. The imagery appropriated from film posters added a lighthearted element to 

her message since these movies are often meant for entertainment purposes only. 
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Naiza Khan also alluded to the explosive cross-national relationship in an unexpected 

way. She did this with three simple words: ready, waiting, and silent (Figure 5.19). 

Although seemingly innocent, this phrase is loaded with potential meanings. On one 

level, it suggests a person submitting to a sexual act; giving in without a fight. This 

interpretation is heightened through the use of latex to cover the words. A thick layer sits 

on top appearing to muffle the voice behind the latex. In this suppressive act, silence 

provides the oppressed a presence. Although Naiza does not present the voice as female, 

it is an impression formed because a rape victim is often a woman. This potential victim 

in Naiza’s work is active in a way, willing to accept what happens to her. Or perhaps it is 

a ploy in order to prepare an attack. She might appear compliant; however, it is in 

anticipation of a planned onslaught. This connotation came out in a new context, 

according to Naiza.248 At first, in her other works, the artist appropriated the words from 

a play she had seen in Pakistan. It was about a woman who is confined to the home. 

Placing it in a street shop in Bombay added other dimensions to the phrase. On a political 

level, the three words together signal the moments before an assault; it is a battle cry. 

This also might be the stance of the two nations towards each other—always ready to 

attack the other.  

 

In the first “Aar Paar,” notebooks were placed next to the artworks in order to solicit 

commentary from the public. What ensued in this forum had little to do with art. Instead, 

                                                 
248 Naiza Khan work description, “Aar Paar” website, http://www.aarpaar.net/00naiza.htm, 
retrieved April 2008. 
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political debates revolving around Kashmir took place in the notebooks. This resulting 

dialogue demonstrated that Kashmir continues to be a point of contention in South Asia. 

Still, “Aar Paar” found ways to get around the wall that exists between the two nations. It 

initiated artistic dialogues on an international level about a region that has much in a 

common. From similar shops to a shared history, India and Pakistan are two countries 

united by their divisiveness, as indicated by the included artworks.    

 

In 2002, Huma Mulji and Shilpa Gupta organized another public art exchange between 

India and Pakistan. This time the medium was standardized. All of the artists designed 

posters that were displayed simultaneously in Karachi and Bombay. In this version, the 

project is described as: “A short, targeted, intervention: less ‘incidental’, less ‘subtle’ 

than before, more obtrusive, in keeping with the absurdity and level of madness in our 

lives today.”249 Not only did its intention change from a display that blended into the 

marketplace with its multifarious goods for sale to one that confronted viewers in the 

manner of advertisements, the method of exchange was radically different in this “Aar 

Paar.” Jpegs of the artworks were sent via email to be printed locally. Using the Internet, 

the organizers circumvented governmental authorities that might seek to destroy such an 

exchange. As such, although “Aar Paar” was about two countries coming together, it 

existed beyond national boundaries. In the second “Aar Paar,” artists communicated in a 

                                                 
249 “Aar Paar 2,” “Aar paar” website, http://www.aarpaar.net/02.htm, retrieved April 2008. 
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space that was both tied to and free of the national context. This was a necessary 

procedure to ensure an exchange between two hostile nations.  

 

In the second “Aar Paar,” twenty posters with a total of twenty thousand prints were 

splashed around two cities in a guerrilla style. Both cities were assaulted simultaneously, 

and within a few days the posters were ripped or covered up in the manner of illegal 

advertising. The organizers did not seek permission to put them up. Instead they acted on 

a belief that they could intervene in people’s lives and perhaps get them to think about 

their neighbors. Artists served as activists; their art was a form of social praxis.250 As 

described in its “mission statement,” “Aar Paar” in 2002 was meant to be more visible 

and make a greater impact on passers-by. So it was devised as installations of large 

number of posters sitting side-by-side attracting viewers. These competed with political 

posters, advertisements, film hoardings, and the chaos that is street life in South Asia. 

The street is where the diversity of cities is constituted, with vendors competing with 

refuse with carts led by animals with “the haves and the have not’s.”251 All of these 

things exist in this site, congregating to form a visual cacophony. “Aar Paar” was inserted 

into this location with single-color posters. The more successful images in this setting 

were ones that could stand out and quickly convey their messages. A graphic, black and 

white image by Indian artist Shez Dawood expressed a simple idea: “Together We’re 

                                                 
250 Chaitanya Sambrani, “Printing across Borders: the Aar Paar project,” Art Monthly Australia 
(July 2004), page not available. 
251 The idea to consider the street in South Asian cities because that is where “Aar Paar” was 
located came from an analysis of the project by Chaitanya Sambrani. 
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Stronger” (Figure 5.20). This seemingly romantic phrase is accompanied by two nuclear 

warheads; either has the Indian or Pakistani insignia. It is a matter-of-fact statement that 

becomes duplicitous with the accompanying imagery. As mentioned earlier, the race to 

build nuclear weapons is a result of the political standoff in Kashmir. By informing that 

we are stronger together, Shez Dawood sardonically suggests that the thing that keeps the 

nations apart is better serviced if joined together, perhaps in one big explosion. 

 

Some of the other works required more in-depth viewing than Shez Dawood’s image; 

however, they conveyed double-sided messages as well. Huma Mulji’s poster appears to 

be an intricate pattern that is ornately rendered (Figure 5.21). The design mimics 

illuminations in manuscripts made for emperors in South Asia’s history; there is a border 

framing the patterned image that accompany historical drawings as well. This decorative 

style is also present in carpets and fabrics in the region. In Huma’s layout, the intricate 

design is not simply about visual pleasure. It is created out of the troubles inherent in the 

region. The center shows a hand grenade; its explosion shakes the core of the pattern that 

spawns divergent designs in a spiraling of imagery. All of this is enclosed within a frame 

that declares, “My home,” over and over again in different languages spoken in South 

Asia.252 This is, as the artist tells, what life is like in the Indian subcontinent. Instability 

shapes interactions; tremors within these societies can shake and rip open the earth that 

they share without any notice. This impression emerges from contemporary political 

                                                 
252 Chaitanya Sambrani, n.p. 
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relations. In fact, when the second “Aar Paar” took place in 2002, India and Pakistan had 

almost entered a war after the Indian parliament was attacked. A Pakistani group was 

blamed for the raid. At the same time, the Indian state of Gujarat witnessed Hindu-

Muslim violence in the months prior to the second presentation of “Aar Paar.” The riots 

happened as a response to a fire that burned a train carrying Hindu saints; its cause was 

debated, but some blamed Muslim extremists.  

 

As such, the second display of public art from across the border brought the underlying 

tensions between India and Pakistan to the forefront again, as did the first venture. In the 

2000 “Aar Paar,” Roohi Ahmed’s mapping of Kashmir managed to raise objections. With 

the second incarnation, a poster made by four young Pakistani artists caught the attention 

of authorities and caused serious problems for the Indian organizer.253 Karachi: A 

Culinary Map (Figure 5.22) mapped out restaurants and food stores around the city that 

included Indian cities and names in their titles. “Delhi Gola Kabab House,” “New 

Bombay Restaurant,” and “Delhi kay mashoor dahi baray” (“Delhi’s famous yogurt and 

fritters”) were some of the places they charted. Once again, as with Roohi Ahmed’s 

work, the purpose was to draw forth the relationships between the two countries. The 

poster by recent graduates of Indus Valley School revealed a critical stance that they were 

exposed to during their education. It cut through personal and political difficulties 

between neighboring countries and offered an unromantic gesture to suggest that perhaps 

                                                 
253 Interview with Huma Mulji by the author, April 2008. 
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the two people are not so different. They are willing to eat other’s food and probably 

enjoy doing so. Even as the intention was not to create suspicion in India, Karachi: A 

Culinary Map resulted in a near arrest for Shilpa Gupta because Indian law does not 

allow for a display that uses Urdu text. Posters using this language are suspected to 

include political propaganda from across the border.  

 

It appears that the ripe political environment prompted some of the artists to develop 

imagery about India and Pakistan’s deep-seated connections. However, this was done 

with a sarcastic undertone that played with ideas and images showing two as one. Film 

plots that dramatize splits in a family or tell about twins separated at birth—these are 

some of the popular analogies given to the Partition of the Indian subcontinent. Artist 

Asma Mundrawala played with such ideas in her poster that adopts the title of a 

Bollywood blockbuster (Figure 5.23). The Pakistani artist pleads to her counterparts 

across the border, “Say that you love me!” (Kaho Naan Pyaar Hai released in 2000). The 

result, she promises, will be a perfect world with bouncy white clouds and blue skies. The 

emotionally wrought voice of the title is accompanied by sweet, perhaps childlike 

imagery. Her heartfelt plea might have been necessary after such strife in the region; 

however, her melodramatic tone is tempered by the phrase “Oh yes! Oh no!” inscribed in 

Urdu and Hindi in the ideal world. Written over and over again, it seems to describe the 

political history of South Asia as relations get better and then sour again. 
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Pakistani Rashid Rana picked up on the notion of twins or mirrored lives in his digital 

print in which the artist posed in his own arms (Figure 5.24). The naked artist kneels in 

front of a sublime landscape; he holds a clothed version of himself that lies limp in his 

arms. This dramatic pair evokes Michelangelo’s emotional sculpture, the Pieta that 

depicts the Virgin lamenting the dead Christ. In Rashid’s appropriation of this sculpture’s 

pose, the artist and his naked self sit within a bucolic setting. In the distance, a mountain 

range emerges out of a misty sky, recalling mythical images of Kashmir. This region is 

considered to be a place of remarkable beauty, a belief heightened since difficulties have 

intensified between India and Pakistan in the disputed territory. In contemporary South 

Asian politics, the deadliest actions occur in an impossibly beautiful setting. The artist 

plays with this tragic consequence; one of the figures in the picture is apparently dead. 

This melodramatic lamentation scene gives way to cold, hard reality: a gas station sits off 

to the side of the image. It is a Shell petrol pump, a multinational company that would 

appear again in Rashid’s later work. Perhaps this is the artist’s way to tell that no place is 

safe from the influence of multinational corporations or the West. “Aar Paar,” in fact, 

offered the globalized world for all its benefits and problems. On the former side, easier 

international movement facilitated this project, from its inception when Huma Mulji had 

the opportunity to travel to India to its production in the second “Aar Paar” when 

organizers emailed jpegs to each other.254 

                                                 
254 In a planning email sent from Huma Mulji to Shilpa Gupta, she confessed that she may have to 
send a CD of images to India via Dubai (CD’s are not allowed to be sent directly to and from 
India and Pakistan). The Internet connections at this time made it very difficult to send high 
resolutions images via email. Huma did find a way to email the images eventually. 
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III. Conclusion: Exhibition Practices in a Globalized World 

One of the major milestones in global contemporary art is the landmark exhibition, 

“Magicians of the Earth” that opened at Paris’s Pompidou Center in 1989. Organized by 

a committee with contemporary art curator Jean-Hubert Martin in charge, its premise was 

to bring together works by fifty Western and fifty non-Western artists together in one 

exhibition space. Although the exhibit had many conceptual problems and was severely 

criticized for being colonialist, it showed the initial effort of a museum in the West to 

consider contemporary art from regions beyond their reaches, and to do so in a critical 

fashion. According to Thomas McEvilley, “All the criticism of the show that I have seen 

fails to confront the monumental fact that this was the first major exhibition consciously 

to attempt to discover a post-colonialist way to exhibit objects together. It was a major 

event in the social history of art, not in its esthetic history.”255 Not only did the exhibition 

address systems of display, but, more importantly, it attempted open up methods of 

understanding and appreciating art from diverse parts of the world. Art critic Michael 

Brenson expressed these views in a retrospective article: 

 

Magicians of the Earth made me more seriously aware of multiple esthetic 

standards. It also began to make me aware of the potential gap between the 

conventional standards for evaluating exhibitions and these exhibitions’ 

actual importance. This was a show filled with problems, but you had to 

                                                 
255 Thomas McEvilley, Art & Otherness: Crisis in Cultural Identity (Kingston, NY: 
Documentext, 1992), 157. 
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think about it. It could be picked apart on so many levels, but it changed 

the way a great many people thought about exhibitions and art.256 

 

 

This exhibition was an initial step in understanding the phenomenon in which global 

developments impact exhibition practices, aesthetic standards, and ways to conceptualize 

art. The two projects described in this chapter continue the task of expanding definitions 

of global contemporary art. Karkhana and “Aar Paar” as artist initiated ventures offer 

different ways to frame contemporary art than it has been understood in the West. They 

do this by delving into questions including, what is Pakistani art and how it is related to 

global practices of art. Karkhana addressed the traditional versus contemporary divide to 

explore these questions, while “Aar Paar” played with the sometimes very close 

meanings of “global” and “local.”  

 

As detailed above, Imran Qureshi initiated Karkhana to examine and explore the debates 

surrounding contemporary dimensions of miniature painting. For some, what the six 

artists did by blending together elements from local traditional painting and global 

contemporary art to form innovative artworks was not miniature painting. It was not 

enough that they used wasli paper or the tools and techniques used in Mughal karkhanas; 

                                                 
256 Michael Brenson, “Resisting the Dangerous Journey: the Crisis in Journalistic Criticism,” 
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Paper Series on Arts, Culture, and Society, Paper 
Number 4, 1995. 
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for these detractors, Karkhana was not about miniature painting as they knew it. Instead, 

it killed tradition. On the other side, another group of detractors saw what Karkhana 

artists did as preserving tradition for the sake of commercial gain. In this view, Karkhana 

and other artists who use the miniature painting technique appropriate traditional art to 

signify Pakistani in order to gain entrance to the global contemporary art arena. However, 

as already discussed, these artists play with how traditional and contemporary are both 

locally and globally understood. This is done by re-visiting Mughal miniature painting 

and appreciating it as a dynamic tradition. In fact, Karkhana turns contemporary art on its 

side and upholds tradition, but in ways that its critics do not consider. It does this by 

opening up critical dialogues about traditional and contemporary art that have points of 

overlap. In the case of both historical and contemporary miniature painting, global 

politics and artistic practices are present. The lines that are drawn between traditional and 

contemporary and local and global are not so clear.  

 

Two years after its completion and display in a small gallery in an English town, the 

Karkhana project was mounted in a museum in the United States. Karkhana: A 

Contemporary Collaboration at the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum included the 

twelve works made during the project, as well as individual works by the six artists. The 

project’s framing in the exhibition and accompanying catalogue seemed to re-emphasize 

the divide between traditional and contemporary art practices. Furthermore, its 

presentation in the West only suggests that it was most important to show audiences there 
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that Pakistani artists are, indeed, contemporary. These practitioners, as the organizers and 

catalogue writers describe them, have emerged out of tradition to reinvent it along the 

lines of the most innovative artists working in the United States and Europe. However, as 

argued in the chapter, it is more useful to note how these artists disturb ideas about what 

is innovative and what could constitute contemporary art. 

 

“Aar Paar: Public Art Exchange between India and Pakistan” sidestepped institutional 

framing by maintaining its grassroots foundation. However, like Karkhana, it brought 

forth the local and global to show intersections between what are thought to be opposites. 

Ongoing tensions frame the politics between the two nations. Yet, on the level of people, 

there is an imagined shared culture, as described above. Now that it has been more than 

sixty years since a heavily guarded line of control has been in place, there are certainly 

differences in the neighboring nations. This idea is reified in regional politics that 

periodically remind people about international boundaries between India and Pakistan. 

Thus, in terms of politics, “Aar Paar” crossed international borders with art and ideas, 

making it an intriguing project in which the global affects the local and the global is local. 

For example, cross-national influences are evident in the local mass cultures in India and 

Pakistan.  Some might consider them to be mirror images of each other, as indicated in 

Rashid Rana’s poster that depicts him twice in one setting. These influences are also 

present in works by artists that fused together visual ephemera from “here and there,” like 

the digital collage and jigsaw puzzle made by Asma Mundrawala and Quddus Mirza, 
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respectively, in which images of films from both sides of the border were placed next to 

each other. 

 

Alongside more romantic gestures showing the global as local, some images made by 

participating artists reaffirmed the divide between India and Pakistan. They pointed to the 

violence that exists in South Asia today as a legacy of the region’s Partition nearly six 

decades earlier. Huma Mulji’s digital print shows a dizzying pattern reminiscent of carpet 

designs; in the center of her floor covering is a grenade that has already exploded. It, as 

well as works by other “Aar Paar” artists, served as reminders that hostility in the region 

occurs between the two nations. 

 

The “Aar Paar” and Karkhana projects and extending to all of the art discussed in this 

dissertation by contemporary Pakistani artists indicate a demonstrated shift where 

the practice of art became more emphasized as an aspect defining Pakistani. Of course, 

this definition is not simple. They address what is Pakistani by introducing paradoxes. 

The local and traditional versus global and contemporary are distinctions that artists 

involved in these projects challenge. Instead of maintaining these as wholly separate or 

binary systems, their art introduces points of intersections. The artists, in fact, draw forth 

contradictions in how they are popularly understood; as described above, the Karkhana 

project points out that traditional miniature painting was not as rigid as imagined. It 

allowed for ideas from around the globe to be incorporated into it. Similarly, local culture 
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has always been open to influences from global developments. This is literalized in the 

regional context of South Asia, as revealed in the “Aar Paar” project. Working in tandem, 

the two initiatives achieved a forum in which local and global contemporary art practices 

are reinvestigated and their definitions are opened up. 
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Chapter Six 

Concluding Remarks 

 
It is difficult to write a conclusion to a story that is not yet finished. Every day, new 

developments happen in the field of contemporary Pakistani art that shift and expand 

artistic practices in the nation. This saga continues in the hands of young practitioners 

fresh from the academy. At the National College of Arts, students have been inspired by 

the work of young artists who serve as their teachers. They make work with the intent of 

examining social and political themes that are identified as Pakistani, and subsequently 

play with that identification. These practitioners find use in the experiments of their 

instructors in order to develop a visual idiom that is also experimental.  

 

Ahsan Jamal studied with Imran Qureshi in the NCA’s miniature painting department, 

completing his degree in 2003. The “elder” artist (Ahsan and Imran are nearly the same 

age) had a decided influence on the student, even as Ahsan Jamal found his own visual 

language through which to express the complicated nature of South Asian society and 

politics. Imran Qureshi supervised Ahsan and his classmates in their final exhibition at 

school; this group of students was particularly playful and political in its formal and 

conceptual choices. Ahsan Jamal made portraits of his classmates in order to talk about 

Pakistani society, in particular the stratified economic divisions present in the nation. He 

continued his investigation into social and political mores in the later project, For Office 

Use Only (Figure 6.1). In the 2005 piece, he questioned the decision to divide South Asia 

at the time of Independence when the British were exiting the Indian subcontinent. 
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Partition happened at a particular historical moment; however, this decision resulted in 

the ongoing presence of borders and lines of control between two nations and peoples. In 

the piece by Ahsan Jamal, the artist brought together India and Pakistan, quite literally, 

by pairing an Indian and a Pakistani from the same category (i.e. young girls, shoe 

shiners, fruit sellers, mothers, and others).257 His realistic portraits that resemble 

photographs sit side-by-side; it would be difficult to tell the nationality if it were not for 

official looking stamps placed underneath that say either “Indian” or “Pakistani.”  These 

mimic the stamps of identification one might associate with passports or a similar 

document. One belief during Partition time and later was that South Asians were 

arbitrarily labeled with one nationality or the other. For them, there was no other 

association with the new countries; and similarly, there was no way to tell the difference 

between an Indian and Pakistani except through assigned labels. 

 

For Ahsan, the difference amounts to just that. As writers did in the earlier decades of 

nationhood, he interrogated the decision to divide one people. When looking at the For 

Office Use Only series, conflict and thus the need for division is not clear in the way that 

people appear. If individuals from either side of the divide look the same, then why is 

there a need for borders? The artist based these works on actual Pakistanis and Indians. 

He spent time in India where he amassed photographs of ordinary people. Returning to 

Pakistan, he found parallel types there. This was not a difficult task since both societies 

continue to have similarities, from ways in which produce is sold to the physical 

                                                 
257 Interview with artist by author, December 2005 
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appearance of the people. For Office Use Only emerged partly out of his personal 

political background (his father was a Marxist poet); however, his time at the NCA and 

the lessons he learned there were critical in the production of this project. Here with 

Imran Qureshi as his guide, he was exposed to the potential of miniature painting as a 

tool for the expression of social and political concerns. 

 

For Ayaz Jokhio, Rashid Rana played an influential role. Teaching at the NCA in the late 

1990s when Ayaz was a student, Rashid introduced conceptual approaches to making art; 

he encouraged students to think about the nature of art and the role of an artist. He 

suggested the possibilities of utilizing unconventional media to produce art. The kind of 

work that Ayaz produces incites similar questions and makes use of everyday objects. For 

the inauguration of Pakistan’s National Art Gallery in Islamabad in 2007, Ayaz created a 

site-specific installation that called into question the nation of Pakistan (Figure 6.2). The 

artist involved schoolchildren in his quest to uncover the impossibility of defining this 

entity. He gave the youngsters a map of Pakistan and asked them to draw their versions 

on takhtis, a small board that is faced with a layer of clay. This object is used in 

classrooms in Pakistan for writing lessons; students cover the surface with text and then 

wipe it clean with water for re-use. It is an old-style notebook that has serviced Pakistani 

schools since the nation’s beginnings. In the installation assembled by Ayaz Jokhio, 

takhtis were utilized for a lesson on nationalism. Pedestals with takhtis on top lined up 

across from a blackboard in the same layout that would be found in a classroom. On the 

blackboard was an outline of the national boundaries in chalk. On the takhtis were varied 
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interpretations of these borders. Each of schoolchildren had his or her views of what 

Pakistan’s boundaries resemble. Out of this lesson situated in a classroom emerged a 

message suitable for adults: national borders are negotiable, at least in our minds. 

 

The fully-articulated expressions of the two artists described here show that even as they 

question what has come to be known as Pakistan, there is something that could be called 

“Pakistani art” in the contemporary moment. Ahsan Jamal, Ayaz Jokhio, and the 

contemporary Pakistani artists whose work has been presented in this dissertation are 

united through a sensibility of experimentation and inquiry. They question the nature of 

art—something that they share with artists elsewhere in the world. Yet they address, 

more specifically, the role of art in contemporary Pakistan. These artists form artworks to 

signify Pakistani, even as they criticize the possibility of doing so. Contemporary 

Pakistani art, as such, offers complex insights into the nation’s perceived cultural, social, 

and political identities.  
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Chapter Two Images 

   

Figure 2.1 Abdur Rehman Chugtai    
Jahangir and Nur Jahan, late 1940s    
Watercolor on paper, 22 x 18 inches    

Source: Contemporary Painting in Pakistan 

 

   
Figure 2.2 Shakir Ali, Still Life with Scroll, c 1954  
Source: Contemporary Painting in Pakistan Pakistan 
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Figure 2.3 Ali Imam, Untitled, 1955   
21 ½ x 19 inches     
Source: Image and Identity    

 

  
Figure 2.4 Ahmed Parvez, Eve, c 1952 
Oil, 36 x 29 inches 
Source: Alhamra Arts Council 
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Figure 2.5 Anna Molka Ahmed, Landscape, 1985 
Oil on canvas, 61 x 92 cm (hangs in Pakistan National Assembly, Islamabad) 
Source: Painting in Pakistan 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Anna Molka Ahmed, Chhota Durgai, c 1959 
Oil on canvas, 48 x 72 inches 
Source: PNCA 

 

  
Figure 2.7 Anna Molka Ahmed, Haji Sharif 
1966, oil on canvas, 24 x 18 inches 
Source: Painting in Pakistan   
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Figure 2.8 A.R. Nagori, Tower of Power, 1983-1986 
Oil on masonite,18 x 9 inches. Source: Contemporary 

   Painting in Pakistan 

 

  
Figure 2.9 Quddus Mirza, Portrait of a   Figure 2.10 Zahoor-ul Akhlaq, Radio 

Shah, 1986, oil on canvas    Photograph of Objects Unidentified V, 1983 
Source: Image and Identity   Etching, 22 x 30 inches 

Source: Zahoor-ul Akhlaq 
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Figure 2.11 Hanif Ramay, Mohammed, 1958 
Oil on canvas, 20 x 12 inches 
Source: Contemporary Painting in Pakistan 

 

 
Figure 2.12 Khalid Iqbal, Rural Canal, 1970s, oil on masonite 
14 x 22 inches. Source: Image and Identity 
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Figure 2.13 Meher Afroze, Puppets, 1980s 
Source: Pioneering Perspectives 
 

                     
Figure 2.14 Nahid Raza, Eve and Universe,        Figure 2.15 Naazish Ata-Ullah, Chaddar  
1980s, Source: Pioneering Perspectives       VI, 1987, aquatint, 27 x 42 cm 
         Source: Unveiling the Visible 
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Chapter Three Images 

 
Figure 3.1 Salima Hashmi, The Year of Drought, 1980 
Oil and collage on canvas, 24 x 36 inches 
Source: Contemporary Painting in Pakistan 

 
Figure 3.2 Zahoor-ul Akhlaq, Shah Jahan’s Sons on Horseback, 1983 
Oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches. Source: Contemporary Painting in Pakistan 
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Figure 3.3 Balchand, The Three Younger Sons of Shah Jahan, (1592-1666) 
Indian (Mughal), Victoria and Albert Museum 
Source: Beyond the Page 

 

 
Figure 3.4 Bashir Ahmad, Mumtaz Mahal, 1973 
Pencil on paper. Source: artist 
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Figure 3.5 Shahzia Sikander, Untitled (detail of scroll), 1993 
Gouache on wasli, 152 x 38 cm. Source: Unveiling the Visible 

 

 
Figure 3.6 Rashid Rana, Untitled 6, 1992-1993, acrylic on canvas, 96 x 132 inches 
Source: Rashid Rana: Identical Views 
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Figure 3.7 Rashid Rana, Who’s Afraid of Red, 2000 
Acrylic, stitched fabric and embroidery on canvas 
Source: Rashid Rana: Identical Views 

 

        
      Figure 3.8 Risham Syed, Sehra Bandi, 2000 
      Mixed media, 51 x 30 cm. Source: artist 
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Chapter Four Images 

 
Figure 4.1 Adeela Suleman, Salma Sitara and Sisters Workshop  
(detail), mixed media, 1999 
Source: Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan, exhibition catalogue 
 

Figure 4.2 Adeela Suleman, Tip-Top-Tea (fountain) 
    Metal, 91 x 198 cm,1999 
    Source: Unveiling the Visible 
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Figure 4.3 Saira Wasim, Waterlilies, from the series 
Honor Killings, 2000 
Gouached on wasli 
7 x 51/2 inches 
Source: Jay Grimm Gallery website 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Aisha Khalid, Covered/Uncovered III (detail), 2002 
Opaque watercolor on wasli and paperboard 
50 x 70 cm & 14 x 19 cm 
Source: Aisha Khalid 2001-2002, self-published catalogue 
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 Figure 4.5 Aisha Khalid, Visible/Invisible I (detail), 
2002, Embroidery on velvet, opaque 

 watercolor and gold leaf on paperboard, 50 x 50 cm each 
panel. Source: Aisha Khalid 2001-2002, self-published 
catalogue 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Aisha Khalid, Visible/Invisible II, 2002, gotta (silver thread fabric), velvet on board, 50 x 50 
cm (each panel). Source: Aisha Khalid 2001-2002, self-published catalogue 
 

 
Figure 4.7 Naiza Khan, Works on Karachi Sea (include Bulletproof Vest, 2007, metal, 25 x 30 x 30 cm; 
Armor-Corset II, 2007, galvanized steel, 82 x 40 x 14 cm (approx) 
Source: artist 
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Figure 4.8 Naiza Khan, Henna Hands (detail), 2002, stenciled henna paste 
on walls, Karachi, size unavailable. Source: artist 
 

    
Figure 4.9 Naiza Khan, Henna Hands  Figure 4.10 Naiza Khan, Henna Hands  

(detail), 2002, stenciled henna paste  (detail), 2002, stenciled henna paste 
on walls, Karachi, size unavailable  on walls, Karachi, size unavailable 
Source: artist     Source: artist 
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Figure 4.11 Hamra Abbas, Please Do Not Step, 2004 
Mixed media installation. Source: Playing with a Loaded Gun catalogue 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Ambreen Butt, Untitled from the series I Must Utter What Comes to My Lips, 2003 
Source: artist 
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Figure 4.13 Ambreen Butt, Untitled from  
the series I Must Utter What Comes to My 

Lips, 2003, Source: artist 
 
 

 
Figure 4.14 Ambreen Butt, Untitled from  
the series I Must Utter What Comes  

to My Lips, 2003 
Source: artist 
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Figure 4.15 Huma Mulji, “Can you take off your shoes please?”, 2006 
Faux leather, suitcase, aluminum casts, fabric, 66 x 71 x 61 cm 
Source: author’s photograph 

 

 
Figure 4.16, Alia Hasan-Khan, Greetings from…, 2005 
Postcard (front), 10 x 15 cm. Source: artist 
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Figure 4.17 Rashid Rana, Omatidia III, 2004 
digital print, 30 x 33 inches, edition of 20 
Source: Rashid Rana: Identical Views, exhibition catalogue 
 

 
Figure 4.18 Rashid Rana, All Eyes Skyward During the Annual Parade, 2004 
digital print, 240 x 98.5 inches, edition of 5  
Source: Rashid Rana: Identical Views, exhibition catalogue 
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Figure 4.19 Rashid Rana, Ten Differences, 2004, video, 53 seconds, edition of 5 
Source: Rashid Rana: Identical Views, exhibition catalogue 
 

 
Figure 4.20 Imran Qureshi, Untitled, 2001, opaque watercolor, gold leaf,  
Letraset transfer on wasli, 27 x 19 cm 
Source: Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan, exhibition catalogue 
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Figure 4.21 Risham Syed, Evolution Threads, 2002 
Beads and thread on vinyl, 41 x 36 cm 
Source: Playing with a Loaded Gun: Contemporary Art in Pakistan, exhibition catalogue  

  
 

 
Figure 4.22 Risham Syed, 2006 
Artificial flowers and grass,  
Source: author’s photograph 
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Figure 4.23 Hasnat Mehmood, A Letter to All, 2003 
Gouache, teawash, and lead on wasli, 46 x 26 cm 
Source: artist 

 

 
Figure 4.24 Hasnat Mehmood, Conference of Crows, 2004 
Gouache and silver leaf on wasli 
Source: artist 
 

 
Figure 4.25 Hasnat Mehmood, Original Image May Vary, 2008, mixed media, Source: the artist 
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Chapter Five images 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Roohi Ahmed, Hum (poster for “Aar Paar” 2000), 2000 
Mixed media on paper, 8 x 11 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00roohi.htm 
 

 
Figures 5.2 Karkhana (details), 2003 

Mixed media on wasli. Source: Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration 
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Figure 5.3 Hasnat Mehmood, Only for  Figure 5.4 Karkhana (detail), 2003 Figure 5.5 Karkhana (detail),   
Adults, mixed media on wasli,       Mixed media on wasli, 11 x 8 in     2003, mixed media on wasli,  
11 x 8 inches (approx), Source: artist    Source: Karkhana catalogue       Source:  Karkhana catalogue 
 

 

    
 

 
Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 Karkhana (details), 2003 

Mixed media on wasli. Source: Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration 
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Figures 5.9 Karkhana (details), 2003 

Mixed media on wasli. Source: Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration 

 
 

 
Figure 5.10 Jahangir Preferring a Sufi Shaikh to Kings 
by Bichitr (act. 1615–50), India, Mughal period, ca. 1660–70 
Opaque watercolor, gold, and ink on paper, 25.3 x 18.1 cm (10 x 7 1/8 in.) 
Source: Freer Gallery of Art website 
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Figure 5.11 Karkhana, 2003, mixed media on wasli, 11 x 8 inches (approx) 

Source: Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration 
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Figure 5.12 Karkhana, 2003, mixed media on wasli, 11 x 8 inches (approx) 

Source: Karkhana: A Contemporary Collaboration 
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Figure 5.13 Abid, The Death of Khan Jahan Lodi, 1633 

Folio 94b, Padshahnama 

Source: King of the World: the Padshahnama, exhibition catalogue 
 

 
Figure 5.14 Bharti Kher, Silver Midas, 2000 

Sequins on wood, 8 x 11 x 4 inches 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00bharti.htm 
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Figure 5.15 Kausik Mukhapadhya, Untitled, 2000 

Mixed media, 11 x 8 x 4 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00kaushik.htm 

 

 
Figure 5.16 A. Balasubramanium, Untitled, 2000 

Mixed media multiples 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00bala.htm 

 

 
Figure 5.17 Quddus Mirza, Combine, 2000 

Assemblage of Indian and Pakistani film posters, 11 x 8 inches 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00quddus.htm 
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Figure 5.18 Asma Mundrawala, Kabhi Haan, Kabhi Naan, 2000 

Digital print, 11 x 8 inches 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00asma.htm 

 

 
Figure 5.19 Naiza Khan, Untitled, 2000 

Wax, commercial print on board, 11 x 8 inches 
Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/00naiza.htm 

 

 
Figure 5.20 Shez Dawood, Together We’re Stronger, 2002 

Digital print, 8 x 11 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/02shez.htm 
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Figure 5.21 Huma Mulji, 2002 

Digital print, 11 x 8 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/02huma.htm 

 
Figure 5.22 A.Madani, F. Hussain, A.Adil, M.Sohail, Karachi: A Culinary Map, 2002 
Digital print, 8 x 11 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/02art4.htm 
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Figure 5.23 Asma Mundrawala, Kaho Na Pyar Hai, 2002 

Digital print, 11 x 8 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/02asma.htm 
 

 
Figure 5.24 Rashid Rana, 2002 

Digital print, 8 x 11 inches. Source: http://members.tripod.com/aarpaar2/02.htm 
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Chapter Six images 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Ahsan Jamal, For Office Use Only, 2005, gouache on wasli, paper,  
and stamp, 5 x 7 inches. Source: artist 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Ayaz Jokhio, Untitled, mixed media installation, dimensions variable. Source: artist 
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